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One could be forgiven for assuming that after 85 years of having been homeless, finally purchasing our own 
premises in Wengen might suggest that this was perhaps the end of the story.  In fact, it is more likely the end of the 
chapter, but the rest of the book beckons. 

Our own club room gives us a presence as a genuine part of the establishment in Wengen. It means that members and visitors drop in 
regularly each evening because it is a pleasant place to be and women who were less enthusiastic visitors to the rugby scrum of a busy 
night in the hut find the new clubroom a nicer place to be. So we are busier than we might have expected most nights of the season.
We have volunteer bar staff, volunteer cleaners, internet access for those who cannot get it elsewhere, we still get visits from people 
looking for a room, believing the Eiger still to be an hotel, and each evening up to 90 people pop in for a chat and/or a drink on a busy 
night. We have a very civilised base. But we also have a lot of people who are rushing around trying to make sure everything happens 
as it should. And many are somewhat overworked.

So please remember that most committee members and other helpers are honorary positions (in this context, honorary means unpaid, 
just volunteering).

Things are changing. The committee under Max is trying to establish better ways of doing things. There is a proper house committee 
responsible for what happens in the club room but it needs teeth to give it authority. The club room can house things other than a 
group of drinkers every early evening. Such as the art exhibition put on by Rupert Head of paintings of views and buildings around 
Wengen. Or a champagne reception sponsored by Pure Powder for all members prior to going to the Regina for the 85th Dinner 
Dance.  And talks and lectures as well as a wine tasting.  Our club and club room are evolving fast. What has become increasingly 
plain to see is that the Wengen Manager cannot reasonably be expected to work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our new facilities 
have put an increasing load on some shoulders, we need to change the balance, but throwing money at the problem is not an option. 
Watch this space.

The SCGB. We have enjoyed a long standing friendship and relationship with the SCGB since the DHO was founded. Many of us are 
members of both clubs. We have shared facilities, reps, ski guides and friendship with them since before most of us were born. SCGB 
members may be signed in as a guest to enter the clubhouse by any DHO member. All SCGB reps are either already DHO members 
or become temporary members for their appointment period and so long as the SCGB rep is present, may bring their members into 
our clubhouse. The rules with regard to drink are: -  bring a decent bottle, deposit it behind the bar, drink it or something else and be 
honest and bring more at the appropriate time.  All SCGB members must be signed in each day they visit the club room.

Death in Wengen. Myles Robinson went missing over Christmas 2009 and his body was found a few hours short of 7 days later. His 
disappearance is addressed elsewhere in the Journal and we do not propose to deal with it here. But the rumours of what might have 
happened to him and the conflicting views fester on in the minds of those alarmed by what the stories in the press might do to the 
tourist trade on which Wengen survives. Thus there is a natural desire to “brush things under the carpet” on the one hand, and on the 
other hand, an equally understandable desire to find out precisely what had happened to Myles, even if the truth might be unpalatable.  
Whatever really happened, the fact remains that most of us are united in the view that the truth, if it is ever fully discovered, will need 
to be properly disseminated.  At present we await both a Swiss and a UK inquest.

And finally, there is a new editor to the DHO Journal. He promises to try to live up to the standards set by his predecessors. He has 
rarely been known to use 1 word when he can use 3, but a degree of restraint is being exercised.

Freddie Whitelaw
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disconnected Jottings

In the first week of February, the DHO Clubroom was transformed 
into an art  gallery to exhibit paintings of Wengen by artist 
Rupert Head. This was a first DHO exhibition of paintings.  The 
artist had visited Wengen prior to the exhibition to paint and 
photograph a  wide range of scenes;  he attempted to capture in 
paint the essential beauty and drama of Wengen, the majesty of 
the mountains, the action and excitement of the skiing and the 
feel of the many picturesque chalets, hotels and other buildings 
of Wengen. Rupert wanted to produce paintings of scenes which 
would be quickly recognisable and therefore mean more to the 
DHO Club membership.  Nearly all paintings were sold and a 
proportion of profits from sales went to the Club.  

Art exhibition

It is rare that natives of one country invent a sport in another 
country that subsequently goes on to become a worldwide 
phenomenon. Yet that is precisely what the British did in the 
Bernese Oberland from about 1890 to 1930 with the invention 
and development of Alpine skiing. Although a downhill race of a 
kind existed beforehand, it took Arnold Lunn and fellow British 
skiers centred on Mürren to develop the downhill race just before 
and just after WW1 into something we would recognise today.  
In 1922 Arnold Lunn invented and ran the first slalom. Out of 
this very local development sprang a racing community – the 
Kandahar, SAS and DHO all formed in the Oberland in a few 
days over 12 months from late January 1924 to early February 
1925. 

the Golden Age of Alpine skiing

The Swiss were involved, despite 
stories that it was all the invention 
of we British, since some had 
already caught the alpine bug. 
Most notable was Walter 
Amstutz, the son of a Mürren 
hotelier and an undergraduate 
at Berne university. Another was 
Wengen’s Ernst Gertsch. It was 
Amstutz who was instrumental 
in forming the SAS and working 
with Arnold Lunn to persuade the 
Nordic dominated FIS to accept 
Alpine Skiing – a task that took 
over 10 years. 

snow-Camp Youth Charity 

Rupert Head (pictured above) has a growing track record of 
successful commissions (HM The Queen asked him to paint HMY 
Britannia, in which he served for four years, paying her last visit 
to London).  If you have a particular scene, chalet or whatever 
you would like him to paint, you can contact him at rhead.artist@
btinternet.com or on UK phone number 01243 532278. 

It was Ernst Gertsch who established the Lauberhorn downhill 
and himself won the first Lauberhorn slalom in 1930.

Now Max Amstutz, the nephew of Walter Amstutz has written 
a book detailing the history of Alpine Skiing covering what he 
calls the Golden Age.  A special offer price is available to DHO 
members of a reduction of 10 CHF or 7 Eur if they use the order 
form inserted in this DHO Journal.

When the editor gets it wrong, it seems to amuse everyone, so 
here’s another one. On 30th Jan 2010, driving out to Wengen, 
with Dunkirk about 60 minutes behind  me, it was cold with 
the odd flurry of snow; suddenly on a straight bit of auto-route, 
the back of my car “stepped out” toward the central barrier. I 
corrected the steering and after what seemed like forever (but was 
probably much less than 10 seconds) of sideways motoring, the 
back came back behind me and shot out the other side, which yet 
again I corrected. It is amazing how slow 50 mph seems when 
driving normally down an autoroute and how unbelievably fast it 
then appears when you are going completely sideways! I continued 
in this fish-tailing fashion for quite a long way, close to a half 
mile, twiddling the steering wheel like a whirling dervish (what 
the motor cyclists so succinctly call a “tank slapper”) before I slid 
sideways onto the grass verge at the side of the auto-route and 
bounced back into the road. 

A completely private accident, no one else involved and no 
witnesses. I reversed onto the side of the road noticing a lot of 
nasty scraping noises and got out to survey the damage. A front 
tyre was deflating, and the plastic bodywork around the rear 
bumper was dragging behind. The road was covered in black ice 
and I felt lucky to have escaped completely unharmed.  Later, “Le 
Patron” of the rescue garage and I looked at the car together 
and in my less than perfect French I explained that I thought all

Laughing it up with the natives
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the wheels were more or less pointing in the right direction, that 
the plastic skirt could be cut away with a hack saw or an angle 
grinder and with a new tyre fitted (my car only had a ‘get you 
home spare’ and I had to settle for a tyre from a wrecked car) I 
could be on my way.

I paid him the princely sum of 160 Euros (not bad for being 
dragged off the autoroute, a tyre removed, another purchased 
and fitted, all on a Saturday morning). As I departed I noticed 
a few cms of snow had fallen in the couple of hours whilst I 
had been in dock. Later, the conditions worsened, I called 
the Alpenrose in Wengen to say I doubted I would get there 
that night and headed instead for the Capitain Hotel by Basel 
airport.  Next morning it had stopped snowing and I reached  
Lauterbrunnen car park and then up the mountain to Wengen. 

At the end of my holiday on a Monday morning, I set off  home 
from Lauterbrunnen at about 10.00 am in fine sunny weather. I 
stopped at the Berne Ost autobahn services to fill with fuel and 
then parked on the car park whilst I searched out my sunglasses. 
Two Swiss polizei patrolmen stopped and came to “admire” my 
newly modified rear bodywork. I don’t speak German, they spoke 
remarkably little English. Eventually we conversed in pretty poor 
French where mine seemed somewhat better than theirs. They 
said that they felt that the missing plastic skirt exposed various 
rough bits of metal which might be dangerous to any pedestrian 
who might walk into the side of my car. I tried to explain that 
since I was not planning to leave the Autobahn/autoroute before 
Dunkirk and if any pedestrian was encountered in the middle 
of the autobahn, then said pedestrian had a lot more to worry 
about than my car’s missing plastic skirt.  Laughter came there 
none.  I had ignored that, at best, the Swiss from around Berne 
have a strange and unique sense of humour and, at worst, no 
sense of humour at all. Much the same applies to the police of 
all nations too. Next they asked for my driving licence and I 
handed that over and they then suggested I followed them to 
the nearest BMW garage on the outskirts of Berne. “You will 
follow, I will keep your licence” said one. “That will make sure 
I follow you” said I.  They laughed.  I’d discovered something 
that made them laugh, but too late to help my situation. 

At the BMW garage I explained that I had done at least 700 
kms since the accident and would easily get back to the UK, 
but no, their decision was “safety first”. How about letting me 
drive to Basel (about an hour) I said, thinking that once I was 
into France, I’d be out of Swiss jurisdiction and a rather more 
informal regime would apply. Again the negative.  I called my 
insurers, took a taxi to the station, a train to Basel and a flight 
home, leaving behind my car, tool kit and holiday baggage.

My insurance company didn’t really fancy the idea of repairing 
the car because the repair cost was more than they thought the car 
was worth. Neither my local garage on seeing my photographs, 
nor I could understand this. The insurance company had 
confused Swiss Francs with Euros or Sterling, but eventually 
they made me an offer that was £500 more than I paid for the 
car in order to write it off. They also made me an offer to cover 
my return flight, taxis and train fares. So I accepted, drove out 
to Berne a few days later in another car, emptied the old car of 
everything and said my goodbyes, returning to the UK all in 48 
hours.

The moral of the story? Make sure you have a proper spare 
wheel and stock up with “gaffer tape” before going abroad. 
Gaffer tape is what the rally and sports car racing teams use to 
temporarily hold damaged panels in place during competition. 
If I had used it to hold the panel in place instead of sawing it off 
and placing it in the back of my car, I would almost certainly 
have not had my run in with the Swiss police and got home to 
the UK with my car where it could have been repaired at a cost 
much less than the value of the vehicle.

In this Journal is a book of raffle tickets. You are encouraged 
and invited to subscribe. The monies raised will go towards the 
purchase of our new club room.  Anyone wishing more of them 
should contact Norman Freund (normfreund@aol.com). The 
draw will be at the McMillan Cup prize giving. You do not need 
to attend to win.. The prizes are worth having, they include an 
original painting by Rupert Head, wines, champagne, and a ski 
lesson from Bob Eastwood, some 20 in total.

raffle tickets

The 100 club is doing well. About 80 people have so far signed 
up and donated £1000 to the club towards the cost of the new 
Clubhouse. This means that there is still space for about another 
20 of us to join this club and, in due course, have our name or 
that of a loved one inscribed on the commemorative board that 
will be erected in the clubroom. 

the 100 club

There was a time when  the DHO was small enough for pretty 
well every member to personally know every other member. Those 
days are long gone---the success of our Club and its growth into 
the super league of ski clubs has seen to that. 

Late last year, the Committee agreed that a facility should be 
added to the website for members to address comments, concerns 
and suggestions to the Club Committee, and have them dealt with 
by the people best placed to address them. If you go to the DHO 
website (www.downhillonly.com), click on the Feedback page and 
you’ll find the facility there. For people without Internet access or 
who would prefer not to use the Internet for their communication, 
Feedback should be sent by mail to:

Mrs. Sarah Hoyle, ‘Feedback’, Hon. Secretary, DHO, 
4 The Chines, Delamere Park, 
Cuddington Cheshire, CW8 2XA

With an eye to future members, the website Feedback page also 
provides for non-members to send their questions to the Club.

feedback
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This full of character building, comprising a rarely busy shop on the ground floor and with the Privat ski school offices above may 
shortly be no more. Rumours have been heard that it is proposed to demolish it – and presumably to replace it with something more 
modern?

Little Hutte – Adieu? 

BRECHIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
6 Brechin Place, London SW7 4QA  

Tel 020 7370 1256/7/8 Fax No 020 7370 2251

Max Davies 
and the staff at Brechin Management 
Limited wish the D.H.O and Wengen 

an Excellent Season in 2011
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Wengen Manager’s report
Winter 2009/10 by sheridan Killwick

I set off from England for Wengen in the car fully laden for the season at the beginning of December.  As I was  near-
ing Wengen, I was greeted by an amazing sight of snow at Bern and this cover continued to Lauterbrunnen.  Sadly 
when I got to Lauterbrunnen, there were no trains for two hours. This was because of too much snow, sounds like 
the sort of excuse you would get in England.

Unfortunately, due to the heavy snowfall a tree had fallen on 
the line and completely blocked the track.  People were stranded 
in Wengen and missed their flights home and others like me 
were stuck in Lauterbrunnen.  ‘Any excuse to stay on longer in 
Wengen,’ I hear you say.

When I finally made it to Wengen in the late afternoon I was 
greeted by two friendly faces. The Crystal reps who very kindly 
helped me off the train with my entire luggage, a true Wengen 
welcome.  The sun was shining and the views from the DHO 
flat were fantastic looking across to Mürren.  Everywhere was 
covered in snow about 55cms had fallen in the village and 85cms 
at Kleine Scheidegg.  It looked like it was going to be another 
great season.

Sadly this snow did not last. It rained very heavily and washed it 
all away.  All was not lost and the snow came again in plenty of 
time before the season kicked off for all the members.

It was great to have the first Christmas in the new club room 
and fun putting up the decorations.  I enjoyed the trip down to 
Interlaken to get a real tree and Christina got some real mistletoe 
to hang from the newly installed cartwheel lights.  We tried a little 
experiment and Brian and Christina opened the club room after 
dinner on New Year’s Eve.  Members wishing to take advantage 
of this left their bottles of champagne to be chilled in the club 
room fridge, ready for their return later in the evening. 

It was very exciting to see the new Eigernordwand chairlift, often 
called the “orange express” or “tango experience”, complete 
and up and running for the season.  For most of the season the 
lift was well used. At the start of the season, we almost had it 
to ourselves.  It must have been a lot of hard work during the 
summer months to ensure it was working for this season.  They 
had already started to dismantle the old T-bar by the end of the 
previous season.  Some of us were sad to see it go; others were 
very pleased as it was a tricky lift to go up at the best of times.  
The really great thing is that it has opened up access to Punch 
Bowl to many more skiers of all levels.  Some work was done to 
improve the pathway into Punch Bowl.  Many feared that the 
Eigergletcher restaurant would lose out with the new lift - not 
so at all - in fact it is busier than ever and they won’t even take 
bookings except for after 3pm.

I whizzed over to Mürren before the start of the season to check out 
the new chairlifts at Winteregg.  I have to say the new four man chair is 
brilliant - so much faster than the old one - we were whisked up to the 
top in no time and after only a short ski and taking the new Almiboden 
chair, we were above Almendhubel in no time.  A huge improvement 
making a day out to Mürren a very attractive proposition due to the 
fact you get skiing a lot sooner with the new lifts.

It was a busy season with more and more members and visitors 
coming into the club room each night. No one could have predicted 
what a huge success it would be.  Many more opportunities are 
available now to the DHO with its new facilities.  For the first 
time ever a Swiss wine tasting evening was held an art exhibition 
and a talk about Stephen Davies’s trip to Baffin island were all 
held in the clubroom. All of which went down very well.

It was the DHO’s 85th Anniversary year and the Hotel Regina 
put on a splendid dinner. Members danced the night away until 
the early hours.  The evening kicked off in style with a champagne 
reception in the club room - over a hundred people attended.  Lots 
of people came out to Wengen for the race week and enjoyed the 
good snow, the Lucy Dicker and McMillan races amongst other 
things going on during this week.

A group of us went over to Cortina in March to the Amateur 
Interclub races hosted by the Diciotto Ski Club they certainly laid 
on a great event and will be a hard act to follow as we are hosting 
the event in Wengen in March 2011.  We brought back silver 
and bronze medals from Italy and a lot of happy memories.  The 
night we arrived back from Cortina, Brian Pette was celebrating
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his birthday in the club room and our medal winners joined in 
celebrating their success too.  Brian wasn’t the only member to 
use the club room to celebrate his birthday. Tom Walduck did so 
as well; both were great parties.

A big highlight of the season was the arrival of the new doors 
which do look great.  Next season the outer entrance to the Eiger 
building will be transformed with the Raiffeisenbank moving in.  
Work started as soon as the season ended and the construction 
will be finished in plenty of time for next season.  Other work will 
be going on in Wengen to improve the journey up to Scheidegg

with more double track being laid over the summer months.  It 
is said that this will save 10 minutes off the journey time.  There 
are other projects in mind for the future to improve the lift system 
further; watch this space!!

The season ended well with plenty of snow and some fantastic 
conditions for the Easter holiday skiers. Bob and Rachel were 
kept busy with Coggins and Eagles.  Another successful President’s 
party was held in the new club room with many locals and 
members enjoying the great atmosphere.  Roll on the next season; 
enjoy the summer.  Sheridan.

race results 2009/10

RACE  McMILLAN CUP  
DATE    4 FEBRUARY 2010
TIME   12.00    
PISTE   TSCHUGGEN
CONDITIONS    Fast, sunny

McMiLLAN CUP

OVERALL RESULTS
1	 02:07.0	 Giles	 Milner	 McMillan	cup	&	Novice	cup
2	 02:08.0	 Ed	 Robinson	 Big	John	cup
3	 02:09.0	 Leo	 Flindall
4	 02:09.1	 Jean-Daniel	 Gluck
5	 02:19.0	 Edward	 Perrott		 Stretcher	cup
6	 02:25.0	 Martin	 West
7	 02:29.0	 Sean	 McCarthy						 Jarvis	cup
8	 02:36.0	 Vanda	 Joss																								 Falken	Ladies	cup	&	Granny	cup
9	 02:38.0	 Lucy	 Maskey	 Half	Piste	cup
10	 02:41.0	 Clive	 Mitchell
11	 02:42.0	 Will	 Waghorn									 Open	cup
12	 02:43.0	 Anne		 Freund													 Lockhart	Ladies	&Security	cup
13	 02:46.0	 Marc	 Ieronimo
14	 02:47.0	 Liz	 Moore		 Half	Ton	plate
15	 02:56.0	 Michael	 Oliver																							Bath	Chair	cup
16	 02:57.0	 Phil	 Gepfert
17	 03:00.0	 Ingie	 Christophersen
18	 03:02.0	 Tony	 Davis				 Heavenly	Bowl	cup
19	 03:04.0	 Olivia	 Gordon		 Angel	Plate
20	 03:06.0	 Simon	 Williamson
21	 03:08.0	 Joanna	 Milner	Percy
22	 03:09.0	 Helen	 Whittet
23	 03:10.0	 Andy	 Gilchrist
24	 03:11.0	 Vince	 Pilgrim
25	 03:12.0	 John	 Polatch
26	 03:13.0	 Jeremy	 Howard			 Fountain	cup
27	 03:14.0	 Michael	 Maskey
28	 03:16.0	 Colin	 Freund
29	 03:18.0	 David	 Verdon-Anderson
30	 03:27.0	 Max	 Davies
31	 03:28.0	 Duncan	 Lonie
32	 03:37.0	 Janey	 King
33	 03:42.0	 Donald	 McGilvray
34	 03:45.0	 Philip	 Hill
35	 03:52.0	 Andy	 Seaman
36	 03:53.0	 Jenny	 Alban	Davies
37	 03:54.0	 Huw	 Alban	Davies
38	 04:08.0	 Kieran	 Stevens
39	 04:12.0	 Deborah	 Flindall
40	 04:50.0	 Freddie	 Whitelaw
41	 05:13.0	 Norman	 Freund

RACE  LUCY DICKER  
DATE    2 FEBRUARY 2010
TIME   18.00    
PISTE   DUAL SLALOM ON FIGELLER
CONDITIONS    Soft, snowing

LUCY diCKer CUP

OVERALL RESULTS
44	entrants	all	together
1.	 Alex	Maienfisch
2.	 Ed	Robinson
Semi	finalists	Giles	and	Ryan

Last	remaining	female	Ingie	Christophersen	got	through	to	the	quarter	finals;	beaten	
by	the	winning	finalist	26	year	old	Alex	from	Bern

RACE  RAILWAY CUP  
DATE    28 JANUARY 2010
TIME   11.00    
PISTE   GIANT SLALOM IN PUNCH BOWL
CONDITIONS    Powder, fresh snow

rAiLWAY CUP

OVERALL RESULTS
1.	 Sean	McCarthy	 	 23.7
2.	 Toby	Carless	 	 25.5
3.	 Sheridan	Killwick	 	 27.5
4.	 Bob	Eastwood	 	 28.5
5.	 Martin	West	 	 29.2
6.	 Julia	Batty	 	 32.3
7.	 Helen	Gloster	 	 33.8
8.	 Walter	Steuri	 	 34.0
9.	 Brian	Jayes	 	 34.2
10.	 Colin	Freund	 	 39.7
11.	 Don	McCutchen	 	 40.5
12.	 Simon	Williamson	 	 41.6
13.	 Mike	Austin	 	 43.0
14.	 Christoph	Egger	 	 43.8
15.	 Anne	Freund	 	 46.6
16.	 Rachel	Anderton	 	 50.2
17.	 Susie	Davies	 	 51.7
18.	 Helen	Whittet	 	 1.01.6
19.	 Max	Davies	 	 1.14.2
20.	 Maureen	Fanshawe	 	 1.15.3
21.	 Michael	Woodhall	 	 1.35.3
22.	 Val	Rowe		 	 2.31.9
23.	 Urs	Kessler	 	 3.02.5
24.	 Andy	Seaman	 	 DNF
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RACE  POLYTECHNIC CUP  
DATE    18 FEBRUARY 2010
TIME   15.00    
PISTE   GIANT SLALOM, LAUBERHORN
CONDITIONS    Warm, sunny and soft

PoLYteCHNiC CUP

OVERALL RESULTS
1.	 Stephen	Penrose	 	 34.61
2.	 John	Pincott	 	 34.64
3.	 Henry	Borman	 	 35.19
4.	 Nick	Spence	 	 36.16
5.	 Angus	Buchanan	 	 38.08
6.	 CB	Buchanan	 	 40.20
7.	 Nick	Taylor	 	 41.13
8.	 Rupert	Allinson	 	 42.67
9.	 Richard	Jones	 	 42.71
10.	 Andrew	Robinson	 	 44.20
11.	 Ian	Little	 	 	 46.59
Charles	Ryan		 	 	 DNF
Nicky	Spence	 	 	 DNF
Geraldine	Allinson	 	 DNF

RACE  OPEN RACE   
DATE    2 FEBRUARY 2010
TIME   10.30    
PISTE   GIANT SLALOM ON LAUBERHORN
CONDITIONS    Fast and sunny

dHo ANNiversArY oPeN rACe 2010

OVERALL RESULTS
	 	 	 1st	run	 2nd	run	 Combined	time
1.	 Alex	Maienfisch	 44.94	 45.45	 90.39
2.	 Edward	Robinson	 45.35	 46.60	 91.95
3.	 Jean	Daniel	Gluck	 47.07	 47.73	 94.80
4.	 Sheridan	Killwick	 55.06	 54.38	 109.44
5.	 Edward	Perrott	 56.04	 55.55	 111.59
6.	 Lucy	Maskey	 55.15	 56.54	 111.69
7.	 Martin	West	 57.56	 59.32	 116.88
8.	 John	Sutherland	 1.03.44	 1.03.30	 126.74
9.	 Joanna	Milner	Percy	 1.05.40	 1.06.24	 131.64
10.	 Huw	Alban	Davies	 1.06.97	 1.06.42	 133.39
11.	 Michael	Oliver	 1.08.80	 1.05.76	 134.6
12.	 Mike	Austin	 1.14.61	 1.14.60	 149.21
	 Sean	McCarthy	 DNF	 53.13

1st	overall	Lady	 Sheridan	Killwick
1st	overall	Man	 Alex	Maienfisch
Silver	medal	lady	 Lucy	Maskey
Silver	medal	man	 Edward	Robinson
Bronze	medal	lady	 Joanna	Milner	Percy
Bronze	medal	man	 Jean	Daniel	Gluck

RACE  ANDY CAPP
DATE    11 February 2010
TIME   09.00 – 10.00 Registration
PISTE   Whole Area
CONDITIONS    Varied, fresh snow on piste.  Cloud in Wengen
   sunny up high
TEAMS  1ST  Prize overall winners Lizzie Davis and 
   Helen Whittet

dHo ANdY CAPP QUiZ rACe

OVERALL RESULTS
1	 Lizzie	Davis	and	Helen	Whittet		 29	and	a	half	points
2	 Melinda	and	Peter	Job,	Dick	and	
	 Jenny	Burton	and	Richard	Lovell		 26	and	a	half	points
3	 John	Smith,	John	Schrader,	
	 Alan	Jordan	and	Sue	Kent		 23	and	a	half	points
4	 Karen	Jones	and	Jo	Noble		 DNF

RACE  KURVEREIN CRYSTAL  RACE
COURSE  Bumps to Marys
DATE    11 March
TIME   12.30
PISTE   Bumps
CONDITIONS    Light dusting of new snow on hard packed piste.   
   Sunny and cloudy

dHo KUrvereiN CrYstAL rACe

PAIRS
1.	 Roger	Scoones	and	Sarah	Hirst	 	 3.03.36
2.	 Richard	Hackett	and	Alexandra	Moore	 	 3.21.02
3.	 Mike	Austin	and	John	Schrader	 	 3.49.07
4.	 Michael	Woodhall	and	Helen	Lodge	 	 3.50.16
5.	 Sarah	Hoyle	and	Vikki	Hoyle	 	 3.57.56
6.	 Francis	Gosling	and	Katrina	Gosling	 	 4.02.87
7.	 Ian	Perkins	and	Cynthia	Perkins	 	 4.16.32
8.	 Bob	Baylis	and	Sally	Ireland		 	 DNF
9.	 Derek	White	and	David	Watts	 	 DISQ

RACE  HEINZ CUP
DATE    31 December 2009
TIME   09.00 – 10.00 Registration
PISTE   Whole Area
CONDITIONS    Varied, fresh snow on a hard and icy base.  
   Cloudy morning followed by sunny spells in 
   the afternoon
TEAMS  1ST  Prize overall winners best result

dHo HeiNZ CUP treAsUre HUNt

OVERALL RESULTS
1	 Guy	Clayton,	William	and	Rebecca	Myles		-	27	and	half
2	 Richard	Olley,	Steve	Smith,	Judith	Storr	and	Jane	Hall	-	24
3	 Nic	and	Christina	Taylor	-	22
4	 Richard	Hackett,	Richard	Clare	and	Dermot	Gilvary	-	20
5	 Rachel	Walker	and	Richard	Walker	-	16
6	 Harry	Swinton	and	Arabella	Clare	(non	members)	–	not	returned
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RACE  COVA CUP
DATE    6 April 2010
PISTE   Whole Area
CONDITIONS    Warm and sunny all day
TEAMS  The Trophy Wives
   Still without Grace
   Pete’s group
   Funny and demented drunks just like everyone 
   The unbuttoner’s
   Molly’s poppers
   SCGB Margarite

CovA CUP

OVERALL RESULTS FOR THE QUIZ
5	 The	Trophy	Wives	–	Deborah	Flindall	and	Lizzie	Davis	22
6	 Funny	and	demented	drunks	just	like	everyone	–	Felix,	Adam,	Delia,	Dom,	
	 Joe,	Luke,	&	Eleanor	20
7	 Still	without	Grace	–	Don	and	Nigel	19

OVERALL RESULTS FOR THE POEM
1.	 Pete’s	group	–	Robbie,	Calum,	Seamus,	Oliver,	Megan,	Sarah,	Daniel,	
	 Lottie,	Ella	&	Anna
2.	 Molly’s	Poppers	–	Amy,	Lottie,	James	&	Eva
3.	 The	unbuttoners	–	Jonathan,	Pablo,	Phil,	Don,	Nat,	Joss,	Josh,	Sam	&	Liam
4.	 Funny	and	demented	drunks	just	like	everyone	–	Felix,	Adam,	Delia,	Don,	
	 Jo,	Luke	&	Eleanor

RACE  THE DAVID STRAGE CUP 
PISTE  Bumps 
SNOW   Wet 
WEATHER  Fair 

CoGGiNs NeW YeAr CHAMPioNsHiP

OVERALL RESULTS
Place	 name	 	 time
1	 	 Freddie	Myles		 31.75
2	 	 Oskar	Smith	 	 33.79
3	 	 Sam	Davies	 	 34.15
4	 	 Freddie	Gay	 	 34.37
5	 	 Sam	Currie	 	 34.62
6	 	 Wills	Younger		 35.22
7	 	 Freddie	Younger	 35.43
8	 	 Arabella	Corder	 35.5
9	 	 Michael	Nolan	 36.2
10	 	 Alex	Rogerson	 36.59
11	 	 Caroline	Gay	 	 37.96
12	 	 Livia	di	Michelle	 39.56
13	 	 Conor	Alken	 	 39.67
14	 	 Gemmie	Miles	 40.55
15	 	 Catherine	Gay		 41.21
16	 	 Hanna	Currie	 	 41.9
17	 	 Claudia	Mathews	 42.5
18	 	 Sophie	Alken	 	 42.68
19	 	 Jenny	Alken	 	 43.89
21	 	 Charlie	Spicer		 45.07
22	 	 Joe	Evans	 	 47.85

DSQ		Cecilia	Corder	 missed	gates

RACE  APRIL FOOL RACE 
DATE  1-APR-10
PISTE  BUMPS
SNOW  POWDER
WEATHER  SNOWING 

CoGGiNs APriL fooL rACe

OVERALL RESULTS
1	 Elizabath	Gay	 20.42
2	 Dougal	Forsyth	 20.93
3	 Wills	Younger	 21.10
4	 Michael	Nolan	 21.61
5	 Rosie	Forsyth	 21.76
6	 Freddie	Younger	 22.06
7	 Freddy	Gay	 22.12

Nano Coggins 
1	 Caroline	Gay	 24.15
2	 Catherine	Gay	 28.04
3	 Max	Bonnefous	 30.02
4	 Mathew	Nolan	 30.87
5	 Xander	Younger	 42.43

RACE  COGGINS MID TERM 
PISTE  Bumps 
SNOW  Powder 
WEATHER  Sunny  

CoGGiNs Mid terM

OVERALL RESULTS
1	 Elizabeth	Gay	 32.82	 1st	and	1st	Girl
2	 Zak	Hopkins	 33.31	 1st	boy
3	 Polly	Spence	 34.25	
4	 Freddie	Allinson	 34.28	
5	 Rosie	Little	 34.78	
6	 Lucy	Spence	 35.06	
7	 Freddie	Gay	 35.25	
8	 Eloise	Buchanan		 35.75	
9	 Lol	Hopkins	 35.92	
10	 Hannah	Buchanan	 36.65	
11	 Kate	Little	 36.81	
12	 Mathew	Booth	 37.19	
13	 Caroline	Gay	 37.37	
14	 Will	Mucklow	 37.40	
15	 Tom	Booth	 37.47	
16	 Leo	Prest		 37.94	
17	 Charlotte	Garner	 38.03	
18	 Ellie	Garner	 38.37	
19	 Louis	Pincott	 38.44	
20	 Kitty	Allinson	 38.53	
21	 Jack	Pople	 39.68	
22	 Henry	Pincott	 39.72	
23	 Tom	Preston	 42.53	
24	 Katrina	Johnstone	 42.97	
25	 Catherine	Gay	 45.50	
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RACE  COGGINS EASTER CHAMPIONSHIPS
DATE  8-Apr-10 
PISTE  Kleine Scheidegg 
SNOW  Soft 
WEATHER  Sunny  

CoGGiNs eAster CHAMPioNsHiPs

OVERALL RESULTS
1	 Wills	Younger	 30.1	 1st	and	1st	boy	
2	 Freddy	Younger	 30.44	 	
3	 Freddie	Gay	 32.25	 	
4	 Kat	Pritchard	 32.37	 1st	girl	
5	 Sam	Ogden	 32.73	 	
6	 Antony	Stanley	 35.4	 	
7	 Phoebe	Ogden	 35.51	 	
8	 Caroline	Gay	 36.25	 	
9	 Ollie	Ogden	 37.28	 	
10	 Catherine	Gay	 37.53	 	
11	 Bea	Ley	 	 37.77	 	
12	 Angus	O’Gallagher	 38.27	 	
13	 Alfie	Ley	 	 40.82	 	
14	 Harriet	 	 36.59	 missed	gate	

RACE  EAGLES SNOGGINS CUP  
DATE    18 FEBRUARY 2010
TIME   15.00    
PISTE   GIANT SLALOM, LAUBERHORN
CONDITIONS    Warm, sunny and soft 

eAGLes sNoGGiNs CUP

OVERALL RESULTS
1.	 Tom	Little		 	 37.68
2.	 Matthew	Morgan	 	 37.73
3.	 Ben	Preston	 	 38.17
4.	 Luke	Farrant	 	 39.01
5.	 Don	Mackay	 	 40.01
6.	 Tristan	Jones	 	 41.20
7.	 Bertie	Johnstone	 	 41.37
8.	 Millie	Farrant	 	 41.69
9.	 Alex	Johnstone	 	 41.73
10.	 James	Penrose	 	 42.87

Hors concours
1.	 Freddie	Hill	 	 40.43
2.	 Kate	Robinson	 	 40.94
3.	 Charlotte	Clarke	 	 41.21
4.	 Isobel	Clarke	 	 42.33

THE HISTORY 
OF SKI JUMPING
Tim Ashburner

‘It’s a beautiful volume, and I am very impressed. The pictures are most 
interesting – several are new to me. I did not know it was possible to 
find photographs of so many of the early European skiers…And you 
certainly have a sharp pen – I was laughing out loud several times into 
the book. Again, thanks for the copy. I am honoured to be mentioned.’
Rune Flaten, Archivist, Foreningen til Ski Idrettens, Fremme, Oslo

‘I can only say: Fantastic, fantastic, fantastic again! It seems to me 
unbelievable that someone can research so far back about a sport 
nobody has written much about before. There is so much about skiing 
and ski jumping that I did not know…Tim you are a champion!’
Karl Molitor, Wengen

‘I might as well be honest with you. I did not think you could produce 
a book anything like as good. It is excellent.’
Inge Christophersen 

‘I believe he is in that long and very great tradition of English and 
Scottish writers who, beginning with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and 
continuing with Somerville, Richardson and Arnold Lunn, have left for 
future generations enduring histories of the beginnings of skiing.’
David Parnell

TIM ASHBURNER, 12 REDCLIFFE CLOSE,
OLD BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON SW5 9HX
Email: timashburner228@hotmail.co.uk
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DHO MERCHANDISE

DHO Hoodies for Trainees
DHO Hoodies for Coggins
DHO Hoddies for Eagles                              

All at £25 each, including postage
Sizes: Children's age 9-10, 11-12; adults XS S M L XL

DHO T-shirts
£12.50, including postage

Sizes: Children's L XL; adult ladies' S M L; adult men's S M L XL

DHO Ski Tuning and Waxing DVD
£10, including postage

A range of these items, as well as ties and shirts, 
are available for sale in the DHO Clubroom in the winter. 

Hoodies are £20 without postage; T-shirts £10.

Order items in the UK from:
Mrs. Sarah Hoyle

4 The Chines, Delamere Park, Cuddington, Cheshire CW8 2XA

E-mail: sarahhoyle5@hotmail.com      Tel: 01606 889599

D.H.O T-Shirts

D.H.O Hoodies
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Coggins report
Bob eastwood and rachel Anderton

President’s report
Max davies

This has been a formidable season for the DHO.  A lot of activity has involved many more 
members in the day-to-day running of our Club.  This was the first full season for the new 
Wengen Manager, Sheridan Killwick, and the first full season for the new Club premises.  
These great changes together inevitably led to differing opinions on how we would like 
our Club to move forward.   Perhaps we are being dragged into the 21st Century kicking 
and screaming!

As foreseen, the new Club Room in the old Eiger has been used 
extensively throughout the season and there are some who would 
like it to be used much more.  Of course I agree with this, but then 
there is the question of who is going to manage it.  This is at present 
one of the main topics of discussion at Committee meetings, and 
we have had a large input from many members.  The problem is the 
result of more and more members using the Club Room when it is 
open, getting to know each other, becoming friends, skiing together 
or with the Wengen Manager and her assistants during their stay 
in Wengen.  It is a wonderful  development but the committee are 
well aware of the difference it has made to the ambience of the 
DHO.  The problem is to find a balance between a feeling for our 
history and the exclusivity of our much-loved DHO, while at the 
same time moving on and enjoying the openness in the way the 
Club operates through increased personal contact, the use of our 
website, the Google group and email. I hope that by next season we 
will have moved forward at least a little, and that all of you who 
come to Wengen will see the changes and approve of the way the 
Club is going.

Unfortunately of course this all costs money.  Running the premises 
as well as making improvements to it put much greater value on 
membership, and I want to thank all of you who have contributed 
so generously to the DHO-100 Club.  This is where a donation 
of £1000 or more goes towards the purchase, and your name or 
a name of your choice goes up on a board in the Club Room in 
recognition of your donation.  We still need about another 20 so do 
please come forward if you are able.  I would also like to say a big 
thank you to those who have contributed to the annual surcharge 
for the next three years.  It all makes a big difference.

This edition of our journal is the first of our new editor, Freddie 
Whitelaw, a long-term member of the DHO whom many of you 
will know.  He has contributed many articles to the journal in the 
past.  I wish him well and thank him most sincerely for taking on 
this task.  His predecessor David Price did a wonderful job for ten 
years for which the Club is most grateful. He will be a hard act to 
follow, Freddie!

Our 85th Anniversary dinner in Wengen on Thursday 4th February 
was held at the Regina.  About 120 members and guests enjoyed 
a beautiful evening with great food and organisation supplied by 
Guido Meyer and his staff.  Our own DHO organising committee 
and their many helpers worked hard to set the evening up and to 
make it a memorable event which will be remembered as one of the 
best 5 yearly Club celebrations held in Wengen for the DHO.

Skiing is what we are about however, and we must never forget 
that.  I know that I say that every year.  Some members have

asked me what my vision is for the future of the DHO, bearing 
in mind how different it is now 85 years on from the early days 
when members came to Wengen, mostly by train sending their 
trunks ahead of them and staying for a month or more.  Black tie 
was then essential for dinner in the evening.  On good-weather 
days they would walk up the Männlichen and ski down to Grund 
then come back to Wengen on the train.  On bad weather days 
there would be curling or walking up to Wengernalp among these 
beautiful mountains.

What never changes is the mountains, even though the glacier has 
receded quite a lot, but their impact is just the same.  There are few 
places in the world with the staggering aura of the Lauterbrunnen 
Valley with the Eiger, Münch and Jungfrau standing right there, 
nearly on top of you at Wengernalp.  Walking, skiing and 
snowboarding here amongst all of this with family and friends, 
as well as all our racing – for fun but not wanting to lose – and 
talking about it later in the Club House.  All this is what the DHO 
has always been about.  Only the equipment changes!

The Racing and Training Division have again had a busy and 
successful year run by Ingie Christophersen and her team.  A 
huge amount of work always goes into this and if you have a 
son or a daughter, or know of anyone else who would like to be 
involved please do get in touch.  All the details you need are in 
this journal.

The Amateur Inter Club Championships will be held in Wengen 
at the beginning of March 2011, hosted by the DHO and  
coordinated by Liz Moore helped by Ingie Christophersen.  This 
is a great event for us.   It was started three years ago by our 
(friendly) rivals, the Kandahar in Mürren, so we would like lots of 
support please, especially if you are in Wengen at this time.

Bob Eastwood and Rachel Anderton again had a successful 
season running the Coggins, Eagles and Adult Courses.  We 
again ask that you sign up early for these if you can to avoid 
disappointment.  Guides and teachers are not always available 
at short notice.  We are also involved in running the School Boys 
and School Girls races each year, so do please read the articles 
in this journal, which demonstrate how much we do for British 
skiing. Even if you are not able to come to Wengen for a year or 
two, please do not give up your DHO membership as it does go 
to a great cause.

We had good snow all season, though it was sometimes very cold.  
The Wengen and Grindelwald piste organisers did a wonderful 
job keeping the pistes open and the race tracks in excellent order 
throughout the season.  
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We had the annual Railway Cup race, very generously sponsored 
by the Jungfrau Railway, all part of the very good relationship we 
have always enjoyed with the railway and lift company.  We try to 
change the date of the race each year so that different members are 
able to attend as the numbers who can take part are limited.

This was Sheridan’s first complete season as Wengen Manager, and 
with the changes involved in running the new premises, as well as 
having many more members, it was a tough one but she ran an 
excellent ‘ship’. On top of everything else there are the new Health 
and Safety rules which have to be addressed continually. 

On a sadder note, the deaths of John Waghorn, Bunty Mabey and 
Myles Robinson were particularly poignant this year.  I had known 
John Waghorn since I first came to Wengen when he was President, 
and have seen him and his wife, Linnet, most years since that time, 
including this last season when he attended the 85th Anniversary 
celebrations.  Bunty and his wife Penny and family have come to 
Wengen for years and would always stay at the Falken. He lived 
near me in Sussex where I would see him from time to time.  He 
was a good skier who loved the mountains as do all his family.  
Young Myles’ death was such a terrible tragedy and our hearts go 
out to Michael and Sarah and all his family.

One event which has grown in importance with the advent of the 
new Club Room is the President’s party at the end of the season.  
This year it was held on Tuesday 30th March, and it is a time when 
the DHO says thank you to the people who run Wengen – the 
railways, the lifts the ski services and the shops and restaurants.  
Traditionally it was a fairly modest event in the old Curling Hut.  
Last year it became a much bigger event using the new facilities 
– nice glasses, comfortable furniture - but this year over 100 people 
attended. They enjoyed wonderful canapés provided by lady 
members and drinks served by some of our professionally qualified 
members!  It was a wonderful and happy event to round off the 
season.

I hope you all have a lovely warm summer wherever you are and 
very much look forward to seeing you in Wengen next season, 
either on the piste or in the Club Room, or then again perhaps for 
some ski touring.  I have put a few photographs in the journal to 
whet your appetite.

(Above) The Föhn wind and (inset) an ice cave taken during Max’s Day Tour
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Coggins report
Bob eastwood and rachel Anderton

85th Anniversary Celebrations
The week of our 85th anniversary included the McMillan Cup, the Lucy Dicker trophy, the anniversary Open 
Race, a massive prize presentation in the club room, followed by a Champagne reception (kindly sponsored by 
Pure Powder of Donneraile Street, London SW6 tel 01207 736 8191) prior to the Dinner dance held at the Regina. 
Most notably, we were able to gather together every living DHO ex-President and the present President for a photo 
call in the club room.

Presidents, left to right: Huw Alban Davies (2000- 2005), Sarah Edmonds (1986-1991), 
Tom Walduck (1991-2000), Max Davies (2005- Present), John Waghorn (1980- 1986).

The champagne reception in the Club room

The Dinner, speeches, auction and dancing

(Above) Viktor Gertsch and Max Davies
(Below) Mike Woodhall, our inimitable 
auctioneer

Dancing the night away
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race Winners
(Top row from left to right) 
Giles Milner Percy, 1st overall, 
McMillan Cup presented by 
Max Davies.
Ed Robinson, 2nd overall, 
Big John Cup presented by 
Big John.
Ed Perrot, 5th overall, 
Stretcher Cup.

(Bottom row from left to right)
Sean McCarthy, 7th overall, 
Jarvis Cup.
Lucy Maskey, 9th overall and 
Half Piste cup.
Will Waghorn, 11th overall 
and Open cup. Will’s 
grandfather won the very first 
McMillan race in 1929.

(Top row from left to right) 
Anne Freund, 12th overall. 
Lockhart Ladies and Security 
Cup.
Liz Moore. 14th overall and 
Half Ton Plate.
Olivia Gordon, 18th overall 
and Angel Plate.

(Middle row from left to right)
Lucy Dicker Winner 
Alex Mainfeisch.
Winner of the Railway cup, 
Sean McCarthy.
Polytechnic Cup, 1st Stephen 
Penrose, 2nd John Pincott, 3rd 
Henry Borman).

(Bottom row from left to right)
Andy Capp winners, Helen 
Whittet and Lizzie Davis.
Snoggins Cup winners, 
Tom Little, Matt Morgan, 
Ben Preston.
Kurverein Crystal Winners, 
Roger Scoones and 
Sarah Hirst.



Coggins, Eagles 

& Adult Courses

ADULT DEVELOPMENT COURSES(also known as Coggins for Grownups) 
A return of the popular adult courses to improve your technique. Good intermediate skiers skiingwith Bob Eastwood; nice lunch stops. There are many other weeks when Bob could run somethingsimilar---minimum 6 people per group. PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!

Dates for Adult Development Courses:
9th January to 11th January 201130th January to 1st February 20112nd February to 4th February 201127th February to 1st March 2011

Cost:  CHF180 for three days

Please contact Bob as soon as possible to book 

places for any Coggins, Eagles or Adult course.

Pre-season: Tel: 07811 414269 or 

e-mail:  eastwoodbob@hotmail.com

Or in season: Call DHO Office +41 33 855 1375 or 

e-mail: coggins@downhillonly.com

COGGINS & EAGLES

COGGINS  Fast skiing for 7-13 year-olds who can 

ski red Runs confidently. Professional leaders from 

the Swiss Ski School---but definitely not ski school! 

PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!

EAGLES  For 13yrs.+; adventurous and sociable 

skiing with a qualified leader for good, confident 

skiers. Will include off-piste skiing and possibly 

excursions into the terrain park. Ski all day, 

optional evening partying.
BOOKING ESSENTIAL!

Dates for Coggins and Eagles:

12th December to 31st December 2010

20th February to 25th February 2011

4th April to 15th April 2011

Cost:   COGGINS: CHF70 per day plus 

 lunch money
            EAGLES: CHF320 for up to 

 6 consecutive days
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Coggins and eagles report
Bob eastwood

Brrr that was a cold season. The little snow that fell stayed in great condition right through to April but we did have 
to watch out for frozen fingers and icicles on noses.  However Coggins are tough and will ski in any conditions, 
including arctic blizzards! That’s why they need us to be the sensible adults, well nearly?  Despite the fact that there 
were less than normal school holidays last season, we had the busiest Coggins season so far with over 100 kids 
attending for a total of 381 days.  

The season got off to a good start with the now traditional, just in 
time, delivery of snow and  a happy crowd of festive cogs swept 
into town. They were met by an enthusiastic team of leaders, Bob, 
Rachel and ex cog Grace, who enjoy the training as much as the 
kids.  There was an entry of 23 in the New Year race which was 
hotly contended and won by young Freddie Myles.  

Eagles at Christmas was able to run eventually with a variety of 
leaders.  There had been almost no bookings ahead  so we were 
unable to reserve a leader for them.  However they did get going 
and fun was had. We did have to rope in the D.H.O assistant rep 
to lead one day so thanks John.  The group were having too much 
of a good time to join us for racing so the Snoggins trophy was 
deferred until half term.

Half term was kind of weird with all the British schools being on 
holiday for the same week.  An amazing 30 kids attended during 
the week and we worked hard to find enough good instructors.  
Some swift negotiation and begging at the ski school, and we 
secured the services of  another Rachael (Pirie) who proved to 
be a very popular choice. For the first time in some years there 
were three groups of Cogs whizzing round the hill. A field of 28 
contested the Coggins Mid-term Championship.  Run in bright 
sunshine on Bumps the race was won by Elizabeth Gay who had 
been race training with Ingie at Christmas and was now keen to 
try out her new skills.  We did manage to accommodate everybody 
that came along, but Coggins was bursting at the seams and it 
shows that booking in advance is becoming essential to secure a 
place.

Eagles was very busy and there were two groups most of the week 
skiing with Peter and Alex.  They enjoyed trips to Schilthorn and 
contested the Snoggins Cup.

Easter Coggins ran over two weeks right up until  April 10th.  
The snow was excellent, the weather OK, ( well it snowed,)  and 
the kids eager.  We had lots of fun and two Easter races, the April 
Fool race, (guess the date) was run on Bumps in snowy weather 
with the help of Jean Daniel from the Club Med.  It was won by 
Elizabeth Gay, again, with her sister Caroline winning the prize 
for the smaller “nano” Coggins group.  In the second week we 
had the Easter championship which was run at Kleine Schiedegg.  
We were lucky as the fog rolled away as we waited for our turn 
with the course and we had sunshine for our run.  This time the 
boys came to the fore and the race was won by Wills Younger 
who just pipped his brother Freddie by 4 tenths of a second.

Whilst not formal ski school, our carefully thought out training 
programme is effective at producing confident, technically skilled 

young skiers with a taste for speed, many of whom go on to racing 
and training and several are to be seen working as ski teachers 
in Wengen and around the world.  The team of instructors also 
continue to train, with Rachel Anderton achieving her UKSS level 
two race training award last year, and Bob being appointed as a 
tutor for BASI ski instructors.   Ever increasing skill levels among 
the older Coggins have encouraged younger ones to tremendous 
achievements. I am immensely proud of the standards of 
skiing achieved by the Coggins as well as by their humour and 
behaviour. The standard of their skiing and behaviour as a group 
on the mountain and in the restaurants often attracts favourable 
comments and they are a credit to themselves and the club.  

Amongst the racing and mayhem we often pause at the top of 
Wixi or Männlichen and learn the names of the peaks and valleys 
and enjoy the wonder of it all.  Skiing is, after all, about more than 
skiing like maniacs!! Is the view as good at forty mile an hour?  
Ask the average Coggin and the reply will be “It’s better!!.”  But 
when you’re a Cog.  “Fast and fun” is the motto.

Coggins course inspection

Rachael zips down the course
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race training
DHO Racing and Training run a race camp in Wengen every 
Christmas. They very kindly invited me up for dinner and I found 
a very happy group. They take their training very seriously and 
are  a thoroughly dedicated lot.  If you are interested in seeing 
what they do and finding out about the youth training scene 
then go and see them during your stay and you’ll find them very 
welcoming.  Perhaps one day you too could find yourself in the 
start hut at the Olympics like DHO’s own Chemmy Allcott.

thanks
I especially want to thank Ercole Famiglietti of Wengen Ski School 
for managing to accommodate all our requests for instructors and 
for lending us race courses and equipment.

Thanks are due to Rachel, Grace, Rachael and Alex for their 
excellent coaching.

With thanks also to all the parents who gave their time to help 
with races and, of course, to the people of Wengen who make it 
such a great place to ski. 

Booking
Please, please,  tell us you when are coming and how many days 
you are likely to come to Coggins.  It makes it possible to get 
the right leaders to ensure an exciting week’s skiing.  The first 
bookings have already been made for next half term and booking 
is now almost essential.

If you are between 7 and 13 and have not been a Coggin yet - 
come and join us. Our qualified instructors and coaches will hone 
your skills so that you learn to ski fast, have fun and be safe on 
the most beautiful mountains in the world (and learn their names 
as well). We welcome all 7 to 13 year olds who can happily ski red 
runs and enjoy skiing all day with other English speaking kids. 
It’s easy, just drop an email to: coggins@downhillonly.com

Call Bob on 01524 78 11 54.  During the winter call the Clubroom 
between 17.00 and 18.00 GMT.

So make sure of your place for the next season and we’ll do the 
rest to give the Coggins a fantastic holiday they’ll remember for 
ever. 
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racing & training  
(By sundry writers but mostly) ingrid Christophersen and sarah robinson

As is often the case, the 2009/10 Racing & Training season started with the summer camp in Austria. We returned 
to Piesendorf for a training that is part skiing, part fun (albeit fitness) and, hopefully, good weather. Skiing in the 
morning, starting early, was followed by a variety of activities in the afternoon and it is a great way for new trainees 
to come and learn the ropes.

This was followed by the October camp, which in 2009 went for 
the first time to the Mölltaler Glacier in Austria. This new venue 
was a great success and will be repeated this year. October is a 
great training camp. There are no races to worry the trainees and 
much hard work goes on. The trainers often say this is the best 
training camp of the year.

Selle Nevea is a FIS approved training centre in Northern Italy. 
The centre focuses on high-quality training opportunities for 
Alpine speed events, Super-G and Downhill. Teams are offered 
dedicated and cordoned-off pistes, top-to-bottom snow making 
facilities, safety equipment, timing and technical support. Two 
years ago we nearly lost an entire family owing to the metres of 
snow that fell overnight!  The December camp was cancelled in 
2008 and we tried again in 2009. This time there was not enough 
snow – but the DHO will persist, third time lucky and we hope 
many DHO trainees, and parents, will take the opportunity to 
train speed in a safe environment and on specially prepared pistes. 
Speed events will then seem a doddle. 

Christmas was spent in Wengen, but it was overshadowed by the 
disappearance of Myles Robinson, son of Sarah, Chairman of 
the Racing & Training Committee. Myles’ memorial service at 
Charterhouse will be remembered by many as the most wonderful 
celebration of a young man’s life. The training, however, went 
well and we were hugely disappointed to learn later in the week 
that Petzen, venue of the BARSC races, had to cancel owing to 
storms, föhn wind, followed by rapid disappearance of snow. So 
back to Britain we came, with business undone, but not too much 
loss of revenue and we were able to refund our parents with most 
of the money they had paid. 

Then followed the Welsh Championships in Champéry/Les 
Crosets, the Schoolboys in Meiringen and the Schoolgirls in Flaine 
where many DHO trainees took part. These were followed by the 
English Championships in Bormio, Italy, in February half term.  
Once again our Junior boys, and brave Lucy Maynard, tackled 
the fast, furious and awe-inspiring Super-G, which at one stage 
drops off and the racers finds themselves suspended in mid-air, 
not knowing what is on the other side or when it will hit them. 
Bormio has excellent racing slopes but is a tortuous place to get 
to; once off the motorway and close in terms of as the crow flies, 
we still have half a day’s driving. 

Amy Donnellon, now a member of the England squad, was in 
Bormio and produced some good results but it was the children 
who were the stars of the show. In GS, Jake Lismore finished 3rd 
in CH1 with Xavier Barlow, CH2, in the top ten. In the slalom, 
Xavier was 5th in CH2 and Luke Maynard 5th in CH1 while 
Xavier and Sam Todd Saunders, also CH2, were in the top 10 in 
the Super-G where Jake was 2nd in CH1 with Luke 6th. Sadly 
Xavier missed out getting on the podium in the Combined where 
he came 4th CH2 but it was Jake who produced the goods, 
finishing 3rd in CH1. Helen Todd Saunders was 2nd in both the 
Mini races. 

The Interschools’ races in Les Houches followed and, again, 
several DHO trainees took part with the best result coming from 
Luke Maynard who finished 1st in CH1 in the slalom, a great 
achievement.

Jake Lismore



And then came the important races, the British and Scottish in 
Méribel and Courchevel respectively. This year, for the first time, 
we tried a new hotel in La Tania, midway between the two.

This was not the first time a race was cancelled owing to bad 
weather but the Juniors suffered badly in Méribel at Easter and it 
begs the question whether Méribel – at Easter – is a suitable resort 
in which to run National Championships. 

We had a very good 2010 snow season and it seems we are into 
a slighter better period of winter precipitation. Snow making 
machines have also improved and are now seen everywhere. 
But, with regard to competitions, the machines produce hard 
and unforgiving courses, unfortunately necessary, as improved 
equipment and fitness demands more of a course if it is not to 
deteriorate. Injury prevention is now a major science and FIS is 
taking it seriously, asking the Industry to produce a range of skis 
to be tested at World Cup events.  

At the 2010 FIS meetings in Antalya, Turkey, there were some 
important decisions as far as DHO trainees are concerned. Entry 
into Junior 1 – FIS races – will be postponed by one year starting 
with the 2012/13 season. Further discussions are ongoing with 
regard moving the entire Children’s age band up one year. 

DHO Juniors with FIS licences should concentrate on FIS Citadin 
races. They are a slightly lower entry standard than ordinary FIS 
races but there is a chance of getting an entry. Britain has a quota 
of 6 men (no limits for ladies) at FIS races and this quota is often 
taken by team members, whether British, English or Scottish 
– who have priority. A CIT racer must reside permanently at 
a location which is not a winter sports resort and which is not 
linked to a ski area by an uphill transport facility. FIS CIT racers 
will immediately lose their status if they take part in Winter 
Games, World Cup Ski World Championships, Junior Ski World 
Championships or Europa Cup.  
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Jake Lismore 2nd in GS

La Tania

In Méribel, the children were again excellent with Jake Lismore 
easily the most outstanding, finishing 2nd in both Super-Gs with 
Luke Maynard 4th in the first and 6th in the second. Jake was 
also 3rd in the GS. We have a superb group of CH2 boys from 
whom we expect a lot in the future: James, Richard, Matthew, 
George, Toby, Sam and Benjamin, and our CH1 are up and 
coming and we have some real talent.  The Minis were numerous 
and magnificent – all 12 of them – whizzing down the course 
and showing the rest of the field a clean pair of heels.  Helen 
Todd Saunders was second in the combined. The Mini races were, 
as always, beautifully run by the DHO, trainers, managers and 
house-parents, our contribution to the British Championships.

Juniors in Bormio Minis in Bormio

Scottish Championships April 2010
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Milla Bell

Ella Hartley GS

British schoolgirls’ races 2010  
 by sarah robinson and Anne taylor

The sun was shining in Flaine on Saturday 23 January when the resort was invaded by over 150 girls, their teachers 
and parents all looking forward to the races. The welcome desk was kept busy all day with teams arriving, picking 
up their information packs, T shirts and goodies supplied by the sponsors.

Sunday was another sunny day and those taking the organised 
training were delighted to be taught by a very prestigious group 
of ski instructors, including former French Champion Francois 
Simond, and French team members Nicholas Sauvage, Melanie 
Roulet and her brother, Theo Philip.  

Sadly, there were relatively few DHO girls present this year. The 
DHO team had to pull out at the eleventh hour due to exam 
commitments, which caused great disappointment. However the 
Hartley sisters, Ella and Poppy, were both there with Bryanston 
and one of the Wycombe Abbey teams was made up entirely of 
DHO members – Lucy Maynard, Harriet Smith and Francesca 
Harris. The Bell girls - Hollie, Milla and Tara - represented King’s 
College Taunton. 

the DHO girls, in 13th overall, with Lucy 32nd and Poppy 35th. 
The Hartleys’ Bryanston team finished in 8th place overall, the 
5th best British school and first team with no registered racers. 
Wycombe Abbey finished 15th and the Bells’ Taunton team were 
31st.

Tara Bell

Unfortunately the weather was not so kind on Monday with low 
cloud, but the Giant Slalom was held without problem. Stephanie 
Espinosa (Sandown Park), finished first ahead of Sophie French 
(Kandahar) and Alice MacAuley (Surbiton High). Alice was also 
first in her age group, Children 2 (13/14 year olds) ahead of two 
girls based in France. The youngest age group, Children 1 (11/12 
year olds) was won by Honor Clissold (Richmond), who finished 
5th overall – an excellent result for her. Alice Taylor (Kandahar) 
was second and Josephine Ruiz (LEH) third. Ella was the best of

Ella Hartley

The Parallel Slalom was held immediately after the Giant Slalom. 
This is the favourite race for competitors and spectators alike.  
The various heats went very smoothly with no delays. The two 
semi finals were extremely exciting with Surbiton High B just 
beating Aiglon A and Surbiton High A beating Sandown Park. The 
atmosphere during the final between the two Surbiton teams was 
incredible – so much shouting and cheering - it was anyone’s race 
and was narrowly won by the Surbiton A team. Bryanston were 
beaten by the eventual winners in the quarter finals, who beat the 
Wycombe team in the round before, whilst King’s Taunton went 
out in the first round.

The weather was still overcast on Tuesday, but again did not deter 
the racers taking part in the slalom. Emily Evans (Kandahar) 
skied beautifully to finish first, ahead of Stephanie Espinosa and 
Eloise Greenhalgh (Surbiton High). Alice finished 5th overall and 
Honor was 7th, both completing the double in Children 2 and 1 
respectively. Ella was again the best of the DHO girls in 20th with 
Lucy 23rd and Harriet 38th. The Bryanston girls finished 12th in 
the team category just ahead of the Wycombe girls in 13th. King’s 
were 26th.

Stephanie Espinosa came first in the combined, ahead of Emily 
Evans and Eloise Greenhalgh. Not surprisingly, Alice and Honor 
won their categories, having finished 4th and 6th overall, very 
good results for both of them. Ella was again the best of the 
DHO girls in 14th place and came second in the unregistered 
Junior category. Poppy did extremely well to finish first in the 
unregistered Children 2 category and the girls led their Bryanston 
team home to first place in the unregistered team category. The 
best team overall was the Kandahar. 
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Your Base in the Pacific Northwest
3-bedroomed townhouse condominium in 
Sudden Valley, Bellingham WA, USA
Fireplace, Deck, Fully Equipped Kitchen, Washing Machine, Dryer, TV/Video

• Views over Lake Whatcom
• Sailing on Bay or Lake; boat hire available
• 18-hole PGA Golf Course on site
• Swimming Pool, Tennis Court 20 yards (summer only)
• Base for excursions to Vancouver, Victoria, Seattle, San Juan Islands,   
 North Cascade Mountains, Whale Watching
• Mt. Baker (11,000 ft.) for climbing (summer), skiing (winter)
• Extensive hiking at Mt. Baker and surrounding area
• Lively events and fine restaurants in Bellingham
• Excellent shopping centres
• Direct flights from London to Seattle and Vancouver

Want more information?
Contact:  Norman Freund, Barnwell, High Street South, Tiffield, 
   Northants NN12 8AB
Tel:   01327 353166
E-mail:  normfreund@aol.com

Special rates for 
D.H.O members

50 miles

90 miles

VANCOUVER

SUDDEN VALLEY

SEATTLE

Ella Hartley GS

The DHO’s training prize to the best unregistered racer in 
Children 1 in the Giant Slalom went to Annabel Laurence from 
Cheltenham Ladies.

In addition to the DHO, the races were sponsored by Mind The 
Gap Year and BASI as well as Meritz (who provided the T-shirts), 
Base Camp, Filarinskis, Kandahar, Leiths, Naturally Wight, 
Quest, Ski Club of Great Britain and Snow+Rock. 

Hollie Bell

Poppy HartleyLucy Maynard
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inter Amateur Club races   
 Cortina, italy March 2010 - Liz Moore

This year’s 3rd Inter Amateur Club Races, which were hosted by SC18 in Cortina, Italy, took place on Friday and 
Saturday 5th and 6th March. Because it was a long way to travel and during the week it was rather more difficult 
to recruit some of the younger racers who found it costly and wasteful of their precious holiday allowance.

The DHO sent 4 teams to Cortina, which consisted of Under 
45 women, Under 45 men, Over 60 women and Over 60 
men. The persons concerned were Grace McCutcheon, Mary 
Day, Clarissa Killwick, Sheridan Killwick, Ed Robinson, Sean 
McCarthy, Richard Hackett, Robert Goodwin, Tony Davis, 
Martin West, Sally Ireland, Lizzie Davis and Liz Moore.

We set off from Wengen on Thursday 4th March in a hired bus 
that was driven by Sean and Martin. It was kind of them to take 
on this role as it was an 8 hour journey and they performed this 
task very efficiently. The Moores and Davies travelled in their 
own cars.

On Thursday evening, the SC18 hosted the Team Captains’ 
meeting in their beautiful chalet style club house followed by 
an excellent buffet supper. Our hosts were totally charming, 
generous and glamorous! They are certainly as proud of their 
club house as we are of ours!

On Friday 5th March we all competed in the Super G. It was 
an excellent piste and beautifully prepared. We were very lucky 
with the weather having mostly glorious sunshine although also 
quite cold.

On Saturday 6th, we competed in the Giant Slalom and were 
lucky enough to have the same conditions as the day before. 
However, because the weather forecast had not been positive, our 
hosts decided not to run the fun parallel. Although a shame, 

their decision was not entirely unjustified as by the afternoon, the 
weather turned extremely cold and windy!

On the Friday evening, I went to check on the results as some 
of our team thought they had missed a gate. However, in true 
Italian style, they were gracious to extreme, because as so many 
of the competitors had missed one particular gate they waived 
any penalty!! I somehow don’t imagine Ingie will allow such 
infringement of the rules to be practiced next year when we host 
the races in Wengen! 

DHO team at prize giving

Cat suited Richard Hackett
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The Saturday evening dinner at their club house was superb. 
Prize giving took place during the evening and the DHO over 60s 
men (Richard Hackett, Martin West, Robert Goodwin and Tony 
Davis) came third overall and what’s more beat the Kandahar! 
The over 60s women (Sally Ireland, Lizzie Davies and Liz Moore) 
came 2nd overall which sounds great until one admits there were 
only 2 over 60s women’s teams! Next year there will, we hope, be 
more teams competing and we will do as well! 

Ed Robinson from the under 45 men (he is only 18!) came 4th 
overall reflecting another very good result from our DHO racing 
and training group - well done!!

You probably noticed we did not ultimately have 16 skiers to 
make up our 4 teams. Sadly, at the last minute, we lost two 
competitors due to injury which meant that the only complete 
team was the over 60s men. Although it is permitted to compete 
with only 3 racers the result is based on the best three racers’ 
times and therefore the team is left with no margin for mistakes. 
Sheridan was very sporting and competed in the under 45 men’s 
team so that we made up the minimum of three persons in this 
category. 

We all enjoyed the event hugely although, of course, it was a long 
way to go. The DHO very kindly donated £200.00 to each of 
the young – these were Mary Day, Grace McCutcheon and Ed 
Robinson – and this basically covered their travel, lift pass and 
dinner and so they were left with just having to pay for the hotel. 
The DHO also kindly paid for our race entry which was much 
appreciated.

There were 126 competitors with 10 clubs competing. The clubs 
were SC18, Kandahar, DHO, Eagles (Gstaad), SAI (Italy), Meribel 
Ski Club, Tbiliski (Georgia) Ladies Ski Club, SCGB, and Ski Club 
Lauterbrunnen.

Kandahar had 7 teams, SC18 8 teams, DHO 4 teams, Eagles 3 
teams, LSC 1 team, Meribel Ski Club 1 team, Lauterbrunnen 1 
team, SAI 5 teams, and Tbiliski 1 team. As you can see, the Italians 
out-numbered us all and walked off with most of the medals.

Next year 2011, it is the turn of the DHO to host this race which 
is very exciting.  The races will take place on Saturday 5th and 
Sunday 6th March. Organisational plans are underway, as is 
appointing our teams. Details of the IACC have been posted on 
the DHO website under Members Events, so please log on and you 
will find the whole programme.  We would like to have at least 
8 teams and already we have quite a number of racers for each 
category. However, if anyone out there would like to get in touch 
with me with a view to racing, I would be more than delighted to 
hear from you! We are also very much looking forward to seeing 
as many members as possible in Wengen during the races so that 
you can cheer our racers on (and perhaps also volunteer to be a 
gatekeeper!)

Please get in touch with any of the following should you wish to 
volunteer your help during the race weekend.
Liz Moore  <liblabmoore@yahoo.co.uk>
Ingie Christophersen  <Ingrid@bentleyfarm.org.uk>
Lizzie Davis  <lizzie@daverii.co.uk>
Sarah Hoyle  <sarahhoyle5@yahoo.co.uk>

DHO silver medalists

Sheridan, Sean, Grace and Mary
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Tel:  033 855 12 46
Fax: 033 855 28 46
apo.wengen@bluewin.ch

• drugs/Medications
• Alternative Medicine
• Health foods
• Perfumery/Cosmetics

the specialist shop 

for your Wellbeing

LUXURY SKI CHALET TO LET

Racers Retreat is quietly situated, with absolutely 

superb views. Five minutes from the Innerwengen ski 

lift and Mary’s Cafe. Fifteen minutes walk from the 

main railway station. To let all year round. 

Three double bedrooms, two bathrooms, cloakroom, 

sauna, sofa bed. Sleeps 8.  TV, broadband, DVD, 

dishwasher, washing machine, wood-burning stove. 

Ski store. Two large west facing balconies.

For full details please ring Peter Voss on 

0044 7774 784487 or email: p.voss@usa.net 
or visit www.racersretreat.co.uk
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inferno 2010   
 By Will Wells

A quick history lesson: the first Inferno was run in 1928. The twelve competitors climbed their way to the summit 
of the Schilthorn, camped overnight, and descended the following day. The winning time was one hour and fourteen 
minutes. Arguably the most notable performance, however, was from the gallant Doreen Elliot, who lost ten minutes 
climbing back up the hill to help a competitor who had broken a rib, and yet still managed to come fourth. 

Whether it is the bizarre devil masks that cover the valley for a 
week, the sight of octogenarians milling around in cat suits, or 
the fact that every 16 seconds for nearly eight hours a competitor 
throws themselves from the start hut down the icy pistes, it is 
hard to avoid the feeling that the rather lunatic but ultimately 
heroic spirit shown by the original twelve competitors remains 
at the very heart of the Inferno, even eighty years on. In 2010 
the DHO team certainly did its best to recreate that spirit of 
endeavour, fielding a team with an age range of 19 to well 
beyond 60, something that the club can be very proud of.

Unfortunately in much the same slightly barmy spirit, the dash 
from the station car park to catch the last train up to Wengen 
on Friday night is to form the bulk of my pre-race training. 
Arriving at the top of the Schilthorn, my skis look a couple of 
feet too short, and my clothing just not quite tight enough. But 
the Inferno spirit does enough to calm my nerves, quite literally 
– one swig from the bottle of electric blue liquid hanging in 
the doorway of the start hut and my throat burns enough to 
distract me from the terror of the first descent. But the burn that 
fills my legs as I hit the first traverse makes Happy Valley a little 
less Happy. Moving down the course the Mürren piste names 

take on a whole new meaning – the Kannonenrohr blasts me 
out into the valley, and I nearly come undone, slamming into 
ruts that could swallow men whole. Halfway. 

The heady mix of encouragement and derision provided by 
the crowd on the Allmendhubel provides some relief to my 
exhaustion. But I have been warned of the first ascent, and as 
it arrives I take great delight in pushing past the one of older 
competitors who is wheezing his way up the slope. But revenge 
is his, and he glides past me with ease on the next traverse. 
Plunging into the trees towards Winteregg the finish line appears 
in the distance. I make it, just. Rounding the bend, I slump over 
the line, hot, sweaty and very much in pain, but before I know 
it, Jeremy has a beer in my hand and, somehow, my signature 
for the 2011 race.

A huge amount of thanks are due to Jeremy for his heroic 
leadership and Tony Davis for organising such a fantastic 
evening starting at the Falken and culminating at Sina’s and 
of course to Doug Tremayne, without whom I would not have 
been able to race.

WELL KNOWN SPECIALITY RESTAURANT 
OPEN FROM 6PM, FOR LUNCH ON REQUEST

 PEPPERSTEAKS, VEAL STEAKS, FONDUE CHINOISE, GALGENSPIESS,
  EVERY MONDAY : FONDUE BOURGUIGNONNE, CHEESE

FONDUE DAY OF REST : TUESDAY

SMALL FAMILY HOTEL,
DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO SKI SLOPE. 5 MIN. WALK FROM 

TRAIN STATION AND CENTRE. 
 ALL ROOMS WITH SHOWER/WC, TV. IN HOUSE SAUNA.

WINTER-ARRANGEMENTS
7 NIGHTS (6 x HALF BOARD, 1 x B&B), 6 DAYS SKI PASS, etc. 

FROM CHF 995.-

SONJA	&	HANNES	ABPLANALP-WÜTHRICH,	
PHONE	+41-33-855 1544				FAX	+41-33-855 3044

www.hirschen-wengen.ch    info@hirschen-wengen.ch
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Starting on the Zmutt glacier

two snails on the Haute route   
By richard Wylde

Lucy and I are now properly over 50, with our two sons moving past us at some significant fraction of the speed 
of light on the Lauberhorn.  But before our stamina finally gives out, we thought of doing the Haute Route.  
Why – I’m not sure: It does not have the best skiing about, so one slips back into the notion fond of all climbers 
– “because it’s there”.

Our guide, Dres Abegglen*, who now knows us well – having 
dug us out of a number of scrapes - advised us to start in Zermatt.  
Going backwards from Zermatt to Chamonix - is easier.  We 
take his word for it, and arrived (two days after the Icelandic 
volcano’s bluff was called by the jet engine manufacturers) in 
Bern, to collect our touring skis.  An early morning train (damn, 
the Europeans are an hour ahead, so 6am becomes 5am) takes 
us to Visp and then on to Zermatt.  The village looks strange, 
with so little snow about, with the lower lifts embedded in a 
sea of dirty grass.

We invest heavily in chocolate, visit a hole-in-the-wall to stock 
up on Swiss paper to pay the Guardians, and jump on the 
Schwarzee lift.  The place is deserted. How nice.  The purpose 
of this is, in part, to get away from it all, until you discover that 
the loos at the top are locked up. We switch the beepers on, and 
head off down the Oberl Stefelalp down to the bottom of the 
Zmutt Glacier. Where do these names come from?

Now the work starts. We put our skins on, hoping that the glue 
has not expired since their last outing, and set out across the 
gently sloping U shaped valley. We are heading for the Schönbiel 
hut, which we can see in the distance. Is it a good idea to see 
where you have to get? It is OK today, because the climb is only 
some 600m, but not perhaps on a 1000 metre climb, when your 
efforts seem to have no effect on the size of the hut far away.

The summer approach to the Schönbiel hut is direct, but in winter 
you take a back route which has quite a nasty climb up the last 
100m or so – forcing some sharp zig-zags over quite a windblasted 
surface. Kick turns are a real pain with the binding loose at the 
back – the damn skis don’t do what your legs tell them to do.

The hut arrives – at about 3 pm - into view and a pint of so of 
Coca Cola is put into one’s hands. Terrible stuff, Coke – rotting 
the teeth and so on - but very welcome when suffering a sugar 
shortage.  Then to sort out bedding in our bunks and a short 
rest before supper at 6 pm and shut eye by 8-30pm.  The supper 
is, of course splendid. It is, as it happens, but even fried rat 
would go down well.

Waking at 2 am for a call of nature – the loos are some 30m 
away from the hut - the valley is full of strange, slowly moving 
lights. It turns out we have stumbled upon the “Poutrouille des 
Glaciers” race – organised every two years by the Swiss army.  
The race starts at night and the contestants – each in teams 
of three – carry lights. The longer section of this race is from 
Zermatt to Arolla some 53Km and has been done in 6 hours 
and 18 minutes. The 4000 odd  contestants – quite spread out 
by 2 am - are moving up the valley under starlight. We are 
trying a similar route in about 4 days.

Dres’s flashlight awakes us at 5 am (4 am to us, still on UK time) 
and we stumble down to a breakfast of hot sugary herbal tea 
and bread and jam. The odd additional sandwich is secreted in 
our backpacks, along with a thermos of the tea. We are on the 
slopes by 6am, now having trouble holding our balance on the 
hard frozen slope which proved such a pain the afternoon before. 
Then 15 minutes of splendid skiing on hardpack with just the 
right amount of frost on it, before we start our main climb for the 
day. We are heading up to the Tête Blanche pass at 3707 metres.  
Climbing early in the morning is refreshing, once a rhythm is set 
up, but it soon starts to get hot.  The Swiss army is clearing up 
after the race and helicopters are flying around like gnats.  So 
much for the peace of the mountains.  The pilots are obviously 
enjoying themselves, lifting up the big generators that provided 
light for the racers’ way station on the slopes the night before.  
We got close to a ‘chopper’ after about four hours climbing – and 
the blast of ice-drenched air was quite a relief – given that we are 
really overheating by now, with our 20 Kg packs.

And to comfort us as we struggle upwards, our guide indicates 
that he thinks that only 5% of the population can do what we are 
up to. Perhaps only 5% are this mad.

Now all of the huffing and puffing provides some proper skiing 
– a beautiful traverse across the Glacier du Mont Mené, though 
the spring snow is deceptive. It is harder to ski on than I had 
hoped: I keep on breaking through. Lucy, being lighter, is having 
a better time of it – or that’s my theory and I’m sticking to it.  It 
is over all too quickly and the skis are back on for a small trek to 
the Bertol hut.  More helicopters are buzzing around at the base 
of the hut – one in particular seems to have a novice pilot – as 
his attempt to get though the small Bertol pass (which we will 
take the next morning) ends in a retreat. I think that skiing is 
safer, but then the climb up to the actual hut beckons. We leave 
our skis at the base and get roped together, with a carabiner to
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connect to an ascending wire. A slip on these ladders or the rough 
ledges between them does not bear thinking about.  Next year’s 
reciprocal Christmas present is going to be some proper touring 
boots – ones with rubber rather than injection moulded heels and 
toes.

We have now moved from the German to French speaking world 
(politically we will enter Italy for 500 m the following day). After 
hanging out our wet equipment – particularly the skins - and 
depositing the rest of our paraphernalia into some pretty wicker 
baskets, we descend into the bowels of the hut for a snooze, 
thinking all the while that we need to descend the damn ladders 
in the morning.

Dinner provided a pleasant chat in broken English and French 
with a couple from Italy.  Feeling very pleased with ourselves after 
our 1200m climb, we ask where they have come from.  Up this, 
and down that etc, and totting it up, it comes to a little over 
2000m.  Ahhh. In general people are very welcoming in the Huts. 
Everyone has had to work hard to get there.

A very slow descent down the damn ladders – with quite a queue 
backed up behind us and then we have a long – 1000m -  descent 
to the base of Mount Collon and its outcrop, L’Evêque. We will  
spend much of the day circling these two mountains. The glacier 
is a long gentle climb, crossing into Italy and back again (no 
passports required – though we do carry them) as we make for 
the Col de L’Evêque at 3382m.  This is a sterile world, though we 
do see the odd crow overhead as well as – strangely – some fox 
footprints in the snow.

Dres and Lucy heading towards the Tête Blanche

The Bertol hut – the topmost ladder at 3,311 metres is just visible to the 
right of the flagpole
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After a quick lunch which allows us to cool down we head down 
the Glacier du Mt.Collon and cross the flat expanse of the Col 
de Charmetane, heading to the Cabane des Vignettes.  Normally 
there a short climb out of this Col, but the icefall on the West 
slope which guards the approach looked dodgy. Alright until, say, 
11 am in the morning but not afterwards. We would have to climb 
round it. Another 200M which we could have done without.

The hut is large (it will sleep well over 100) and recently rebuilt, 
with plenty of neat plastic boxes to put all of our clobber in. It is 
high though, at 3160 metres and the climbs and lack of oxygen are 
beginning to get to us, even after a good dinner and conversation 
with a pile of distressed debt hedge fund managers based in Zug. 
This is at the edge of our ability and in the morning we decide 
to ski down to Arolla rather than take the hike up to the Pigne 
D’Arolla.  We will leave that to next year, when we attempt the 
second half of the trek. Now we head down after breakfast, down 
though the Col des Vignettes to Arolla and spring flowers, and 
out of the sterile world of ice and snow.  We return next year to 
Arolla, to battle with the ladders of the Pas de Chèvres - on our 
way to the Dix Hut and Chamonix beyond.

*Dres can be contacted by Email as dresabegglen@hotmail.com

A rest as we wind our way round the Haute Glacier D’Arolla

Chalet Stella Alpina
Next to the Falken Hotel, Wengen

Five bedroom chalet apartment 
with magnificent views to The Jungfrau

Each bedroom has a dedicated bathroom
13m living area and large balcony

Available for rental winter and summer

Contact: Michael J Woodhall FRICS
The Granary, North Houghton, 

Stockbridge SO20 6LF
Email: Michael.woodhall1@btinternet.com
Telephone: 01264 810500 or 01264 811118

Mobile: 07802 382609
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“Mac” of the eponymous Leap   
freddie Whitelaw

Off the lower Barhag  is a diversion to the left that has been known by an English name since January 1924. 
Nowadays it is still every bit as steep and narrow as it was then, but it also has some saplings in mid slope to deter 
those crazy enough to be thinking of schussing  Mac’s Leap. 

Under any circumstances, you would be well advised not to try to 
emulate the mighty Mac, for with perhaps the singular exception 
of CB Fry, there cannot have been a more talented British sporting 
all rounder than Charles Ernest Whistler Mackintosh (but 
universally known, at his insistence, as Christopher).

His father was Charles Mackintosh, an expert linguist who 
spoke at least 8 languages fluently, most with no accent at all, 
and who established the Berlitz language school in Heidelberg.  
Charles Mackintosh was also a skier and an extremely talented 
skater with many competition successes to his name at a time 
when skating was significantly a more popular winter pastime 
than skiing. It was in Heidelberg that Chris was born in October 
1903 and where he grew up for the first 10 years or so of his 
life. At the outbreak of WW1, the family continued to stay in 
Heidelberg and his father fed information to British Intelligence 
until the Germans became suspicious and the entire family rapidly 
decamped across the border into Switzerland. They ended up in 
Wengen where Charles had previously taken winter holidays, 
with Chris and his sister Kathleen and brother Jack as well as his 
parents renting and living in Chalet Bertha which is, today, now 
renamed as Le Manoir (where the DHO Trainees used to stay 
during the Christmas Race Training up to about 15 years ago). It 
is behind the Co-op, turn left at the flower shop. In those days its 
situation was excellent, with no Silberhorn or Coop to clutter up 
the view. Here Chris skied and learned to speak perfect Wengen 
dialect Schweizer Deutsch which he added to his existing ability 
in German, French and Italian (accentless and completely fluent). 
He also learned to yodel.

He attended the local Wengen School where he knew (and fought 
with) Ernst Gertsch. Ernst was no goliath, but was nearly 4  years 
older than Chris who later grew to be at least 6ft 2in, so they 
might have been fairly evenly matched whilst both were teenagers! 
Ernst, of course, is best known as the originator of Central Sports 
and the man who started  the Lauberhorn race, one of the real 
giants of international skiing.

Chris’ father returned to the UK and joined the Royal Flying 
Corps, eventually reaching the rank of Flight Lieutenant, his 
service in the RFC ending in 1918 when he was killed. Chris had a 
guardian (Mr Allen) thereafter who lived not far from Perth and it 
was here that Chris learned to fish, shoot and to roam the hills.

In 1917 Chris went to Eastbourne College where he stayed until 
1922, it was here that his athletic prowess came to the fore.  By 
1921 he was being hailed “As one of the most brilliant wings 
we have had” in the end of year rugby report – he had scored 
33 tries in 15 matches. In that same year, despite the fact that 
Eastbourne College did not officially play tennis, he and a fellow 
pupil, Raymond Frearson, won the public schools open doubles at 
Queens club. Many years later he qualified for Wimbledon, but

Christopher, Kathleen and Jack at Chalet Bertha during WW1

Chris in Mürren about to Yodel
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Chris in the annual college photograph

failed to take up his place due to overseas business commitments.  
In the Eastbourne College annual athletics in 1922, he won 7 of 
the 10 events, setting school records in four, of which the long 
jump record of just over 21ft lasted until 1975. In the public 
schools championships in 1922 he won both the long jump and 
high jump. In his final term at Eastbourne, he scored a century at 
cricket against Brasenose College Wanderers.

Chris Mackintosh then went up to University College Oxford. 
There he played rugby and competed in athletics, being awarded 
a blue for both. In 1924 he won the long jump in the Oxford 
& Cambridge inter-varsity athletics match with a jump of 
23 ft 4 ins, which led to his being selected for the 1924 Paris 
Olympics team. This is better known as the “Chariots of Fire” 
Olympics. There he came 6th in the long jump. In rugby, Oxford 
was overburdened with wings and his selection for the varsity 
team was not always a foregone conclusion. He therefore 
joined and played for London Scottish as well. As a result of his 
performances there, he was selected to play for Scotland against 
France that same year.  

In skiing Chris Mackintosh was regarded as potentially the 
best there was. All his life he was driven by a passion to have 
fun. He was adventurous to extreme. He was part of the British 
colony in the Oberland (mainly centred on Mürren and whose 
“high priest” was Arnold Lunn) that invented, developed and 
finally gained worldwide recognition for Downhill and Slalom 
racing (what today we would call Alpine skiing as opposed to 
Nordic).  It was Chris who persuaded Arnold Lunn to throw 
away his leg brace, worn after a climbing accident on Cader 
Idris in Snowdonia in 1908 which had left him with an open 
wound on his right leg that was, after the accident, 2 inches 
shorter than his left. Part of the fun had been the disposal of the 
brace “over the edge” in Mürren to be lost in the snows in the 
Lauterbrunnen valley.  Arnold never wore a brace again. Part 
of the same fun was typified by their throwing various items of 
furniture out of a hotel window one evening to similarly journey 
to the valley beneath, but unlike today’s vandals, they asked the 
hotel owner for the bill to replace everything before they left 
that evening.  

Chris would enter races with never a thought for taking the 
“easy” way down. This was in an era when there was much 
discussion about whether the tortoise or the hare won races. 
Pistes did not exist, you skied on what was there and a prepared 
piste was, except in a slalom, many dozens of years in the 
future. If you fell, you got up and skied on. Was it quicker to 
ski moderately quickly and fall less frequently, or flat out and 
fall more often? The British Ski Year Book, produced each year 
by editor Arnold Lunn, was full of discussion as to which was 
the quicker.  To Chris there was no doubt. The fast, steep and 
deep route was always his choice “But it is so much more fun 
that way”, he would say.  Friends would urge restraint on Chris 
after he was leading a competition by miles after the downhill 
and the skijump, with only the slalom remaining,  in the hope 
that he would ease up and secure first place. To Chris, there was 
no such thing as easing up to secure victory; all races demanded 
maximum effort and maximum fun.  

Chris as captain of University College athletics team

Mac at the Oxford and Cambridge Varsity athletics match in the 
long jump

The Oxford University rugby team 1924
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Chris was a through and through racer and as part of the British 
racing community based in Mürren, his exploits are legion. He 
took part in the first International Downhill and Slalom ever 
held, in January 1924. On the day before the race, Arnold Lunn 
and most of the competitors started at Scheidegg and skied down 
the Barhag where Arnie intended setting the course for the race.  
They came upon this steep and narrow slope (and in typical Arnie 
fashion, the story has varied somewhat over the 4 - 5 decades he 
retold it) here they stopped and Arnie pontificated “Here is an 
example of a slope that nobody but a lunatic would take straight 
as there is no outrun”.  Chris immediately  took the slope straight, 
leaped 10 metres where the slope steepened, rattled across the 
wood-sleigh path at the bottom, held the abrupt outrun, shot 
up the steep bank on the far side and finished with a wonderful 
Christiania.  The following day he attempted the same move in 
the race, but unbeknown to him, the wood-sleigh path had been 
in use all morning and was cut out to twice its normal depth, and 
he fell. And thus Mac’s leap was christened. 

Of him Arnold Lunn said “He was potentially the finest downhill 
racer of all time – potentially - because he never bothered to train 
and could never refrain from taking an outside chance, even 
when by playing for safety he would have made victory certain” 
and “ Of all the great racers of the Golden Age there is none, 
British or continental, whose skiing made a stronger appeal to the 
imagination than Chris, and none who exemplified more perfectly 
the gay spirit of British racing in the Golden Age”.

For a number of years between 1924 and 1933, he was a member 
of the British ski team, the captain in 1931, and had many 
competition successes to his name.

In 1938 he was at the World winter sport championships. In the 
4 man bobsleigh, the British team, having won in 1937, were 
favourite to win again. The British brakeman, Byron Black, was 
injured shortly before the competition and unable to compete. 
Chris was drafted in as replacement. Despite his age of 35, he was 
still relatively fit and still a great sprinter. True to his love of fun, 
he was not enthusiastic about braking, wanting to go ever faster. 
Despite pleas from elsewhere in the bob, Chris refrained from  
braking and the British team duly won the Gold medal. This 
world championship was made all the sweeter by the German 
team’s dismissal of the British team’s chances due to losing its 
premier brakeman.

He married Lady Jean Douglas-Hamilton, daughter of Scotland’s 
premier peer in April 1927. They had 4 children, all of whom 
skied internationally and one (Sheena Hilleary) provided much of 
the background and most of the photos for this mini biography.

His first marriage was dissolved in 1946, Chris married twice 
more and had one boy and one girl with each subsequent wife.

His wartime service is clouded in mystery. He was never seen in 
uniform, but he did serve with the leader of the Free French in the 
UK, General Charles De Gaulle, as an ADC, where doubtless his 
impeccable French was useful.

Chris in a race at Mürren

One of the iconic British skiing photographs, Chris in 3rd place at the 
start of the 1927 Roberts of Kandahar race which he won

Chris on his wedding day memorably attired in “subtle” colours
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Like many who served with the General, he did not like him 
greatly. Even more mysterious are family stories of missions in 
enemy occupied France, Germany and Switzerland couriering 
agents over the border into Switzerland. Records are few, if 
any. It is not called the Secret Service for nothing! The most 
likely position is something with SOE (Special Operations 
Executive) where his fluent and accentless French, German and 
Swiss German would have been invaluable. There is even one 
story of his carrying a wounded agent through the mountains 
over the border into Switzerland. Whilst there is no definitive 
confirmation of this secret service work, a search of Wikipedia 
on the web for SOE turns up reports of two members of the 
Dutch underground (long suspected of being penetrated by the 
Germans)  escaping across France and eventually being couriered 
over the border into Switzerland where they were finally able to 
confirm the penetration of the Dutch network.  This is exactly 
the sort of work Chris’s family believe he undertook.

When first married, Chris and Jean went out to Australia and 
New Zealand, but returned to the UK after a year or two. He 
then joined Sir Henry Lunn Ltd, the pioneering winter sports 
tour company started by Arnold Lunn’s father and, despite the 
economic depression of the thirties, he expanded its operations 
to encompass Hellenic tours in the summer thus broadening 
their appeal beyond mere winter sports. He remained a director 
until 1944. 

When he started racing in the twenties, Chris transferred his 
allegiance to Mürren from Wengen where he had grown up.  He 
is “claimed” by Kandahar as one of theirs! On our side of the 
valley, we prefer to think of him as being “on loan”! The truth 
is that ski club badges don’t matter; he was significant enough to 
be shared between us. After WWII Chris returned to Wengen and 
became a vice president of the DHO in 1956 and the President 
in 1957 until 1964. As is often the case with superb athletes, 
Chris suffered severely from arthritis in later life and he died in 
January 1974 aged 70. 

As Sir Max Aitkin said of him in the obituary he wrote for the 
DHO Journal, “He will be missed, for he was a unique man”.

Chris shortly after WW2

Chris in the 1928 Arlberg Kandahar Slalom

Chris in 1929 demonstrating a Jump turn
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EIGER RESIDENCE
(Top Floor)

Lovely, modern apartment with
wonderful views

2 double bedrooms 
and 2 bathrooms - sleeps 4/6

Open fireplace, washing machine,
tumble drier, TV, DVD, Video

One minute from trains, cable cars
and shops

AVAILABLE ALL YEAR
Very convenient for the new club room 

on ground floor

Phone/fax 01797 270042

E-mail: patersonhome@googlemail.com

das sport - und modegeschäft
mit ski - und snowboardvermietung

The Sport and Fashion Shop
with Ski and Snow Board Rental

Barbara & Markus Zumbühl
Dorfstrasse, 3823 Wengen

Tel: 033 / 855 26 26

www.alpiasport.ch

Come and visit our large
range of sports goods!
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A Half Century of Wengen and the dHo   
Norman freund

2010 brings the 50th year since I came to ski in Wengen. I thought I might write about the Wengen and DHO of 
the 1960s and let readers dwell on the changes. 

My practice in the 1950s and 60s was to visit a different area 
each year, and Wengen was just another place I had never seen 
before; I had no intention of coming back again. Obviously, 
Wengen captured me just as it has done so many others. I 
experienced none of the supposed snobbishness of the DHO, 
and, encouraged by an enthusiastic lady named Nina Cowdy, 
I joined in 1962.

Wengen village in 1961 was not all that different from today. 
Some of the hotels have undergone major renovation, but many 
look pretty much as they did 50 years ago. A few----the Kreuz 
(about which more later) and, more recently, the Eden and the 
Eiger have disappeared; the Caprice and Bären are relative 
newcomers. 

Initially, I stayed at the Silberhorn, then run by the industrious 
Frau Beldi. It had a large ballroom which was the venue of the 
Tea Dance every afternoon. The tradition of the Tea Dance has 
now disappeared, but many people, returning from the slopes, 
went straight into the Silberhorn, and it was quite common to 
see people dancing in ski boots. This could be hard on dancers 
without ski boots, but I don’t recall any crushed toes. The 
ballroom came alive again in the evening. 

After a couple of years, I moved to the less expensive Hotel 
Kreuz, below the station. This was run by the Brunner family---
she managed the hotel and he ran one of the best kitchens in 

One of the original Coffeegrinders at Wengeralp, now transferred to the Schyneggeplattebahn

Wengen. It was there that I first brought my then fiancée, Jane, in 
early 1967, a couple of months before our wedding. Frau Brunner 
carefully located her on the 2nd floor and me on the top floor. 
The Kreuz, of course, is no more. The Brunners sold it and the 
new owners never did manage to make it prosper. One day, they 
asked all the guests to leave and closed the hotel. The next day, 
the venerable wooden hotel burned to the ground. Curiously, the 
fire is reputed to have started simultaneously at all four corners 
of the building.

My skiing style was a mishmash of US Army training (no, I had 
been no ski trooper; I was an office soldier in the hazardous environs 
of occupied Salzburg, but the Army ran weekend leisure courses),  
Canadian style and the somewhat eccentric techniques  taught by 
a Bulgarian instructor on weekends in New York State. It was for 
good reason that he was called ‘The Mad Bulgar’. I badly needed 
good teaching and signed up to the Wengen Ski School, then run by 
Oskar Gertsch, the uncle of Viktor who now runs Central Sports.  
There were no young Australians or even Britons spending the winter 
teaching---the ski school was strictly for local instructors, mostly no 
longer in the first flush of youth. One rather gloomy afternoon, our 
Class 3 was being taken down the Männlichen by a guide with a 
long record of mountaineering and little appetite for skiing with 
somewhat nervous sub-intermediates. Tiring of our slow progress, 
he gathered us around him and told us that he intended to catch the 
3.30 train from Grund to Scheidegg, with or without us. He then set 
off at a brisk pace. Needless to say, we all made the train.
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The Palace Hotel was then no Club Med. It was perhaps a little 
faded, but undoubtedly a Grand Hotel in the old style. Suits and 
ties were de rigueur at dinner, and there was a weekly formal 
dinner in the ballroom, when dinner jackets were essential. 
Upstairs, the rooms were somewhat old fashioned and many had 
no bathroom attached. You rang for the maid and she would run 
a bath for you in one of the bathrooms on each floor. The original 
owner, Fritz Borter Senior (the first Hon. President of the DHO), 
a gracious hotelier of the old school, had passed ownership on to 
his son, but the difficult post-war years and the changing face of 
tourism saw the old hotel gradually decline. 

As a DHO rep in the late sixties and seventies, I was always 
accommodated in the Palace; once an hotelier got to know a rep, 
he tended to provide a place to stay year after year. Our children’s 
first Wengen ‘home’ was the Palace. Frau Borter provided a 
separate room for the two children and we paid the princely sum 
of CHF10 a day, full board, for each of them.  Jane was given 
the run of the small kitchen next to the dining room to sterilize 
bottles, and Colin, when he reached the age of about four, took 
full advantage of the sumptuous lunchtime buffet; his dinner was 
served in his room.

It was in the Palace that we first met that icon of British skiing, 
Sir Arnold Lunn. He was making one of his periodic visits from 
the other side of the Valley and had come for dinner. We were 
chatting in the lounge over drinks just before Colin’s bedtime (he 
was just short of 2 at the time), when Sir Arnold placed him on 
his lap and told him ‘Colin, when you grow up, you’ll be able to 
say that you knew someone who skied two centuries ago.’ Colin 
looked suitably impressed, though he had no idea of what Sir 
Arnold was talking about.

Away from the village, the skiing was very different from today. 
There were no chairlifts. Accessed from the railway, there were 
just two T-bars---the Lauberhorn and the Salzegg, of which 
the latter, until 2009/10, was the sole remnant of old Wengen 
skiing. On the Wengen side, there were two other T-bars, a weird 
contraption operating roughly where the Innerwengen chairlift 
runs today and a short, Ski School lift below the Brunner Hotel. 
The innerwengen T-bar comprised lengths of rope attached to the 
overhead cable with a horizontal bar to haul you uphill.

On the Männlichen, there was just one lift---a long, cold T-bar 
where the Lager Chairlift runs today. Grindelwald skiers had to 
make the long trip round to Wengen and up the cable car to get to 
Männlichen skiing, leaving those slopes to Wengen skiers for most 
of the mornings. The rest of the mountain was off piste skiing and 
the best of the powder was often found in the gullies which are 
now part of the piste served by the Männlichen chairlift.

Another popular off-piste excursion involved a short climb to the 
ridge above what is now the top station of the Tschuggen lift, 
and then descending down the easy powder slope, back to the 
bottom station of the T-bar. One day, led by my then fellow rep, 
a large group took this route. About halfway along the ridge, a 
small avalanche---really more of a snow slide---propelled one of 
the group all the way to the bottom. He was shaken, but happily 
unhurt, and I, as the junior rep, was assigned the task of retrieving 
him, skiing down and restoring him to a somewhat displeased 
bride---they were on their honeymoon! No names mentioned

here, but that slope, in my mind, is always associated with the 
unfortunate bridegroom. The ridge and slope are, of course, now 
off limits to skiers in the interests of nature preservation. 

The Männlichen was also the venue for the McMillan Race, with 
contestants taking any route they wished down the mountain to 
Aspen. This was possible when the slopes were comparatively 
uncrowded; it is hard to visualize the mayhem that would ensure 
if forty or fifty people were to tear hell for leather down today’s 
heavily travelled Männlichen slopes.

One fine day, I ascended the Lager T-bar accompanied by a German 
gentleman of such prodigious  girth that only a small portion of his 
posterior was actually in touch with the bar. On the steep slope near 
the top of the lift, the stress of weight and gravity was too much for the 
bar. There was a loud rending noise and the horizontal bar disengaged 
from the vertical. I could hear strident Teutonic curses as my companion 
descended down the slope on his back. I was left holding a disembodied 
bar and only just by some miracle remained upright.  

I took my SCGB Silver Soft Snow test on a rather murky day from 
the top of the Lauberhorn to what is now the bottom station of 
the Wixi lift (which, of course, did not then exist). Our leader and 
Chief Judge was Robert Giddings, the Wengen SCGB Rep and the 
tail end judge was a young Scottish lady, Rozi Walker. The test 
had to be completed at a reasonable speed and NO FALLS WERE 
ALLOWED. Near the bottom, in the prevailing gloom, Robert 
succeeded in skiing into a large---very large---hole, and the half 
dozen candidates duly followed him into it, resulting in a massive 
pileup. Rozi alone escaped and could barely keep upright with 
hysterical laughter. We were forgiven the fall, and we all passed. 
We then had to trudge back up to Wengernalp Station.

If the uphill facilities away from the railway were sparse, the 
railway at least provided everything we take for granted today. 
Except speed. All but one or two of the trains comprised ancient 
wagons pulled by one of the green box-like engines (named 
Coffeegrinders by someone---Rozi Walker, I think) now seen 
pulling snowploughs and still used on the Schyneggeplattebahn.  

The Lauberhorn T bar 
photographed in 1945, 
the first ski lift in the 
area
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The trip from Wengen to Scheidegg took about 45 minutes, with 
additional stops at Bannwald, between Allmend and the top of 
the Bumps, and Waterstation, where the Lauberhorn racetrack 
passes under the railway. The former of these halts allowed for 
descents through the woods (birdsnesting, as it was called), a 
practice now forbidden in case you wake up hibernating rabbits. 
The stop at Waterstation gave access to the Bumps; there was, of 
course, no Bumps lift. 

There was a running board along the outside of the coaches and 
the conductor manoeuvred himself along this, while the train was 
moving, so that he could inspect tickets. I suppose the slow speed 
of the trains made this relatively safe, but I suspect the Health and 
Safety Executive in UK would have collective heart failure if they 
were to have seen this procedure.

Incidentally, the Bumps were indeed Bumps all the way. It was 
some years later that the bit near the top was smoothed out.   
The Lauberhorn racetrack crossed the woodpath, as it does 
now, but with no bridge. Woe betide the hapless snowplougher 
gently negotiating the woodpath if he didn’t check to see whether 
someone was hurtling down the race course piste.  One of the 
candidates for the downhill part of the SCGB Silver (top of the 
Bumps to Mary’s Café in 4 mins. 12 seconds was the standard) 
was last seen in a deadly embrace with some poor soul gently 
cruising down to Wengen, both of them careening down the 
woodpath.

Just as the Wengernalpbahn provided slow transport, so did 
the Jungfraubahn. However, its engines and carriages, of which 
some are sometimes glimpsed at Scheidegg, comprised beautiful, 
lacquered wooden rolling stock, lit by old Victorian style lamps. 
I was in one of these ascending to Eigergletscher one windy day 
when a sudden gust struck the train near Fallboden and blew 
it, passengers and all, off the track. Most of us escaped through 
windows and took shelter in the disused Fallboden Station, where 
the DHO contingent collected in the station loo until a relief train 
arrived.

Strangely, there was no abonnement covering the whole area.  
You could get one to cover the railway, Lauberhorn lift and 
Salzegg lift. You needed a separate one for the Lager lift, another 
for the Männlichen cable car and yet another for the Innerwengen 
lift. It was a great step forward when, some years later, the area 
abonnement finally arrived. 

Having written about Wengen, the skiing and the transport, 
let me say something about the DHO of the 1960s. The Club 
was a lot smaller then, and its office was one of the two shop 
fronts  in the then unreconstructed Lauberhorn Hotel. The other 
shop was Thomas Cooks. There was no daily social hour---just 
an office hour and a weekly Cocktail Party in one of the hotels. 
The management of DHO in Wengen was in the firm grip of 
Ros Hepworth, whose dedication to the DHO and British Skiing 
earned her a well deserved MBE. She also selected the reps, not 
just the DHO reps but also those nominally appointed by the 
SCGB. In fact, both were always DHO members and they worked 
as a team. My experience with some other European resorts with 
SCGB reps at that time tended to display the military and upper 
class history of British pre-war skiing; the DHO and its reps were 
much more approachable.

Ros Hepworth, incidentally, spent the entire season working for 
the DHO, but lived in a small flat in Lauterbrunnen. The last 
train down from Wengen in the 1960s was at 6.30pm, but her 
workload and social responsibilities often meant she missed it. 
Many a night, Ros would walk down late at night on paths she 
knew instinctively. Only when the weather was particularly vile 
would she deign to spend the night in Wengen in someone’s chalet 
or in an hotel.

The social meeting place for DHO members was downstairs in 
the Eiger, at the venerable Round Table. That table even survived 
the Eiger redevelopment in the early 1980s. There, each evening, a 
dozen or more DHO members would assemble, drink beer, coffee 
and schnapps and play Liar Dice. For those unfamiliar with this 
game, it involved trying to deceive your neighbour into believing 
how many dice spots you were holding on the two dice involved. 
The recipient could challenge, winning if the holder’s asserted 
spots were false and losing if the holder was speaking the truth. 
The Round Table was DHO territory and woe betide anyone else 
sitting there.

Membership of the DHO was not free of class distinction. There 
were three classes---ordinary members, who had to be assessed as 
capable of skiing before they could join, associate members who 
either did not ski at all or were not up to standard and ‘foreign 
members’---a class beyond the pale (I was one) whose skiing 
skill was immaterial and who could not exceed 10% of the total 
membership.

The social event of the year was the Annual Dinner, held in 
November in the River Room of the Savoy Hotel. Dinner jackets 
were required wear for men and the ladies’ displayed their 
finest outfits. Alas, the costs kept going up and gradually the 
event became something only for the older generation.  It was a 
glamorous event, but it had had its day.

So, have Wengen and the DHO changed, progressed or lost 
something over the years? For Wengen, the answer must be a bit 
of all three. The uphill transport has become much better and 
more comfortable, the grooming of pistes more extensive and 
the snow more certain as snow canons have been introduced. 
However, as skiing has become a mass sport, many of the quiet 
places on the mountains have become piste motorways. The 
village has grown, but sensitively, and the horrors of French ski 
stations’ ugly concrete have been avoided. As for the DHO, it 
has maintained its traditions, but also moved with the times. Its 
concentration on racing and children has gained strength and 
yet it still provides for its older members. We no longer know 
pretty well every one else in the Club, but, when we come to 
Wengen, there are always familiar faces.  Sadly, the high costs in 
Switzerland mean that those who graduate from family skiing as 
children and young adults into building their own families often 
leave Wengen behind for some years. However, as often as not, 
those same people return to Wengen as soon as they can and 
bring with them the next generation of DHO and Wengen skiers 
(and, truth to tell, snowboarders). As the Club moves toward its 
Centenary, it is still growing from strength to strength. And we’re 
all one family now---no more foreign members.
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Look at your ski insurance  
Norman freund

Getting insurance to cover you for skiing is a minefield and no one wants to be told that their injuries are not 
covered when they are lying in a foreign hospital. The cover you need depends upon such variables as where you 
want to ski, whether you stick to the piste or like to wander off onto untracked snow and if you like to participate 
in ski races----and these are only some of the factors you need to take into account. This article will not tell you 
where to get insurance, but will try to identify some of the things you need to look for in the small print of the policy 
you plan to buy. No specific policies are recommended in this article, because there are so many variables and so 
many different policies on the market.

In writing this article, I sought advice from Russell Dadson, who 
runs Snowcard Insurance Services and who was able to explain 
to me some of the complexities which the rest of my research had 
not uncovered.

Most policies restrict you to skiing for a specific number of days 
in a policy period----often 17 or 23. Just what does this mean? If 
you go to Wengen for four weeks and avoid skiing for more than 
17 or 23 days during that time, are you covered? The answer is 
generally no; your cover is for the entire time from the day you 
leave home to the day you return, irrespective of whether or not 
you decide to ski each day. Of course, if your holiday covers a 
week in Paris and then three weeks in Wengen, the 23 days may 
cover you. 

Another confusion arises for people with annual policies, but 
with skiing restricted to 17 or 23 days. Suppose you go off for 
a couple of weeks skiing in January and return home unscathed. 
The clock does not reset to zero when you go skiing again in 
March---you will already have used up most or all of your skiing 
allowance for the year when you went in January. Provided you 
didn’t claim during your January holiday, you might want to take 
a chance, but, strictly speaking, a claim on your second trip could 
be refused. To be on the safe side, you might want to buy some 
additional skiing days from your insurer; make sure that your 
insurer provides that facility.

Probably the most confusing areas of ski insurance relate to 
off-piste skiing and participating in informal or club races. Of 
course, if you---or your children---are involved in more formally 
organized races, especially ones under FIS rules, you will need to 
consult a good broker to get the right cover; for DHO trainees, 
DHO Racing & Training can advise you. However, for the 
holiday skier, it is important to read the small print carefully. Are 
you insured if you ski off-piste on your own, or must you be 
accompanied by a qualified guide (who might be a BASI qualified 
British ski guide)? Be aware that some policies would consider as 
‘off piste’ a marked run that has not been pisted. 

Can you participate in a DHO Club race and be covered? Many 
non-specialist and inexpensive policies which allow ‘fun races’ 
take this to mean things like the end of week ski school races. If 
the answer is not crystal clear in the policy wording, contact the 
insurer or broker. It’s best to obtain clarification in writing, but, 
if this is not possible, make a record of the discussion and get the 
name of the person you talk to. Call centre staff may know little 
about ski racing, so your conversation with them might be bit 
surreal.

Be especially vigilant if you participate in ski touring, even if it’s just a 
day tour. Ski touring is, of course, off piste and may be covered under 
the policy’s ‘off piste’ conditions. However, some policies consider 
ski touring in the same category as ski mountaineering. If you do go 
on ski tours, be especially vigilant about your policy, or approach 
a specialist broker. If you use a helicopter as part of the ski tour, be 
aware that the travel accident portion of your policy may be limited 
to flying on the aircraft of a scheduled airline. Heliskiing may well 
be excluded from your policy, even where ordinary ski touring is 
covered. 

Most single trip and annual insurance policies are very clear about 
geographic limits. The usual distinctions are Europe, Worldwide 
except North America (or the United States) and Worldwide 
including North America.

Older skiers are often offered large reductions when buying an 
abonnement. That’s fine, but you still need insurance, and many 
insurers are reluctant to cover skiers beyond the age of 65 or 70. 
Hunting around, or approaching a good ski insurance broker, will 
usually identify a policy which covers older skiers, though it’s rare to 
find an annual policy for the over 70s. Most of the ‘free’ insurance 
policies the banks offer with premium accounts have a much younger 
limit. Annual policies for the over 70s, especially ones which also 
include skiing, can be counted on the fingers of one hand, and it gets 
worse once you hit 80.

People resident in the EU or EEA have access to the European 
Health Insurance Card. While this provides useful and often quite 
comprehensive cover, it’s not a good idea to rely upon it for ski 
insurance. In some places, the local medical facilities may all be 
private, and may not accept the EHIC. For another thing, getting 
an injured skier off the mountain is not covered, nor is repatriation 
to UK, and the value of the remaining cover varies according to the 
national health schemes available where you are skiing. 

In France, for example, EHIC will cover only about 70% of costs. 
Insurers, incidentally, find the cost of repatriation more expensive 
than direct medical costs. Even if you have an EIHC and are a 
resident of the EU or EEA, you must also be an EU or EEA citizen 
to claim cover in Switzerland. To sum up, it is important to have 
a regular ski insurance policy, even if you have an EHIC---often, 
holders of an EHIC won’t have to pay the excess charges levied on 
their ski insurance policies.

There are some resorts, certainly in France (Carte Neige) and 
Switzerland, where you can buy local insurance which provides 
some limited injury cover.
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It does pay for transport from the slope to hospital, including 
helicopters. This can be worth looking into in conjunction with 
the EHIC, but still leaves gaps, like the limitations of EHIC and 
repatriation.  

A few years ago, we were stuck in Wengen for over a week because 
avalanche danger had closed the entire area. Most ski policies pay 
some compensation if you are unable to ski because of a lack of 
snow; we were unable to ski because there was too much snow. 
It took several phone calls to the insurer before I was able to 
convince a bemused manager that inability to ski was the issue, 
not whether it was the result of too little or too much snow. Some 
policies have now covered that eventuality, but don’t count on it.
Finally, there is the question of lost or damaged skis.  

Most policies cover this eventuality to some extent, but check to 
make sure that they’ll pay out even if you don’t keep your skis 
with you at the lunch table.  Alternatively, if you have expensive 
new skis, invest in ski locks or don’t put both skis in the same 
rack. 

It’s easy to become paranoiac about ski insurance and my aim is 
only to raise awareness, not to induce fear. The main thing is to 
ensure you get the cover for your particular requirements, which 
may mean paying a bit extra or approaching a specialist broker. 
It may be riling to keep paying large premiums, year after year, 
but it only takes one unfortunate accident to recover everything 
you’ve paid out in a lifetime.   

the dHo Wengen friendship scheme  
Jenny Alban davies

One or two people have mentioned that as a club we need to protect the fine relationship we have with the people 
of Wengen.  Our strong ties have grown out of genuine friendships over many years, sometimes relating to regular 
visits to the same family hotel or to skiing with the same guide.  Also, there was a time when juniors from the 
Wengen Ski Club and DHO trainees got to know each other by racing together.  Over the years, these ties have 
eroded because of changes in the way we visit Wengen and if they are to flourish in the future it is important to 
renew our links with the younger generation.  One way of doing this would be to offer young Wengeners hospitality 
in Britain. 

The proposal is to have a scheme for those who live in Wengen 
and are over 18 and under 25 years of age.  They would be offered 
a short period of hospitality in the homes of DHO members and 
it may be possible to link several short stays in one visit to enable 
the visitor to see more of Britain.  I intend to compile a list of club 
members who would be prepared to take part in the scheme by 
offering bed and breakfast for 2-3 nights. 

If you are prepared to take part in the DHO–Wengen Friendship 
Scheme, please get in touch with me, Jenny Alban Davies, 
Troutbeck, Otford, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 5PH; albandavies@
me.com; Tel: 01959 525439.
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the dHo 2010 spring tour  
vanda Joss

Saturday, March 20th.
The group this year consisted of mainly seasoned tourers, namely: 
Ian McCormick, John Wright, Ian Carmichael, Phil Gepfert, Sue 
Jacoby, Clive Mitchell; newer converts: Jane McCormick, Trish 
Dale and newcomer: the author. A most interesting and diverse set 
of individuals, but sadly missing Johnny Rigby who is awaiting 
surgery. Adolf Schlunegger , our excellent mountain guide for 
the 25th year in succession, and René Seiler following us up the 
mountains picking up the pieces, even though he is older than 
all of us! We met for dinner at the Hotel Madrisa, Gargellen, in 
the Montafon region of Austria, on the Austrian/ Swiss border, 
“Sound of Music” country.

Sunday, March 21st.
At breakfast I was asked, had I done an article?  I dropped into 
the trap, and landed up writing this article—danger debutante 
tourers!

We then moved onto everyone’s aches and pains, had anyone got 
spare Voltarol? Further faffing around getting us all fixed up with 
touring skis, autophons etc. So we left late for the lift station, 
held up further by Clive who decided the weather was not going 
to support him wearing Plus 4’s, and a change of clothing was 
required.

Finally having got up the Schartberghuesli cablecar, since the 
weather  was warm rain at the bottom, snowing at the top, with 
variable visibility,  Adolf decided his itinerary was not a good 
idea and therefore we had a piste day in 2 groups improving our 
technique with stem turns, stem christies, parallels and carving 
with reference to difficult off piste.

Lunch at the Schartberghuesli restaurant, and a much enjoyed 
heated seat chairlift, resulted in a very enjoyable but tiring day, 
rounded off with excellent hospitality at the Obwaldhutte. 

Monday, March 22nd.
Lift station this time reached by 9am. Obtained our tour tickets, 
up the Schafberghuesli lift, and down the first few hundred 
yards of the blue Tali run which was closed because of multiple 
avalanches. From the Rinderhutte we walked up approx 1 hour 
to St.Antonier Joch, 2370metres, on the Swiss/Austrian border. 
We then traversed down the back with a further 45 min walk up 
to the shoulder of Reid Kopf, 2550m. with a beautiful view into 
3 valleys, weather warm and sunny.

After a refreshment break, my introduction to fruit tea which 
surprisingly tasted wonderful, we started a difficult ski down a 
rather slushy slope, back to the traverse, a 377+ side step back up 
to St. Antonier Joch, then a reasonable ski down to the piste where 
we had lunch. After a 30 minute walk up on skins to the main ski 
area, we spent the afternoon again skiing in 2 groups reviewing 
turns. Obwaldhutte called at the end of the day, schnapps, more 
schnapps, plus oompah music, finally we had to extract Rene 
from the clutches of a Berliner! Phil and Ian decided to escort the 
ladies(from the hutte) back down the piste combined with a visit 
to a Llama farm, with more schnapps! 

Finally, at dinner, Ian McCormick presented Adolf with a silver 
Armada Dish in celebration of taking DHO touring week for 25 
years since taking over from Freddy Fuchs in 1985.
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Tuesday, March 23rd.
We left at 8.30am with a plan to climb the Madrissa Joch. Having 
taken tour tickets and the Gargeller Kopfe chair (not heated), we 
skied a couple of hundred metres on the red run into the valley 
where we started our walk up on skins, around an artificial reservoir 
then on up the valley, putting on harscheisen approximately half 
way up as the going got steeper. The climb lasted about 2 hours, 
first to the Gafier saddle at 2514m. then we followed the saddle 
up just behind the Madrissa Joch to 2550m. After a break we 
started the ski back down the valley. Initially the going was heavy, 
Ian McCormick fell skinning his nose, but as we moved down 
the valley there was spring snow followed by easier soft snow, we 
made good tracks—credit to the previous days teaching! After the 
Gandasee lake the snow was deep and wet descending through 
a steep field of boulders which we slowly manouvered down to 
the stream in the valley which we traversed reaching the piste. 
Adolf gave us a demonstration of how to disappear in a snow 
hole besides a boulder. It happens to the best!

After lunch under a fir tree, we climbed a short distance up the 
piste for coffee at the Obwaldhutte, where Phil  took up residence 
for the afternoon sipping mint tea???? We skied in 2 groups on 
piste, René’s group could not stop racing up and down, Adolf’s 
group was more sedate.

Wednesday, March 24th.
After an early breakfast we left by car for Lefschan, via the “scenic” 
route arriving 9am. at the Golmerbahn, by a large reservoir above 
Tschagguns. Taking tour tickets up to Golmerjoch, 2214m., we 
skied over and down into the next valley on some very difficult 
heavy snow, Ian Carmichael decided to dig trenches in it, ably 
helped by Phil carrying a heavy rucksack weighed down by a large 
bottle of Pflumli. Walking up to and across the next shoulder, 
there was a dangerous traverse across an avalanche slope and 
down to the forest path which we followed to the bottom of the 
valley. Here we met local guide, Iurg, who had been waiting at the 
bottom checking that the paths were OK.

We put on skins and walked up the forest track of this valley for 
approximately one hour to the Lindauer Hutte, 1730m. arriving 
at midday. The Drei Turme rocks on the skyline as we came out of 
the forest looked like jagged teeth, awe-inspiring, Ian McCormick 
(dentist) disagreed!

Afternoon was taken up by avalanche bleeper training, then a mat 
flipping competition won by Rene, 24 mats in one flip, we did not 
believe his protestations that he had never played this before, then 
John showed us an old Austrian party trick, involving imbibing 
Pflumli, so everyone fell for it!

We had been told Lindauer Hutte might be basic, cold, no running 
water etc., but it turned out to be a 5 star hut, dinner was Soup, 
Beef and Knodl followed by a large communal pancake for each 
table with jam - delicious.

Thursday, March 25th
5am Alpine hut start with breakfast, leaving at 6.10am as daylight 
was breaking. We proceeded up the valley where we had a sloe 
gin stop c/o Ian McCormick at 8am strengthening us for the final 
push up to Ofonjoch, 2300m. by 9am. After a break we started 
the ski down around 9.30am. The initial slope was heavy but

after traversing an avalanche, it rapidly changed to wonderful 
spring snow and continued in this vein all the way back to the 
hut, where we had lunch at 10am in hot sun. 

Collecting all our belongings we left at 11am to ski down the single 
track road until the snow ran out. Apart from carrying our skis 
a few metres, and skiing on a mixture of ice, snow and mud, we 
managed to reach the last few hundred metres of the Golmerbahn 
piste to the lift station and a well earned beer. Returning to the 
hotel, tried to sleep, swim, and sauna away the afternoon!

Friday, March 26th.
Starting early with breakfast at 7.30am, to walk up St. Antonier 
Joch again, this time hoping to catch spring snow. Clive was 
finally able to wear his plus 4s, eagerly anticipated by the group 
paparazzi, numerous photographs were taken. The climb up the 
valley from Robi was much easier this time, taking an hour. A 
quick break of very welcome mixed fruit tea, plus Clive’s plum 
gin and dried apricots preceded a great ski down on spring snow 
all the way down to the piste which we followed  down to  the 
hotel--exhilarating.

Time to say our goodbyes and thanks yet again to our great guide, 
Adolf plus René for another most enjoyable week. See you next 
year????  
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FALKEN HOTEL
WENGEN - JUNGFRAU

Familie S. Cova

SPECIAL OFFER FOR MCMILLAN CUP 
WEEK (JANUARY 29-FEBRUARY 5)

7 nights in one of the charming historical 
rooms of the Falken • 7 buffet breakfasts

7 four-course evening meals • 6 day Jungfrau ski pass 

Price: Chf.1180.00 per person

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
14 nights in one of the charming historical 
rooms of the Falken •14 buffet breakfasts

14 four-course evening meals • 13 day Jungfrau ski pass

Price: Chf.2240.00.00 per person

RESTAURANT • PIANO BAR • BEAUTIFUL GARDEN WITH VIEW

Family Friendly with 
Style & Atmosphere

Tel: 0041 (0)33 8565121
Fax: 0041 (0)33 8553339
E-mail: info@hotelfalken.com
Internet: www.hotelfalken.com

CONTACT US FOR SPECIAL 
5 OR 10 DAY PACKAGES
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HiGH fAsHioN sPortsWeAr
Specialists for skis and skiboots
Most modern Ski-hire and Ski-tuning department

Telefon:	 033 855 2131
Telefax:	 033 855 4631
E-mail:	 info@molitor.ch
Website:	 www.molitor.ch
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Psychology and ski racing   
emma Carrick-smith

Visualise it, feel it, do it!

Even now, several years on, I can still remember what it feels like to stand in the start gate, watching racers ahead 
of me going out of the gate and waiting for my turn to inch forward to the wand. I would sink down, allowing the 
blood to flow through my muscles, keeping the nerves at bay then click my poles and plant them over the wand, 
making sure they were on the matt and wouldn’t slip when I powered out the gate. 

I would wait for the beeps then drive myself forward with all 
my strength towards the first gate. It’s easy to describe what it 
felt like, because 6 years on I can still really feel it! My stomach 
churns and my heart races. As I imagine myself powering out 
the start and through the gates, my muscles twitch and I can 
imagine the feel of the poles on my upper shoulder and the 
acceleration after the gate. I can see the last gate coming up and 
extend my arm through the line, stopping the clock; then I turn 
to see the board, looking for my time. 

True champions believe! They may not necessarily be the 
best technicians nor always the absolute fittest, but they are 
unfaltering in their belief that they can win. They visualize (as 
I did) every movement they will make, everything they will feel 
and see, from well before they are in the start gate, right up 
until they see the clock and have come to a stop.

Whether you are training for your Eurotest, Test Technique, 
first FIS race, Europa Cup or World Cup you will have set 
yourself goals. To achieve these goals, you will have set up a 
training program both on the snow and with physical training 
off the snow, but how many of you have thought about the 
psychological side? To succeed the pieces of the jigsaw have to 
fit together and often the psychological side gets forgotten.  The 
best technicians and fittest athletes often crumple in the start 
gate allowing nerves to get the better of them. 

If you are not lucky enough to be part of a Team with access to a 
Sports Psychologist, there are still plenty of things you can do to 
help become mentally stronger. Whilst training on snow, make 
sure there are days when you (your coach and others around 
you) simulate race day. Allow yourself enough time to warm up 
by free skiing, then move over to the course and take time to 
slide through the line. This part is really important and you get 
better at visualizing the course and line with time and practice. 
Look at the line from above and below the gate and always 
look 2 gates ahead so you can see where the course is going. 
You will only know which line to take if you know the pattern 
of gates coming up. I did not necessarilly remember every single 
gate, but I absolutely knew where there were sudden rhythm 
changes or where I had to be slightly more conservative with 
my line. Where there is a simple corridor from left to right, you 
go for it---no holding back---but, when a tight undergate (delay 
gate) or drop/fall away comes up, you need to be ready for it. 
As you slide through the course, stop every so often, close your 
eyes and memorise the course. Try to really imagine how it will 
feel to ski.

When your time comes to go to the start, try to work out how long 
you need in the start area. Too long and you will undoubtedly 
become psyched out, will start looking around at others too much 
and will begin to falter in your own belief. Aim to get to the start 
just in time to put your body through its paces and get in a good 
5-10 minutes warm up. Then there should really just be time to 
take your oversuit off, brush any excess snow off your skis and 
click in. Now comes the really important bit. With 2 or 3 minutes 
to go, it’s often make or break time with keeping the nerves under 
control and keeping in what athletes call ‘the Zone!’. Close your 
eyes and try to focus on calm breathing. Feel yourself in the start 
gate and listen to the countdown beeps. Feel the excitement and 
adrenalin of the event to come in your mind, power through the 
start gate and ski your line, your race, from start to finish. Try 
to really feel the movements you will make as you have made 
them so many times before. As you see the finish ahead, power 
through the line and look up to the clock. See what you want 
to see, whether it’s the time to pass the Eurotest or a number 1 
beside your time.

It all sounds very simple, doesn’t it? But to become really good at 
this takes time and practice, a huge amount of practice. The best 
time to become good at this hugely complex skill of visualization 
is off the hill when you are in bed or somewhere where you are 
alone and have 10 minutes to yourself. The use of video analysis 
is a very important and useful tool and will help with developing 
this skill. It’s as important to be able to visualize from the inside 
and outside as if you were watching yourself as a spectator rather 
than as the skier. 

Without this skill, even true champions falter. I myself could 
never have controlled my nerves whilst moving into the start 
gate behind numerous World Cup winners like Anja Pearson or 
Olympic Champion Janica Kostelic; but because I was prepared 
in my mental approach, I knew I could ski my race.

Whatever your ambitions, whatever your level, give yourself the 
best possible chance to succeed. Find the best training, work hard 
physically and please take time to develop this hugely important 
part of the jigsaw puzzle which will give you the success you strive 
for.

Emma runs both Slalom and Giant Slalom training on the Tignes 
Glacier in July and throughout November and December.
For details please go to 
http://www.snoworks.co.uk/professional/euro_test_training.html



What do Members think about 
skiing with the dHo?   

Huw Alban davies

Our guided ski groups are at the heart of what we do as a club.  Many people come to know about us by 
encountering DHO groups on the slopes and once they have joined, they meet other members while skiing together.  
With the retirement of our greatly respected and long serving Wengen Secretary, Paul Zvegintzov it seemed worth 
taking stock by asking those who skied with in our guided groups whether they were happy with what was offered 
by the club.

180 people skied in DHO groups during the 2009/10 season.   
All those who could be traced were sent questionnaires either 
by e-mail (141) or post (11).  95 people returned completed 
questionnaires, an excellent response rate of 63%.  27 were not 
members but 8 of these (30%) subsequently joined the club.  
There was a slight predominance of males, with a M/F ratio of 
60/40. 41% of those who skied with the club were older than 
60 years of age and group members tended to stay in Wengen 
for more than a week (median 10 days; mean 18 days).  The 
average number of times that members skied with groups was 
5.1.

The questions in the survey were drawn up after extensive 
consultation and participants were asked to rate their responses 
on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).  The full 
results of the survey can be viewed online (http://tinyurl.com/
33wx3qt) but when relevant I have given a single percentage 
which represents the net proportion of those responding 
who expressed a positive (+), or negative (-) view (number of 
positives minus number of negatives divided by total number of 
respondents).  In presenting the results I have put all respondents 
in one group and the small number of non-member respondents 
were not analysed separately.

The most striking finding in the survey was how welcoming 
people found our groups.   Nobody found the groups 
unwelcoming and a total of 95% found them welcoming 
(80%, extremely welcoming).  It is often said of clubs with an 
application procedure, that they are cliquey and exclusive in 
some way but this finding refutes this suggestion emphatically 
in the case of the DHO.   Group members found that the weekly 
programme reflected their needs well (+41%) and more than 
50% had a positive response when asked to rate their guide. 

The questionnaire asked about the experience of skiing with 
our groups.  The pace of groups was satisfactory (-6%, only) 
and there was no significant dissatisfaction with the number 
of refreshment stops (-3%).  Most people were happy with 
the start time (92%, yes; 8%, no)) but there was a minority 
who would have liked a mid-morning start on some days of 
the week (30%, yes; 70%, no).  During the season the Wengen 
Secretary  held the standard club race programme as well as a 
few extemporaneous races on courses laid down by the piste 
management.  Members had no wish to change this (+2%) 
and when asked if they preferred slalom/GS, fun races or dual 
floodlit slalom on the beginner slopes, there was no marked 
preference.  
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Off-piste skiing is an activity that many in the club have 
considered to be an important part of what we do and even 
part of our identity.  However, skiing off piste in unprepared 
snow has risks and it is inevitable in this litigious age that our 
freedom to enjoy such activities is restrained by considerations 
of health and safety.  It was therefore particularly helpful to 
obtain members views on this subject.  Group members were 
fairly neutral about whether there should be more or less off-
piste skiing (+7%).  Members were not very confident in their 
ability to ski off-piste (-23%) and there was a weak preference 
for less testing conditions (+19%). 

These findings would seem to suggest that those who ski with 
club groups have a positive but cautious approach to off-piste 
skiing.  An appropriate attitude for the club to take may be 
to give members opportunities to improve their technique by 
making fully qualified instructors available for club groups 
and by making sure that DHO leaders who take groups off-
piste have appropriate qualifications and only ski in areas that 
have a risk that is considered reasonable by the local expert ski 
community.   These matters are controversial and the club needs 
to consider its position very carefully.

The questionnaire also had some open questions which invited 
general comments.  The general tone of responses was positive 
but certain themes emerged.

1. That DHO leaders were not always familiar with the   
 mountain.

2. The size of groups should be limited to 8 members, using   
 the 2nd guide more flexibly to achieve this.

3. Take more notice of the standards of the skiers who   
 present at the beginning of the day and adapt the 
 programme appropriately.

4. When members chose not to ski with the club the reason   
 was not because they were dissatisfied with what was on   
 offer but on account of understandable factors 
 such as skiing with friends and family or wanting a 
 rest day. 

This survey of those who ski with club groups tells us a lot 
about the members who ski with the club and it has to be said 
that it cannot be the definitive view of what our ski leaders 
should be doing.  Those members who do not ski with the club 
at present but might do if what was on offer was different also 
have a valid point of view.  However, from what was found, it is 
justifiable to say that those who ski with the club are generally 
happy with the product on offer and there is no great clamour 
to change it in any way.

Acknowledgement
I am very grateful for Tony Davis’ help with the survey, in 
particular for all the work he did to demonstrate that e-
questionnaires using the SurveyMonkey website are enormously 
useful in obtaining members’ views on important topics.
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WENGEN
Apartment on 4th Floor 

of the Eiger Hotel
 • one minute walk from the trains,   

  cable car and shops

 • balcony, wonderful views

 • sleeps 4 - 6, two double bedrooms

 • large living area with sofa bed

 • television, dvd player and 

  dishwasher

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND WINTER
for information please email or call:

sandy_ommanney@hotmail.com

01392 433870

Since 1909

www.centralsport.ch info@centralsport.ch

GLAZING EXPERTISE FOR SCHOOLS, 
HOSPITALS, HISTORIC BUILDINGS, 

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

Best wishes for a 
successful 2010/11

ski season to all 
D.H.O members

Cotswold Glazing Ltd.
THORPE WAY, BANBURY OXON OX16 4SP

teL: (01295) 266965  
fAX: (01295) 267760

www.cotswoldglazing.com



Mount Baker  
Norman freund

When we speak of our condo in America, people automatically assume we mean Florida. In fact, the idea of Florida 
as an American base repelled us so much that we chose instead a place diametrically opposed to the Sunshine State. 
Tucked up in the far Northwest of the USA, just below British Columbia, is the State of Washington, and it was 
there, near the city of Bellingham, that we invested in a townhouse condo big enough to accommodate the whole 
family.

Why Bellingham? It’s an attractive city of some 70,000 people, 
with a university to provide a lively cultural scene, no fewer than 
fourteen theatres---and Mount Baker. In fact, Mount Baker is 
some 55 miles away and its white, near 11,000 foot summit is 
visible like a sugar cone only when the weather is good, but it 
offers ‘local’ skiing. Drive for 75 minutes up the scenic Mount 
Baker Highway and you get to the ski area with the greatest 
regular snowfall in America. 300cms of snow in mid-winter is 
barely outside the snow shortage range; in 1999, the Pacific winds 
dumped just under 3000cms on the slopes of Mount Baker, and 
the highway, which wends its way up to a summer terminal at 
6000 feet, was still under more than 300cms in the following 
September.

The Mt. Baker Highway was built many years ago to bring tourists 
close to this dormant volcano. Yes, Baker is one of the line of 
volcanoes in the Cascade Range, only some 150 miles from the 
wreckage of Mt. St. Helens. Mt. Baker is quiescent, though steam 
can sometimes be seen rising out of some of the fissures high up. 
Once the road starts really climbing, after the hamlet of Glacier 
(not a glacier in sight), the highway becomes a real mountain 
road, complete with hairpins and unguarded drops where cars 
have been known to descend 1000 feet. The road crews do a fine 
job of keeping the highway clear, but, in mid-winter, snow tyres

or chains are a must; in fact, you are required to at least carry 
chains in the car from the end of November to the beginning of 
April. Our own experience of this road saw us slide on black ice 
in 2005, fall off the road, turn over and stop rolling only because 
some trees kept us from the abyss. Our Suzuki was a write-off, 
Jane, my wife, was pulled out unhurt, but it took three hours 
before I was extricated from the wreckage. We slow down to a 
crawl every time we pass that spot.   

Wengen may not be able to compete with Mount Baker for 
snow depth, but, in truth, the skiing there is no match for the 
Jungfrau region. 8 chairlifts serve a variety of mainly intermediate 
and testing runs---The Canyon, for one, I’ve not summoned up 
the courage to try.  The setting is spectacular, unlike the bland 
landscape of places like Vail in Colorado. Mount Shuksan at 
9,720 feet rears up on your left, and the various shoulders of it 
and Mt. Baker provide scenery to admire while the slow chairlifts 
take you up to the 5000 foot top stations. From there, intrepid 
skiers slog upwards, carrying their skis, to find new powder on 
the steep slopes further up.

There is no village---Glacier is 20 miles away. Instead, there are 
two base stations, White Salmon and Heather Meadows, each 
with a lodge and a ski shop.
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Gourmet dining is Clam Chowder in a bread bowl---a scooped 
out small, round loaf. Otherwise, it’s soup, burgers, chips and 
tacos. A satisfying lunch will set you back all of perhaps £8. The 
ski passes are equally moderate in price for America---about £30 
a day, but, if you’re a ‘supersenior’, a season’s skiing will set you 
back just £40.  

Why is it that, in as safety conscious a place like the USA, few ski 
lifts have safety gates or bars? Even after skiing at Mt. Baker for 
seven years, I feel uncomfortable sitting unprotected when the 
lift stops for some reason and you are hanging fifty feet up in the 
air. Once off the lift, the pistes, largely above the tree line, are 
beautifully maintained. Unfortunately, they don’t believe in piste 
markers here, so, when the light is bad, it’s not hard to stray off 
into uninviting crud. Our practice is to look out of the bedroom 
window early in the morning. If it’s clear and sunny, it’s off to Mt. 
Baker; if it’s cloudy, back to bed.

Skiing goes on till about the end of April. The ski area is closed not 
because of snow shortage---this year, the snow depth is 450cms 
in mid-April---but because it’s getting too warm, and cut up slush 
even discourages the many snowboarders who more than match 
the numbers of skiers. 

Mt. Baker will never supplant Wengen in our hearts and skiing 
down the Blueberry Cat Track will never match the long run from 
Männlichen to Grund. But you can’t beat having your own ski 
mountain ready waiting when the sun comes out. 
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obituaries

John dymock danvers Waghorn 1930 – 2010 

John was born in May 1930, the son of a national hero. His father was Fl Lt Dick Waghorn AFC, the pilot of the Schneider 
Trophy winning plane in 1929 and with a waxwork mannequin on display in Madame Tussauds. His father was also the President 
of the DHO and a member of the British Ski Team.  Small wonder that John grew up to be both a skier in Wengen and a “pet-
rol-head”.

John had no recollection of his father, who sadly died of his injuries after a flying accident in 1931 at Farnborough. Educated at 
Lambrook near Bracknell and then Wellington College, he did his national service in army intelligence. John grew up in Farnham, 
one of the centres of motor sport in the 50s, with local hero Mike Hawthorn, who was known as the Farnham Flyer, and even-
tually the world motor racing champion in 1958. Thus, John was drawn into to the motor racing world and embarked upon a 
precarious living as a motor sport photographer. 

Having met and subsequently married Linnet in April 1958, they initially lived in what their friends used to describe as a glorified 
wooden hut, but not long afterwards they found and moved into Manor Farm in Astwood Bank. John was somewhat shocked 
to discover that when he got a proper job with GKN, he only got 2 weeks holiday a year and it was Linnet who decided they 
would go skiing because the army had a skiing scheme that still applied to them where you could go to St Moritz for 2 weeks 
for £25! John had only skied once, when his mother and grandmother had taken him to Wengen aged 5 in 1935, where he skied 
on the nursery slopes with the similarly aged Karl Fuchs, our current President. On their first holiday, Linnet skied the mountain 
and John endured ski school. The following year was a repeat performance and thereafter began their romance with Wengen. 
They both joined the DHO in 1960. By 1975 he had become a committee member and then vice President in 1978. He became 
President in 1980 and held the position until 1986. It was a turbulent time in the ski racing and training world with the rise 
and fall of the Ski Federation, the emergence of the home nations ski councils and BARSC was under siege from all and sundry, 
through which John skilfully navigated both the DHO and greatly helped BARSC (of which he became President too) to come 
out the other side relatively unscathed.

By this time John had become export sales manager for ATCO, the British lawn mower company and spent much of his time 
travelling. Over the ensuing 12 years he and Linnet brought up a burgeoning family of four around which time he began work 
with a food packaging business ADPAC, a subsidiary of which he later took on as his own. Those who remember the self-adhesive 
circular DHO badges that we used to stick on our skis for easy recognition, may not have realised they were made upon the same 
production line as the carton labels of the individual portions of breakfast marmalade that John’s business made!......

John as so many of us will remember him
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....After John had retired and Linnet’s mother died, they decided to sell Manor Farm and move into her family house ‘Dancersend’ 
in Tring. Once there they set about creating a livery business whilst John became involved with the CLA and ran a small business 
providing maintenance for lawn mowers. 

John’s mother’s home in North Cornwall had been kept on and used for family holidays. Whilst on a brief spring visit there 
John suffered a heart attack shortly followed by a triple bypass operation in Dereford Hospital. Unfortunately, on the day he 
was due to leave hospital he caught MRSA and thereafter a real struggle for life ensued. Thanks to Linnet’s constant loving care 
and the Cornish sea air, he slowly recuperated and found new strength and his old joie de vivre. This, along with the separation 
from their long established friends, family and John’s pheasant shoot in the midlands accelerated their decision to move back to 
Worcestershire. It was in Clifton upon Teme that they found and made their new home where Linnet and John continued to spend 
the next happy 9 years together until his death in March 2010. 

Johnny was a man of great humour, kindness, determination and hospitality. He was, as described at his memorial service, one of 
nature’s gentlemen. Those of us that knew him feel lucky to have shared with him his enduring love for life.

Back in the 60’s John bought a 1932 Alvis Speed 20 Tourer. He lavished much time and attention on this labour of love, helping 
the Alvis Club run their stand at the Classic Car Show each autumn at the NEC and competed at various hill climbs. After his 
illness, he let his competition licence lapse, but last year, he passed his medical and regained his licence to compete in time trials 
and hill climbs; Loton Park hill climb on September 26th, gaining 2nd in class (he informed everyone that there were only 2 in his 
class!) followed by Speed Trials on his old stomping ground of the Goodwood track, winning another 2nd place cup!

Finally, he acknowledged that his skiing days were over and he, Linnet and youngest son Will came out this February 2010 for 
what would be his last visit to Wengen, driving gently across France and staying at Lauterbrunnen for a couple of days to accli-
matise. For John it was a chance to say goodbye to his beloved mountains and all his many Swiss friends and to attend the DHO 
85th anniversary dinner at which he was the longest standing of 5 past and present DHO presidents. He returned to Clifton upon 
Teme, his soul strengthened yet body weakened by the majestic Swiss alps and 5 weeks later on March 13th, he died peacefully at 
home with all the family around him. Linnet wishes to thank all the kind DHO Members who were present at John’s Memorial 
Service. She and her family look forward to many more years of continued active DHO membership.

WW

(Above) John aged 5 on the nursery slopes with his mother Dolly Waghorn
(Right) John in his Alvis at Loton Park hill climb, September 2009
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BeviL (BUNtY) MABeY oBe (1916 – 2010) 

Bunty was a very intelligent man, beneath a very quiet and 
unassuming exterior, with a very dry sense of humour. After 
Tonbridge, he went to St Catharine’s College, Cambridge and 
subsequently became a benefactor of the college where he was 
admitted to Fellowship in 2001. He served as a major in the war 
before taking over the family business, which he transformed 
into a major player in the global bridging and construction 
industry. The Mabey Group of Companies went on to achieve 
great success and to become the world leader in its field (The 
Times obituary 21 May 2010). He had been much impressed 
during the war by the “Bailey” bridge and in due course 
developed a lighter and stronger bridge kit that had twice the 
loading capacity, yet was made with fewer components and 
required less maintenance in service.  This became the world-
wide successor to the Bailey bridge.  Bunty was involved with 
the company  until well into his 80s. He was a generous donor 
to many things including The Bevil Mabey Foundation, which 
supports children all over the world. The Mabey Group is still 
privately owned by the family.

Bunty, standing on the bridge over the river (perhaps appropriately) 
at Grund.

Rowing featured prominently in Bunty’s life. A first class sculler at university, he sculled in several regattas pre-war, and in his own 
words ‘ended my rowing career at Marlow a few seconds behind our Amateur and National Champions’. In 1946 he qualified 
and entered the Diamond Sculls at Henley. It gave him great pleasure to contribute financially to his old university college boat 
club and it was a source of pride to have several boats named after members of the family.

Bunty was a very keen skier, as was his wife Penny (obituary 2003) and it was skiing that led to their meeting in Mürren. They 
collided in a snow drift and to this day no one knows if it was engineered!  They went to Wengen every year and stayed at the 
Silberhorn before moving to the old Eiger Hotel. That came to an end when Bunty had to explain to Karl Fuchs why a young man 
climbed into his bedroom! Their six children all took part in some form or other of the DHO training. Bunty was very proud of 
the success of his children, and later grandchildren, on the ski slopes.

Bunty had a great love of ski jumping and took part in several competitions in Wengen. He used to tell the story of a woman 
who said ‘Mr Mabey, you should be ashamed of yourself, still doing these jumps with six children at home’! Many years later, in 
1999, he took part in the McMillan Cup, aged 82, and won his age category. The following year he was getting in some practice 
for the race and dislocated his shoulder. Refusing all offers of help it took him over 2 hours to get back to Wengen saying that he 
didn’t want to bother the ski patrollers, preferring to leave the ‘blood wagons’ for those who really needed them.

Bunty wrote many amusing articles for the Journal, including the famous Good Loo Guide  and a piece on reps’ report wording 
in the 70s.

Ian McCormick remembers that he always had a ready joke or comment and over several Williamines they once established that 
one of Bunty’s bridges (mechanical) and one of his (dental) cost roughly the same per centimetre.
Bunty could be described as the most modest successful entrepreneur coupled with being a great family man who adored his 
children and grand children with whom he loved to ski, play tennis, snooker and, perhaps, golf. 

SR
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Mike Loveday  1940 – 2008

Mike was one of those characters who would probably have been a merchant adventurer if 
he had been born in an earlier century.

He came from a family based upon a successful paint manufacturing business called 
Carsons in Battersea occupying a site of some 17 acres, which his grandfather ran. His 
father was an accountant involved in tin mining in Burma and it was here that Mike was 
born in June 1940.

He was educated at Bickley prep school and then went on to Haileybury. He then trained 
with Watney Mann before starting his own night club business. This was evidently quite 
successful because it funded various sports cars which Mike raced, amongst which were 
numbered such diverse vehicles as a Jaguar E type, a Ford Mustang and a Lotus Elite. Mike 
was also keen on more athletic sport and was an active performer at tennis, rugby and 
cricket.

It was his mother who first took Mike to Wengen as a teenager and he continued to ski 
until he died. In Wengen he used to stay in a chalet adjacent to the Brunner Hotel renowned 
for its noises as it creaked in the wind, or one of the occupants put their foot on a creaky 
floorboard. Eventually, his beauty sleep won and he moved into an hotel. He had met Unni 
and their many friends despaired their ever getting married, indeed so probably did Unni 
and she eventually fled back to Norway. Mike followed in hot pursuit and their marriage 
followed shortly thereafter.

Mike on skis in Cyprus

Mike was a keen and strong skier with a style of his own and there was a time when each year the McMillan cup was usually a 
toss up between Mike, Steve Barlow and Piers Benson Browning. Mike always came to Wengen for the first week of February so 
as to enjoy the DHO racing week. Indeed he was the instigator of the Andy Capp cup which he presented to be run in the week 
following the McMillan cup. In those days it was a fun race with a (probably deliberately) incomprehensible handicap system.

Mike liked his power boats and graduated to a large Tremlett gin-palace, but it was not until he bought a home in Cyprus that 
he was able to fully indulge his 3 passions, skiing, motor yachting and golf. Eventually he played golf off a handicap of 11 and 
loved playing in Thailand each year. When last seen in Wengen, many friends commented that he seemed to no longer be the same 
cheerful and irreverent Mike of old. Believing he might be in the early stages of dementia, Unni took him around the world to visit 
various clinics in the hope of finding a cure, but in vain. He died of some form of unnamed dementia on 4th Feb 2008. 
He leaves his wife Unni.          FW

Jason Crockett

Jason Crockett passed away on 12th May 2010, at home in England, after an 18 month 
battle with cancer, during which he showed tremendous courage and determination. He 
was just 29. 

Many members will remember Jason who – along with his four siblings – would always be 
“dressed to kill” at the Coggins fancy dress party. Jason’s charming personality, formidable 
smile and outrageously cheeky sense of humour will be remembered by many who skied 
with him. 

Jason joined the DHO in 1992 and was a race trainee. He was selected for the British 
Children’s Team, and was awarded a DHO Bronze racing arrow. 

Jason had a natural joie de vivre which he displayed in everything he did with great enthu-
siasm… getting up at 7am for slalom training in a blizzard on Salzegg might have been an 
exception to the rule! 

Jason loved Wengen in the winter. Most recently he would love to ski with his family at 
New Year. He especially loved skiing off-piste and finding cliffs to jump off! Apres-ski, he 
had a passion for sledging and was always rounding up the troops to go tobogganing....
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He was educated at the Dragon School, Oxford, and then at Eton College. After school, Jason spent a year in China studying 
Chinese in Beijing, and a year in Florence studying Italian. He read Italian at University College London and graduated in 2006 
with a 2.1. 

He was a keen sportsman. In rowing he set a record at the School’s Head of the River. He was also a keen rugby player. Foremost, 
he was a very strong swimmer and was in the first waterpolo team at school and at university. 

Jason worked at NB Publishing and was responsible for Business Development and Subscriptions. He had started to travel around 
the world for them researching luxury hotels when he fell ill. 

He is survived by his parents, Raymond and Elizabeth, his siblings Jonathan, Andrew, Nicola and Zara, to whom we send our 
sympathy and condolences. 

Donations to Barts and The London Cancer Care Appeal: www.justgiving.com/JasonCrockett  JC/NC

death in Wengen - Myles robinson 

The tragic death of 23 year old Myles Robinson over the Christmas period should not pass un-noted in the DHO Journal merely 
because it was not a happy ending, nor because he was not himself a DHO member. He was from a stalwart DHO family and 
Myles was a regular visitor to Wengen.

His death touched many of us who knew the family, or who simply visited Wengen on a regular basis. And the media whipped 
up a storm, not just back home, but also in Switzerland and ski orientated countries in the rest of Europe. The world wide web 
was heaving with articles and theories. We don’t know for certain what happened to him and we probably never will. But on his 
second night in Wengen he went out with his sister Cara and others to meet old friends, to sink a drink or two at the Crystal café  
(opposite Central  Sports) and then to the Blue Monkey (under the cinema – the old Kegelbahn) to play pool and to drink a little 
more. His sister left him there at about 1.30am and, at 2.19, he left the Blue Monkey with an old family friend, Amy O’Brien, 
whom he dropped off at Le Residence, which was more or less on his way home. There is no confirmed sighting of him thereafter. 
The next morning he was not in the apartment in the Eiger, and his family had received no text message from him and there was 
no answer from his mobile phone.

Swiss police started to search, a helicopter flew around the area with heat sensors switched on and a sniffer dog was employed 
to follow scents. Nothing was found. After a few days the Swiss “wound down” the search, but naturally enough family and 
friends continued to search.....

Myles Robinson
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Under Swiss law, an official “house to house” search is not permitted unless there is evidence of a crime, of which there was none 
at that time. Finally one of these private search parties found Myles a few hours short of 7 days from his disappearance, under a 
330 ft high cliff below Wengen and above Lauterbrunnen. It was immediately beneath a view point called Mönchsblick (Monks 
View), which is reached by walking past Le Residence and moving to the right in the general direction of Interlaken, but  high 
up above the Lauterbrunnen valley.  It is about 20 minutes walk under good conditions from central Wengen, or approximately 
1 mile. 

Myles’ body was taken to the mortuary in Berne. He was examined there by the pathologist and his injuries were reported as 
being entirely consistent with those of a fall through trees, then down a rock chute before hitting the ground at the base of the 
cliff. There was no sign or hint of a struggle nor of wounds created by any other party.

A standard test for alcohol in the blood stream undertaken at the mortuary indicated 2.0 mg per litre; this was reported in the 
press as the equivalent of 7 small beers.  Anyone looking at the CCTV on the web of Myles leaving the Blue Monkey can see a 
lively coordinated young man bounding up the steps, not someone strongly intoxicated.

The media certainly published some contentious articles. The Sunday Times, for instance, devoted about two thirds of a page on 
3rd January 2010 to an article headlined “Police ignored trail of skier in death fall”. It seems the police sniffer dog had traced 
a scent to the top of Mönchsblick on day 1, but conditions due to thaw, ice and rockfall were reported as such that it was too 
dangerous to conduct a search of the bottom.  Later the Press asked why it was a private search party that found Myles, not an 
official search party. In that private search party were one or two who had wondered if the triangulated location of the signal 
from Myles’ mobile phone whilst battery power remained, already identified as south Wengen, might include a small sector in the 
Lauterbrunnen valley. It was whilst searching that area that the body was found.

Both family and friends of Myles refer to his well known aversion to walking. So why he walked one mile in the wrong direction 
at night with no better illumination than moonlight would be a reasonable question for which to seek an answer.

Speculation amongst locals and visitors to Wengen revolve around unconfirmed reports that Myles was not found directly beneath 
the spot to which his scent was traced and that he would have had to climb several fences to get directly above where he landed. 
As is often the case in the matter of unexplained death, both speculation and conspiracy theories abound, amongst which the 
possibility of foul play cannot reasonably be ruled out, nor can an entirely accidental verdict.  

After a horrific final week of the year, the Robinsons  left Wengen grieving  and in shock on New Year’s Day. A week or two later, 
the Swiss authorities sent them a bill of some 24,000CHF to cover the search expenses.  This is a salutary reminder of the need 
for all of us to be properly and adequately insured. 

Myles was given a private family funeral and was buried in the UK on 18th January. A memorial service took place at Charterhouse 
(where he had been at school) on 6th February.

To his parents and his sister, Sarah, Michael and Cara, his girl friend Sophie and to all other relatives and friends, we send our 
sympathy and condolences.

To commemorate Myles’ own passionate interest in sport, the Myles Robinson Memorial Trust has been set up with the aim to 
increase the involvement of young British adults in helping underprivileged children at home and abroad to become more actively 
involved in sport. Full details are available on the website www.mylesrobinson.co.uk

FW
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ski racing in olden days   
John P smith

The idea of downhill ski racing, as opposed to touring or skiing just for fun is often thought to be a British 
concept, devised by rich Britons wintering in Switzerland, to go with their sledging or tobogganing races, curling 
competitions and figure skating.

A few years ago, while reading the Antiques trade gazette I saw 
a book auction advertised which including a rather worthy book 
entitled THE NATURALIST IN NORWAY by the Rev. J. Bowden 
LL.D. I would have normally moved on, but the canny advertiser 
had reproduced an illustration from this book, of a ski race! 
Naturally I bought the book. The book is mainly concerned with 
the flora and fauna of the country and also gives an account of 
‘The Principal Salmon Rivers’. However the good doctor Bowden 
was a man of many interests and he gave an account of a race 
between a skier and a horseback rider.

Although Dr. Bowden makes no mention of ski racing between 
skiers he illustrates such a race in his book, and it seems unlikely 
that he would have sanctioned such an illustration unless he knew 
that they took place.

The artist signed on the lithographic stone ‘HAINCHLIFF 1868’, 
the printers of the lithograph were Vincent Brooks, Day & Son, 
better known as the printers of the Vanity Fair caricatures. The 
print is in monochrome with contemporary hand colouring.
On page 24 Dr. Bowden wrote:

In winter, the Norwegian hunters pursue the elk on skie**, or 
snow skates. These skie are made of wood, are not wider than the 
feet, and are 10 feet in length. They are turned up at the end, and 
are pointed, They are fastened round the feet by short straps. The 
hunter is able to proceed over the snow at a great speed when he 
has skie on his feet. The skie-löber, or runner, propels and guides 
himself by a pole, which he holds in his hand. He goes downhill 
at a breakneck pace. As a proof of the rapidity of travelling 
with skie when they are used by a practised skater, I may relate 
the following, which is a true story:- During a severe winter in 
Norway, when the snow was unusually deep, intelligence reached 
Christiania that a klokker, or clerk, was required in a parish 
about twenty miles distant. Now, the parish clerk is an official 
of some importance in rural districts in this country, and as the 
klokker-penge, or fees, are considerable, when a vacancy occurs, 
there are many aspirants for the coveted office. On the occasion 
in question, two candidates were in the field, or to be precise, 
we should say in the snow, and both started at the same time 
from Christiania for the prœste-gaard, or house of the clergyman 
who was to make the appointment. One started on horseback, 
the other on skie. Bets ran high in Christiania on the occasion, 
although the candidate on horseback was the favourite, as it 
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was naturally supposed he would arrive the first at the winning 
post and gain the prize. There is, however, nothing like leather, 
or, in this case, like wood; and, as the horseman had to travel 
by a circuitous route, while the skie-löber cut over the hills, and 
was, moreover, a practised skater, the latter arrived first at his 
destination, and obtained the situation.
 
The author used skie in both the singular and plural sense. Early 
English books on skiing used the same convention, which makes 
rather odd reading for us today. Until quite recently The Ski Club 
of Great Britain continued to use this convention as in ‘she put 
on her ski and set off’ meaning both skis. In the sentence ‘he fell 
over and his ski fell off’ it is impossible to tell whether one ski 
came off, or two!

Visitors to Wengen should try and find time to visit the excellent 
Swiss Alpine Museum in Berne. The natural history of the Swiss 
Alps is shown, together with the lives of the inhabitants, scale 
models of the Alps and their glaciers, the possible effects of Global 
Warming, and the history of skis, snowshoes and sledges.

Silberhorn at first light
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Wengen Curling Club 2010   
fred MacKenzie

Numbers were down slightly for the first week so it was ‘Quality not Quantity’ as four teams of three lined up on 
a cold and sunny morning for the Reinert Stoffer Cup.  After an enjoyable day Laura Corcoran presented the Cup 
to Karl Hindenlang, Diane Paterson and Barbara Scholten. 

The sun was still shining the next day for more keen curling which 
ended with Rosemarie Rosti handing over the Wyllie Shield to 
Rolf Florin, Diane Paterson and Laura Corcoran.

Although cloudy, we were still outside again for the Bühlmann 
Cup.  The magnificent trophy was ultimately presented by Diane 
Paterson to Karl Hindenlang, Detlef Scholten, Laura Corcoran 
and Mike Hales. 

Day three – and it was snowing – so the Pairs Competition took 
place in the ‘Cowshed’.  Toni Loretan was unable to defend his 
winning record so we had new winners of the DHO Cup - Diane 
Paterson and Loreen MacKenzie. 

With the Lauberhorn Race in full swing our curlers participated in 
the Lehman Bonspiel.  While the race enthusiasts were celebrating 
a Swiss win, all our participants were choosing their prizes from 
the ‘bottle stall’ with Peter’s Dolly going to Andrew Corcoran, 
Barbara Scholten and Don Tidey.

It was decided to play the Victoria Lauberhorn Cup indoors as 
the weather was cloudy with dampness in the air.  This enjoyable 
event concluded with a reception in the hotel where the managers 
presented the unique trophy to Fred MacKenzie, Bev Brown, 
Laura Corcoran and Elsbeth Marti. 

With a big influx of members after race weekend, fourteen teams 
lined up to compete for the Hewitt Cup and President’s Prizes.  
Two days of beautiful sunny weather allowed us to play knock-
out format, with a low-road.  President Mike handed his prizes 
of engraved Welsh miner lamps to the eventual winners, Allan 
Milne, Sue Bedford, Margaret Gow and Campbell Denholm. 
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In the middle of this competition, time was taken out for the 
dinner dance, held again at the Park Hotel.  65 members enjoyed 
an excellent meal and danced to the music of Kornelius with his 
electronic ensemble.

At a well attended AGM, Allan Higgins was duly appointed as 
the new President with Seana Barclay elected as Vice President.
Sandra Carruthers and Iain MacDonald replaced Detlef Scholten 
and Sandra Walker on Committee.

Some light overnight snow put the chances of the Ladies being 
able to play outdoors in doubt but the ice-rink team worked hard 
to present perfect conditions for the Margaret Walker Quaich 
competition.  After a day of glorious sunshine, keen curling and a 
splendid lunch at the Eiger, the winners’ prizes of beautiful curling 
pendants, donated by Allan Milne, were received by the team 
of Sandi Buchan, Lorna Higgins, Rosemarie Rösti and Marlyn 
Foster. 

The gentlemen were equally lucky that the ice-men at Mürren had 
managed to clear the ice, allowing them to have a friendly game 
with the magnificent backdrop of the Eiger. 

Another big entry and perfect conditions for the Wengen Cup 
allowed us to play a low-road for first round losers.  After some 
exciting games, Seana Barclay, our new Vice-President presented 
the prestigious trophy to Rudi Mosimann, Susan Hinds, Morag 
Mackenzie and Mike Hales. 

The competition for the Park Hotel Prizes is always popular and 
it was nice that we were able to play outside.  In the afternoon, 
however, the ice became very stiff and difficult to play.  Such are 
the variances of outdoor curling.  The knock-out stages on the 
second day had to be played inside but this provided some really 
exciting ends and close games.  The top prizes of engraved glasses 
were presented by Margrit and Erich Leemann at a reception in the 
hotel, to Peter Duncan, Bob Pottie, Pat Orr and Seana Barclay.

During this time, the committees of the WCC and JCCW played 
the annual ‘International’ match which resulted in peels (thanks 
to a very generous non-measure by our Swiss hosts).  The ensuing 
meal helped to cement cordial relations with the new JCCW 
officials.

We were one player short to make up 8 teams for the Hotel & 
Chalet Cup so we were very grateful to have a volunteer from a 
group of visiting Scots.   David Clydesdale joined Allan and Lorna 
Higgins with their son James, to form ’Team Alpenrose’.  After 
two days of fierce competition the winners of the beautiful trophy 
were - ’Team Alpenrose’. 
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By this time, quite a few were departing – including President 
Mike Hales.  Looking at the winners’ boards, his stint as President 
certainly seems to have improved his curling skills! Following an 
emotional farewell at the station, new President Allan Higgins 
assumed the mantle. 

Fine crystals, sparkling against the brilliant blue sky, heralded the 
snow which forced us inside while we contested for the Wright 
Bowl.  This was eventually won by the trio of Andrew Corcoran, 
Christina Lockyer and Rosemarie Rösti. 

The final day saw a fun bonspiel for the Holland Cup.  There 
were prizes for all but the trophy winners were Iain MacDonald, 
Marianne Hofer, Barbara Scholten and Robin Paterson.  It was 
delightful that Robin was again in the winning rink – despite his 
injuries last summer, he appeared for curling almost every day. 

It snowed all that last day so our season ended with Wengen 
looking even more like a picture postcard than ever.  It was sad to 
leave such beauty – but there is always next year to look forward 
to - and what a year we hope that will be with our Centenary 
celebrations!

reUNioN

For	the	record,	trophy	winners	at	a	very	enjoyable	
Reunion	at	Perth	in	October	2009	were:

White Coasters:		
Margaret	Pottie,	John	Arbuckle,	
Sue	Bedford	and	Bill	Cockburn.

Hawkins-Maris Trophies:		
Norman	Walker,	John	Foster,	
Anne	Mitchell	and	Christina	Lockyer.

Remy’s ‘Muffin’:		
Norman	Walker,	Eric	Hinds,	
Jimmy	Forrest	and	Iris	Simpson	
(seen	receiving	their	prizes	from	Lorna	Higgins)	
{REMY	2009}

Hon. Secretary:  
Fred A MacKenzie, 
5 Windmill Road, 
St Andrews, 
Fife, KY16 9JJ Scotland 

Tel: +44(0)1334 473166     
email: wengencurlclub@frednet.org.uk
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Club News

President: Max Davies

vice-Presidents: E.D. Lonie
 E.V.F. Perrott

Hon.secretary: Mrs Sarah Hoyle,
 4 The Chines,
 Delamere Park,
 Cuddington,
 Cheshire CW8 2XA
 tel: 01606 889599
 email: hon.sec@downhillonly.com

Hon.editor: Freddie Whitelaw
 Riverside Cottage
 Fellows Lane
 Caergwrle
 Wrexham LL12 9AU 
 Tel 01978 769333
 Email hon.editor@downhillonly.com

Hon.Advertising  Mr N. Freund,
officer: Barnwell,
 High Street South,
 Tiffield,
 Northants NN12 8AB.
 tel: 01327-353166
 email: normfreund@aol.com

Hon.Membership  Mrs E. Macleod,
secretary: The Old Rectory, Wyton,
 Huntingdon,
 Cambs, PE28 2AQ.
 Weekends:
 tel: 01480 462545
 fax: 01480 301387

Hon.treasurer: Mr E.D. Lonie
 Boraston House,
 22 Ravelston Dykes Road,
 Edinburgh EH4 3PB.
 tel: 0131-336-4494

List of officers & Committee Members 2009/10

directors: R. M. Davis
 Dr H. Alban Davies
 E.D. Lonie
 T.H. Walduck
 Dr I.W. McCormick 

Committee: (other than officers of the Club):
 Mrs S Davies    2007
 Dr A Davies    2008
 Mr P Lightfoot   2008
 Mrs E Moore   2008
 Mr W Perrott   2007
 Mr R Prest    2008
 Mrs S Robinson   2005
 Mr M West   2007
 Mr M Woodhall   2007
 Mr R Eastwood 2009

The names of members nominated for committee and those of 
any officers of the club who are subject to re-election at the 
2011 A.G.M. are stated in the A.G.M Notice enclosed with this 
Journal.

racing Manager: Miss I. Christophersen,
 Bentley, Hallands,
 Lewes, 
 East Sussex BN8 5AF  
 tel: 01825 840043
 email: racingmanager@downhillonly.com

Wengen Manager: Miss Sheridan Killwick,
 (Winter address)  
 D.H.O Office,
 CH-3823 Wengen,
 Switzerland
 tel: 00-41-33-855-1375

New dHo Club room
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Presidents  and vice Presidents

Presidents:
1924-25:  Major C.J. White MC

1925-26:  Major S.F. Fisken MC

1926-28:  Major C.J. White MC

1928-29:  Major C.J. White MC

1929-31:  Flt.Lt H.R.D. Waghorn AFC

1931-32:  T.R. Fox

1932-33:  Major C.H. White MC

1933-34:  Lt.Cdr R.B. Gossage RN

1934-35:  K.D. Foster

1935-36:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton

1936-37:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton

1937-38:  Major H.W. Hall MC

1938-45:  Wartime Trustees: 

1945-48:  Col. C.J. Odling TD

1948-49:  K.D. Foster MBE

1949-50:  K.D. Foster MBE

1950-53:  K.D. Foster MBE

1953-56:  Sir Adrian Jarvis Bt.

1956-57:  K.D. Foster MBE

1957-60:  C.E.W. Mackintosh

1960-64:  C.E.W. Mackintosh

1964-67:  H.S. Walduck

1967-70:  H.S. Walduck

1970-73:  R.E.H. Edmonds

1973-75:  R.E.H. Edmonds

1975-76:  The Hon. Mrs S. Hensman

1976-78:  The Hon. Mrs S. Hensman

1978-80:  The Hon. Mrs S. Hensman

1980-83:  J.D.D. Waghorn

1983-86:  J.D.D. Waghorn

1986-91:  Mrs R.E.H. Edmonds

1991-94:  T.H. Walduck

1995-96:  T.H. Walduck

1996-97:  T.H. Walduck

1997-98:  T.H. Walduck

1998-99:  T.H. Walduck

1999-00:  T.H. Walduck

2000-01:  Dr H.J. Alban Davies

2001-02:  Dr H.J. Alban Davies

2002-03:  Dr H.J. Alban Davies

2003-04:  Dr H.J. Alban Davies

2004-05:  Dr H.J. Alban Davies

2005-06:  R.M. Davies

2006-07:  R.M. Davies

2007-08:  R.M. Davies

2008-09  R.M. Davies

2009-10  R.M. Davies

2010-11  R.M. Davies

vice-Presidents:
K.D. Foster   -

-    -    

-    -

Fl Off H.R.D. Waghorn  Capt. J.C. Davis

Capt. J.C. Davis   T.R. Fox

C.F.S. Taylor   Major C.J. White MC

T.R. Fox    C.F.S. Taylor

Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  C.E. Gardner

Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  Major C.J. White MC

K.D. Foster   T.R. Fox

Major H.W. Hall MC  -

J.W. Richardson   -

Capt.R.A.D. Fullerton, P.M. Hepworth and G. Paxton

-    -    

A.H.H. Gilligan   A.A. Jarvis

A.A. Jarvis   H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey

Sir Adrian Jarvis Bt.   H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey

H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey  Mrs P.M. Hepworth

Mrs P.M. Hepworth   C.E.W. Mackintosh

Mrs P.M. Hepworth   The Hon.Max Aitken DSO DFC

Mrs P.M. Hepworth   Dr R.M. Mason

Mrs P.M. Hepworth   Dr R.M. Mason

R.E.H. Edmonds   M.O. Gill

M.O. Gill    H.P. Gardner

M.O. Gill    The Hon.Mrs S. Hensman

J.N. Paxton   J. Latimer

J. Latimer    -

J. Latimer    J.D.D. Waghorn

J. Latimer    D.K.D. Foster

J. Latimer    P. Benson Browning

P. Benson Browning   T.H. Walduck

J. Latimer    -

N. Currie    -

Dr. I.W. McCormick   Dr H.J. Alban Davies

Dr. I.W. McCormick   Dr H.J. Alban Davies

Dr I.W. McCormick   Dr H.J. Alban Davies

Dr I.W. McCormick   Dr H.J. Alban Davies

Dr I.W. McCormick   -

Dr I.W. McCormick   E.D. Lonie

Dr I.W. McCormick   E.D. Lonie

Dr I.W. McCormick   E.D. Lonie

Dr I.W. McCormick   E.D. Lonie

E.D. Lonie   E. Perrott

E.D. Lonie   E. Perrott

E.D. Lonie   E. Perrott

E.D. Lonie   E. Perrott

E.D. Lonie   E. Perrott

E.D. Lonie   E. Perrott

Hon. editors of the dHo Journal

1936-38: K.D. Foster

1939-45: Journal suspended

1946-55: K.D. Foster

1956-65: R.E.H. Edmonds

1989-90: B. Caulfield.

1991-00: Brig. D.F. Ryan

2000-09: D.T. Price

2010- F.W.D. Whitelaw

1966-67: T.B. Ashburner

1968-75: D.N. Freund

1976-80: D.K.D. Foster

1981-88: Brig. D.F. Ryan
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deceased

John Waghorn,
Bevil (Bunty) Mabey
Michael Loveday
Jason Crockett
Myles Robinson
Antoinette Molitor-Meyer
Harold Thorp

dHo Calendar 2010/11

december 2010
30/12/10 Heinz Cup Pairs treasure hunt

January 2011
14-16/01/11 Lauberhorn World Cup
20-22/01/11 Mürren Inferno
27/01/11 Andy Capp Handicap

february 2011
01/02/11 Lucy Dicker Night Slalom 
03/02/11 McMillan Cup Downhill 
17/02/11 Polytechnic Cup Slalom

March 2011
4-6/03/11 Amateur Inter-Club Championships,   
 Wengen
17/03/11 Kurverein Crystal Pairs handicap

April 2011
07/04/11 Railway Cup (by invitation)
14/04/11 Odling Cup Slalom

to Be Advised
ROPED RACE (pairs)
Various tobogganing/skiing evenings will be held 
Subject to weather and the full moon

Please note the above dates are liable to change and are subject 
to weather conditions. 

spring tour programme 2011

spring tour:   
Ian  McCormick will be running the Spring Tour week in the 
Meiringen region (East of Lake Brienz towards the Susten Pass). 
Sat 19th – Fri 25th Mar 2011.
As for the last 25 years, Adolf Schlunegger will be guiding, 
aided by Rene Seiler.
Contact Ian for further details :
Tel: 01489 877909 
Mob: 07974 675 348 (pref. evenings)
E-mail: ian@iwmccormick.co.uk

dHo Wengen office Hours

From 19th Dec 10 to 15th Apr 11
Monday to Sunday 17.30 – 19.00
(On bad weather days the club room will be open in the 
morning) Tel: 0041 33 855 1375

Check your
SPAM Filter!

If you’ve elected to receive communications from 
the DHO by e-mail, please make sure that your 
computer’s spam fi lter will allow e-mails from 
downhillonly.com. Otherwise, e-mails sent by 
the Club may not reach you.

email Addresses

Our Membership Secretary, Elaine MacLeod, is gradually collecting 
all of our email addresses.  After a year or two of effort she now 
has about 65% of the total and whilst a handful claim not have 
an email address (less than a dozen), this means there are still a 
few hundred of us who are keeping our addresses secret. 

So please send an email to mem.sec@downhillonly.com  giving 
her your name and email address.
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forthcoming News

Coming in the next issue of the Journal in October 2011
 

The story of friends of Myles Robinson who ran the Jungfrau Marathon to raise funds for his Memorial Trust. Just completed a couple of days 

before this Journal went to press.

From left to right: Joe Williamson, Johnny Moore. Laura Kuravinen, Cara Robinson, Liz Jones, Dan Keane, Alexandra Moore, Pippa Alford.
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New Members 2010

Most of the members listed here are new to the Club but a few have rejoined after a period away from skiing.  A very warm 
welcome is extended to all.

Adams Sarah
Adams Elizabeth
Adams Claire
Adams Steve
Apletree Chris
Arets Patrice
Arets Jacques
Arets Jacqueline
Arets Kathrin
Arets Christian
Arets Karin
Ashman Stephen
Ashman Alexander
Baguley Robert
Baguley Thomas
Baguley Fiona
Baguley-Darcy Mary
Bingham Tim
Bingham Shara
Bingham Jonathan
Bingham Nicholas
Booth Anthony
Bruno Kathleen
Buckton Rodney
Chaloner Diana
Chaloner Toby
Cornborough Vanessa
Crane-Robinson Freddie
de Ferranti Tom
de Vere Hunt Peter
de Vere Hunt Julie
de Vere Hunt Bella
de Vere Hunt Felix

Denly Annabelle
Diliberto Edward
Dover Kathy
Dover Nicholas
Edington-Brown John
France Nicholas
France John
Gallagher Victoria
Gallagher James
Gallagher David
Garner Paul
Garner Charlotte
Garner Ellie
Gertsch Brigitte
Gertsch Hans
Goodwin Robert
Hadfield Matthew
Hammond Robert
Harrison-Allen Amanda
Haynes Alex
Haynes Max
Haynes Charles
Haynes Natalie
Hector Clair
Hemley Nick
Hemley Giles
Hemley Linda
Hermon-Taylor John
Hermon-Taylor Ellie
Jordan Alan
Kahve Anais
Keeling Timothy
Kennett Nicholas

King Isabel
Kleiweg de Zwaan   Maarten
Kleiweg de Zwaan   Eva
Kopaci-Di Michele
Leniston Stephen
Ley Rebekah
Ley Beatrice
Ley Alfred
Little Kate
Little Mary Ann
Little Iain
Little Tom
Little Rosie
Lodge Helen
Mackay Donald
Maienfisch Alex
Mallinson Keith
Mallinson King Thomas
Mallinson King Helen
Mallinson King Amanda
Marsh Chris
Matthews Fiona
McCarthy Sean
McDevitt Ralph
Milne Ramsay
Milner Giles
Mooney Steven
Mooney Christel
Mooney John-Dean
Mooney Hugo
Mooney Pip
Morgan Matthew
Noble Joanna

Nolan Andrew
O’Gallagher Susan
Parker Minette
Peretz Adi
Pincott John
Prince Simon
Prince Andrew
Prince Michael
Prince Jonathan
Prince (nee Tate) Sally Jane
Rabey Judson
Redshaw Charles
Robinson Alexander
Robinson Simon
Robinson Edward
Robinson Guy
Robinson Nicola
Ryan Rosemary
Soljak Harry
Soljak Michael
Stock Nicola
Tayler Michele
Tayler Timothy
Temple Gill
Temple Jeff
Vollebregt Twan
Wells Thomas
White Peter
Wilkinson-Bride Heather

Missing Members

The following members continue to contribute to the Club’s funds but no addresses are held for them.  Please contact the 
membership Secretary if you have any idea of their whereabouts.

Stephen Brampton
Diana Deverell
Harnett Guy 
Jobling Lefort
Jane Martineau

John-Michael McCann
Sandra Milton-  
 Yeates
Christopher Roebuck
Jan Ross-Munro

George Watson
Kate Watson
Daniel Wood
Eleanor Yeates
Matthew Yeates

Edward Stock 
Clive Thorpe
Andreas Ugland 
Michael Upton
Caroline Veall
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Membership List      
2010

HP  Honorary President GA  Gold Racing Arrow
P    President/Past President SA    Silver Racing Arrow
L    Life Member BA   Bronze Racing Arrow
G   Club Gold Badge RA   Racing Arrow
S   Club Silver Badge D     Club Skiing Award

Could members please notify me of 
any errors or omissions?

I have been asked by members who have rejoined the Club 
after some time away, if I could annotate their original year 
of joining.  If you fall into this category, please contact me 
and I will attempt to alter the list accordingly.                                     

Hon Membership Secretary

Mr H Adams Hugo 1999
Mr RJ Adams Robin 2001
Miss S Adams Sarah 2010
Miss E Adams Elizabeth 2010
Mrs CE Adams Claire 2010
Mr S Adams Steve 2010
Miss TM Adams Theresa 1999
Mr C Adams Christopher 1999
Mrs S Adams Sara 1999
Mr S Adams Sam 1999
Mr G Adams George 1999
Dr. E Agema Robert 1969
Mrs L Agostini Laura 2004
Miss H Alban Davies Hester 1991
Miss K Alban Davies Kate 1991
Mrs JJD Alban Davies Jenny G 1991
Mr HC Alban Davies Henry 1990
Dr H Alban Davies Huw   P G  L D 1972
Mr S Albright Stuart 1999
Miss C Alcott  Chimene  GA G  HM 1992
Mr S Alexander Sam 2003
Mrs L Alexander Lesley S 2003
Miss M Alexander Megan 2003
Miss S Alexander Sophy 2003
Mr B Alexander Ben 2003
Mr C Alken Conor 2009
Miss S Alken Sophie 2009
Miss J Alken Jennifer 2009
Mr RP Allinson Rupert 2006
Miss F Allinson Kitty 2006
Mrs G Allinson Geraldine 2006
Mrs F Allinson Frederick 2006
Mr E Anderson Erik 2000
Mrs J Anderson Janie 2007
Mr TD Anderson Timothy 2007
Mrs J Anderson Jette 2000
Mr GR Anderson Graham 2005
Mrs RM Anderton Rachel 2007
Mr CR Apletree Chris 2010
Mr PAJ Arengo-Jones Peter 2009
Mrs K Arets Karin 2010
Miss J Arets Jacqueline 2010
Mr P Arets Patrice 2010
Miss K Arets Kathrin 2010
Mr C Arets Christian 2010
Mr J Arets Jacques 2010
Mrs J Armstrong Jill S 1968
Mr TPD Ashburner Tim G GA 1954
Mr AJR Ashman Alexander 2010
Mr SR Ashman Stephen 2010
Mr A Aslett Alexander 2008
Mr R Aslett Rupert 2008
Mrs TH Austin Tanis 1991
Mr MJ Austin Michael L S 1991
Miss HLC Austin Hannah 2005
Miss HE Austin Holly 2005
Mr JMC Austin James 2007

Mr MAG Austin Mark S 2005
Mrs DM Austin Denise 2005
M le  Docteur Axelrod       Andre
Mr R     Baguley Robert 2010
Miss R Baguley Fiona 2010
Mr R Baguley Thomas 2010
Mrs M Baguley-Darcy Mary 2010
Mr CR Bailey Craig 2006
Mr J Baker James
Miss A Baker Anna 2004
Mr R Baldwin Richard 2006
Mr X Barlow Xavier BA 2004
Mrs P Barlow Pru 2005
Mr R Barlow Robert 2004
Mrs S Barlow Susan 2004
Mr B Barlow Benedict BA 2004
Mr S Barlow Steve 1978
Miss AM Barnad Hankey   Alexandra 2002
Mr GJ Barnard Hankey  George 2002
Mr J Barnard-Hankey  John 1974
Mr S Barr Steve 2009
Mr PRH Barrett Peter 2002
Mr JD Barstow John 2003
Mr H Bartlett Hugh 2009
Mr PA Barton Peter 1991
Mrs EA Barton Liz 1991
Mr RP Batterham Robert 2003
Mr A Battley Alexander 2009
Miss JA Batty Julia 2003
Miss H Baxter Hannah 2009
Mrs K Baxter Karen 2009
Miss P Baxter Phillipa 2009
Miss S Baxter Samantha 2009
Mr CV Baxter Colin 2009
Mr PJ Bayfield Peter 2008
Mr RG Baylis Robert 2008
Mr GJ Baylis George 2003
Mrs. P Beale 1965
Dr WRJ Beales Warwick 1988
Mr SN Beare Stuart 1968
Mr C Beaton 1998
Mr CJ Beattie Clive 1993
Mr A Beattie Adam 1993
Miss G Beattie Georgina 1993
Mr M Beattie Mark 1993
Mr AJ Beaumont-Hope  Andrew 2006
Mr PM Beckwith Peter L 1979
Mrs M-L Beets Marion-Louise S L 1967
Miss H Bell Hollie 2005
Miss T Bell Tara 2005
Mr M Bell Michael 2005
Mr AC Bell Alexander 2000
Miss M Bell Milla 2005
Mrs JML Bell (nee  Joanna 1981
 Paterson)
Sir J Benn Jonathan L 1996
Mr PA Bennett Peter 1994
Mrs S Benthall Sally 2000
Mrs ME Berry Maureen S 1993
Mr RC Berry Richard S 1993
The Earl of Bessborough   Myles 2008
Mr HMO Bett Hugh 1996
Mr O Bett Oliver 2009
Mrs MG Bevan-Jones Muriel 1989
Mr KR Bidgood Keith 1987
Mr JT Billson Johnny 2007
Mr TJ Bingham Tim 2010
Mrs S Bingham Shara 2010
Mr J Bingham Jonathan 2010
Mr N Bingham Nicholas 2010
Mr R Bird Richard 2007
Mr MJ Birkett Michael 1981
Mr MCStJ Birt  1986
Mrs JAF Bishop           Janet 1981
Mr JEP Bishop John 1991
Mr JH Blackmore John 2009
Miss R Blake Rachel 2009
Mr C Blake Charles 2009
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Mr ATB Blake Anthony 2009
Miss S Blake Sarah 2009
Mrs G Blake Geraldine 2009
Mr KT Blanks Kevin S 1987
Mrs A Blaxland Anna 2007
Mr RGR Boddington Robert 2007
Mrs MJ Bode Margaret 2009
Mr WEG Bode William 2009
Mrs C Bonnnefous C 2007
Mr H Boorman Henry 2009
Mr AMP Booth Anthony 2010
Herr E Borgers Eise 1982
Mrs D Borgers Dorine 1971
Mrs S Borgers-Klasing  Shery 1982
Mr MHF Boswell Michael 2008
Dr AR Bowhay Andrew 2004
Miss EM Bowyer Evie S 1977
Mr CR Boyes Robin 1958
Miss HI Bozier Hannah 2009
Mr W Bradley William 2008
Miss S Bradshaw Sophie 2005
Mr SJR Bradshaw Simon 2005
Mrs FL Bradshaw Fenella 2005
Mr J Bradshaw Jamie 2005
Mr S Brampton Stephen 2002
Mr ES Bray Edward 1994
Miss AL Bray Alice 1994
Mrs AF Bray Angela 1994
Miss HR Bray Helena 1994
Mr J Bridge Jerry 2005
Mr A Bridge Arthur 2005
Miss M Bridge Matilda 2005
Mr TD Briggs David 1989
Mr B Brindley Basil 1967
Mrs J Brindley O’Brien  Julie 2002
Mr AJ Brockbank Alan 1999
Mr A Brockbank Alan 1991
Mrs N Brockbank Nova 2002
Mr R Brock- Hollinshead HM GA  S 1939
Mrs S Brooke Sarah 1978
Col MC Brown Michael 1960
Mr OTM Browne Oliver 1991
Mr HAM Browne Henry 1991
Mr ATM Browne Alexander 1991
Mrs CA Browne Christina 1988
Mr PM Browne Paul 1988
Mr JEF Bruce John 1997
Miss BL Bruce Louise 1990
Mr P Brunner HM 1987
Mr MJ Brunner Mike G 1990
Mr JMO Brunner John 1990
Miss CA Brunner Carys 1991
Mrs AM Brunner Annabel S 1991
Miss KL Bruno Kathleen 2010
Mr M Bruton Matthew 1994
Mrs C Buchanan Cynthia 1976
Mr RAF Buchanan Angus 2006
Mr M Bucher Michael 2009
Mrs E Bucher Elissa 2009
Frau K Bucher Kerstin 1991
Lt Col RG Buckton Rodney 2010
Mr GP Bullock Peter S 1959
Mr J Bumbaugh Jon 2008
Mr BH Burdett Brian 1999
Mrs MC Burgerhout Meta-Carola L 1964
Mr T Burke-Murphy Timothy 2008
Mrs MM Burnford Mary (Mutt) S 1960
Mr RW Burns Robert 2007
Mr JL Burns Jordan 2007
Mr R Burton Richard 2009
Mr MJ Burton Martin 2003
Mr CJB Burton Charlie 2003
Mr GK Butchart Grant 2009
Miss LK Butchart Lucy 2009
Mr JB Buxton James 2004
Mr JB Buxton John 1961
Dr JV Byrne James 1997
Mr H Byrne Henry 1997
Mrs JE Byrne Juliet 1997
Mrs JLM Caesar Jillian 1991
Mrs PJ Cairns Penelope 1984
Miss S Callander Sarah 2007
Mrs J Callander Jenny 2004
Mr AA Callander Alistair 2004
Mr J Cameron James 2006

Mrs J Cameron Jill 1994
Mr B Cameron Benjamin 2006
Mr O Cameron Oliver 2006
Mrs M Cameron Margaret 2006
Miss E Cameron Eliza 2006
Mr J Campbell James 2007
Mrs I Campbell-Gray Sally 1952
Mr I Campbell-Gray Ian 1970
Mr GFB Campbell-Johnston  George S 1998
Mr RG Campbell-Preston  Robert 1997
Mr FJ Cannon Francis 1990
Mr SR Capel Simon 1995
Mr NJ Capel Neil 1995
Mr TW Carless Toby D 2002
Mr IL Carmichael Ian 2003
Mr RB Carruthers Richard 1985
Mr SM Carruthers Simon S 1985
Miss N Carruthers Nicola 1992
Mr RGP Carss Richard 1987
Mrs ML Carver Maggie 2007
Mr VJ Cavanagh Vincent 2007
Mr MJ Cavanagh Matthew 2007
Mr LV Cavanagh Luke 2007
Mrs CM Cavanagh Catherine 2007
Mrs D Chaloner Diana 2010
The Hon RTL Chaloner Toby 2010
Mr AR Chandler Alan 1990
Mr GS Cherry Graham 1990
Mr R Childs Roger 1972
Miss SEC Childs Sophie 1992
Mrs CM Chivers Caroline Mary 2002
Miss CI Christophersen Ingrid G GA 1964
Mr FHB Cladder Frans 1982
Mrs  Cladder  1982
Mrs TT Cladder-van  Dorry 1980
  Haersolte
Mr AWF Clapperton Wallace 1971
Mr GAF Clapperton Graeme 1986
Mr PG Clarabut Philip 1980
Mrs DM Clarabut Deirdre 1980
Mr R Clare Richard 1999
Mr BH Clark Bruce 2009
Miss C Clarke Charlotte 2004
Miss I Clarke Isobel 2004
Mrs P Clarke Penny 2004
Mr A Clarke Alan 2004
Mr PJ Clarkson Peter 2007
Mrs J Clarkson Jill 2007
Mr N Clayton Neil 2003
Mrs KE Clayton Katrina 2003
Mr MF Clayton Miles 2005
Mr T Clayton Thomas 2001
Mrs V Clayton Virginia 2001
Mr M Clayton Matthew D 2001
Mr HG Clayton Guy GS L 1998
Miss H Clissold Honor 2007
Mr S Clissold Sam 2007
Mr T Clough Tom 2003
Mrs P Clough Pip 2003
Mr AF Clough Tony 2003
Mr F Clough Freddie 2003
Miss NS Clough Nancy 1964
Mr S Clough Stefan 2003
Mr F Clough Frankie BA 1990
Mrs. FJ Cockersole  1976
Mrs HFB Cockerton Heather 2000
Mr MR Cockerton Michael 2000
Mrs MR Coldrey Margie 1979
Mr WG Coldrey Bill S 1979
Ms GI Colhoun Graenia 2007
Mr AM Collett Michael RA 1954
The Lord Congleton HM S 1956
Mrs JH Conway Joy 2004
Ms S Cooke Sarah 2005
Mr RS Cooke Robert 1980
Mrs H Cooper Heide 2001
Mr RSC Copeland Spencer S 1954
Mr RW Copeland Richard 1996
Ms V Cornborough Vanessa 2010
Mr NR Cornelius Nigel S 1965
Mr DR Cornwell Daniel 2001
Mr DJM Cornwell David 1980
Mr N Cornwell Nicholas 1988
Mr SAV Cornwell Simon 2001
Mrs V Cornwell Vantana 2001
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Mr CD Cornwell Christopher 2001
Mr J Coupe Jude 2008
Frl V Cova Valeria 1999
Frl S Cova Sabrina 1999
Cdr. PB Cowan Peter HM S 1937
Mrs RM Craggs Rosalind 2002
Mr H Craggs Harry BA 2002
Mr CB Craggs Christopher 2002
Mr SJ Crane Stephen 2007
Mr F Crane-Robinson  Freddie 2010
Mr D Crawley Daniel 2007
Miss N Crockett Nicola 1992
Mr JJER Crockett Jonathon BA 1983
Miss Z Crockett Zara 1992
Mrs E Crockett Elizabeth 1992
Dr. RE Crockett Raymond 1983
Miss C Croft Caroline 2007
Mrs RA Croft Rosemary 2007
Mr DJ Croft David 2007
Miss A Croft Abigail 2007
Mr DP Crouch Daniel SA 1993
Mrs CM Crouch Catherine 2003
Mr GA Crouch Graham S 2003
Mrs B Cubby-Seiffert Betty 1959
Mr L Cumberlege Luis RA L 1957
Mr SP Cunningham Simon 1998
Mrs J Currie Jenny 1991
Mr MA Currie Mark RA 1972
Mrs K Currie Kathleen S 1980
Mr JT Curtis John 2007
Mr SW Daintith Stephen 2008
Mr V Dale Vijay 2007
Miss S-A Dalton Shaun 1985
Mr DP d’Ambrumenil David 1950
Mrs M Davenport Maureen 2002
Mr RA Davenport Robin 1991
Mrs H Davidson Heather 2003
Mrs ED Davies Eden S L 1992
Mr R Davies Robert S 1991
Miss GM Davies Gillian 1986
Mr SJ Davies Stephen D 1986
Mrs SM Davies Susan GS L 1993
Mrs. A Davies Adele 1991
Mr RM Davies Max G BA L  1982 D P
Mr RO Davies Roger 1991
Dr A Davis Tony 2005
Mr T Davis Tim 2003
Mrs EA Davis Liz S 1994
Mr JRC Dawson John 1974
Mr C Day Christopher 2005
Miss M Day Mary 2005
Mrs C Day Clare 2005
Mr JK Day John 2005
Miss ICC de Carvalho Isabel 2001
Mr T de Ferranti Tom 2010
Lt.Col. RAR de Larrinaga  Rupert GA 1971
Mrs JL de Rivaz Julie 1988
Mr PC de Rivaz Paul 1988
Mr F de Vere Hunt Felix 2010
Miss B de Vere Hunt Bella 2010
Mr PA de Vere Hunt Peter 2010
Mrs J de Vere Hunt Julie 2010
Mr W Deakin Will 2009
Mr D Dean Dean 2008
Mr BJ Delevingne Benjamin 2007
Frau K Denis-Buehler Katie L 1964
Miss A Denly Annabelle 2010
Mr M Denning Max 2007
Mrs D Deverell Diana 2002
Mr S Dewar Simon 1985
Mr DB Dick David 2005
Mr P Diggle Peter 2009
Miss R Diggle Rebecca 2009
Miss P Diggle Philippa 2009
Mrs MA Diggle Anne 1980
Mr EN Diliberto Edward 2010
Mr DG Dollar David S 1956
Mrs KA Dover Kathy 2010
Mr NH Dover Nicholas 2010
Mr A Dow Alexander 2005
Mr PJ Doyle Philip 2002
Mr HJ Doyle Harry 2002
Lt.Col. ASG Drew Alastair GA S 1957
Mr AM Du Plessis Andrew 1998
Mr SJ Du Plessis Stephen 1998

Mr J Duckett John 1982
Mr J Duckworth John 1980
Mr AH Duder Hugh 1991
Mrs V Duder Verene 1991
Mrs PA Duncan S  1984
Mr HD Dunhill          Harry 2006
Mr RWD Dunhill Richard 2001
Mr PS Dunn Peter L 1993
Mr CCL Dunn Charles 2005
Mrs JC Dunseath Charlotte 1973
Mr AD Eames Andrew SA 1992
Miss J Easley Jane 2001
Mr MP Easley Michael S 1991
Mrs. V Easley Val 1991
Miss J Easley Jennifer 2001
Mr RA Eastwood Bob S D 1996
Mr JK Edgley John 2006
Mr JC Edington-Brown  John 2010
Mr CHH Edmonds Charles S 1970
Mrs. S Edmonds Sarah P G 1958
Frau J Engi-Graf Judith HM 1997
Herr A Engi-Graf Andi HM 1997
Herr M Epp Martin HM S 1996
Mr SM Erridge Simon 2001
Mrs JC Erridge Juliet 2001
Dr JRF Fairbrother Jeremy 2000
Mrs LA Fairbrother Linda 2000
Mr EJF Fairbrother Edmund 2000
Miss LG Fairbrother Laura 2000
Miss LM Fairbrother Lucy 2000
Mrs J Fairclough Jane 2001
Mr P Fairclough Peter D 2001
Mr AEH Fairhead Alexander 2009
Mr JDE Fairhead James 2009
Mrs RA Fairhead Rona 2009
Mr TE Fairhead Thomas 2009
Miss ICH Fairhead Iona 2009
Herr E Famiglien Ercole 2005
Mrs M Fanshawe Maureen D 1997
Mr PJ Fanshawe Peter 2006
Mr PLH Farrant Patrick 2007
Mr J Faulkner Jonothan 2000
Miss J Faulkner Judith 2000
Mr G Faulkner Guy 2000
Mrs LM Faulkner Linda 2000
Col RES Faulkner Robin 2009
Mrs EL Fear Elaine 2008
Miss J Fear Josie 2008
Frl. ZJ Feliciano Cova Zolla Jennifer 1991
Frl. ZJ Feliciano Cova Zolla Jessica 1991
Frau S Feliciano Cova Susanna HM 1965
Mr JA Fergusson Alistair 1976
Mrs A Fewtrell Amanda 2002
Miss FM Field Bunny G GA 1962
Mr CE Fielding Claude 1976
Mr P Finnie Peter 2006
Mr R Fisher Richard 1993
Mrs S Fisher Susan 1993
Miss J Fisher Jane 1993
Mr JDF Fisher John 1990
Mr J Fisher Joss 1993
Mr J Fisher James 1993
Mr A Fisher Adam 1993
Mr TAI Fitzpatrick Tom S 1982
Lt.Col. JWA Fleming Jon 1992
Mrs AS Fleming Alison 1991
Mr PA Flindall Paul 1998
Miss TEL Flindall Thea 1998
Mr LEA Flindall Leo D 1998
Mrs DPA Flindall Deborah 1996
Mr S Flynn Samuel 2009
Miss S Forbes Sue 1986
Mr MJ Ford Michael 1985
Mr DCP Ford Dominic 1994
Dr GR Ford-Mackenzie Gillian 2001
Mr AA Forsyth Angus 2007
Mrs H Foster Helen 1994
Miss C Foster Camilla 2008
Mrs LJ Foster Linda 2005
Mr NMP France Nicholas 2010
Mr JR France John 2010
Mr F Francis Francis L 1984
Mr CR Freund Colin 1981
Mrs EJ Freund Jane 1969
Miss AH Freund Anne S 1983
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Mr DN Freund Norman G S 1963
Herr K Fuchs Karl HP HM S 1946
Frau S Fuchs Susie S 1975
Frau E Fuchs Elizabeth HM S 1994
Herr F Fuchs Fredy HM S 1983
Herr K Fuchs Jnr. Karl S 1975
Frau E Fuchs-Gertsch HM S 1961
Mr Y Gachoud Yves 1991
Mrs AC Galbraith Antionette 2006
Miss D Galica Divina G GA 1960
Ms RC Gallagher Rebecca 2008
Miss VR Gallagher Victoria 2010
Dr JE Gallagher Jennifer 2009
Mr DC Gallagher David 2010
Mr JE Gallagher James 2010
Mr PCD Gamble Peter S 1982
Mrs DKO’N Gamble (nee  Di G 1970
 Pearson)
Mr NHN Gardner Nigel G GA 1950
Mrs JC Gardner Juliet 1954
Mr P Garner Paul 2010
Miss C Garner Charlotte 2010
Miss E Garner Ellie 2010
Mr MC Garthwaite         Martin HM S 1975
Mr WFB Garvey William 1985
Mrs LJ Gash Lesley 2005
Miss M Gash Monica 2001
Mr ML Gash Morgan 2005
Mr R Gash Richard 2003
Mr PV Gash Peter 2005
Mr SV Gaskell Vaughan S 1957
Mr EF Gates Edward 1968
Mr GP Gay Geoffrey D 1991
Miss C Gay Caroline 2009
Mrs N Gay Niki 2009
Miss E Gay Elizabeth 2009
Mr F Gay Freddie 2009
Miss C Gay Catherine 2009
Mr C George Charlie 2007
Mr PR Gepfert Phil 1983
Miss A Gepfert Amy 1992
Mr O Gepfert Oliver 1992
Frau M Gerber Margaret S 1994
Mr B Gerber S HM 1962
Frau K Gertsch Kathy HM S 1984
Herr F Gertsch Fritz HM S 1962
Herr U Gertsch Uli HM S 1964
Herr C Gertsch Christophe HM S 1984
Herr H Gertsch Hans 2010
Herr HP Gertsch Hans Peter S 1995
Frau G Gertsch Brigitte 2010
Herr V Gertsch Victor HM GS 1979
Mr MC Gibson Martin 1989
Mrs J Gibson  1989
Mr G Gigg Graham 2006
Mr RJ Gilbert Richard S 1960
Mrs K Gilbert Kirsten 1964
Mrs S Gilchrist Susan 2006
Mr AJ Gilchrist Andrew 2006
Mr CJF Gill Christopher 2009
Mrs P Gill Patricia 2009
Mr JR Gilmour John 1984
Mr AJC Gilmour Alexander 1993
Miss CMC Gilmour Catriona 1993
Mrs PM Gilmour Pamela 1993
Mrs L Giltay-Nyssen Leni L 1960
Mr DN Gilvary Dermot 1999
Miss P Gleadow Ware Primrose 1992
Mrs V Gleadow Ware Vanessa 1992
Mr JH Gleadow Ware James 1985
Mrs H Gloster Helen 1999
Mrs AL Gloster Annie 2009
Mr MC Gloster Malcolm 2008
Mr EJM Glover Edmund 1998
Mrs M Goldberger Maria HM S 1970
Mrs LA Good Lamorna 1996
Mr MF Good Michael 1996
Mr RHP Goodwin Robert 2010
Mrs. OI Gordon Olivia S 1987
Mr F Gosling Francis 2005
Mrs K Gosling Katrina 2005
Mme M Gransagnes Margarete 1997
Mr AL Grant Alistair RA 1969
Mr A Gravell Alicky 2009
Mr PW Green Patrick 1990

Mrs K Greenhalgh Kathryn 2004
Mr PD Greenhalgh Peter 1985
Miss L Greenhalgh Lucy 2004
Mr JW Greening John 1983
Mr MDA Gregson Michael 1975
Mrs HM Gregson Helen 1992
Mr AT Griffith Andrew S 1998
Mr JH Gunn John L G 1993
Mrs RS Gunn Renate S          1993
Mrs AC Guthrie Christine 1997
Mr LD Hackett Luke 2001
Mr RS Hackett Richard RA D 1956
Dr J Haddon John 2009
Mr MJ Hadfield Matthew 2010
Herr A Haesler Andreas 1970
Mr G Hall Graeme 2006
Mrs J Hall Jane 2006
Mr MW Hall Michael 1985
Mr MJ Hallett Michael 1988
Mrs HSO Hamer Hilary 1978
Mrs MI Hamilton-Sharp Mary 1966
Mr R Hammond Robert 2010
Mr RJD Harding Robert 2003
Mr JR Hardwick Richard 1980
Mr JM Hargreave Michael S 1954
Miss  Harnett  1971
Mr JCB Harnett RA 1971
Mr RW Harrington Robert 2009
Dr. MH Harris Mike 1989
Miss FB Harris Francesca 2009
Mr NBM Harrison Nicholas 1988
Mrs A Harrison-Allen Amanda 2010
Mr DTN Hart David 2004
Miss E Hartley Ella 2008
Miss P Hartley Poppy 2009
Mr R Harvey Robert 2001
Mr C Harvey Colin 2001
Cdr MJ Harvey Michael 2001
Mrs NJ Haslam Nona 1991
Mr ME Hatcher Mike 1982
Mr MI Hawkins Michael 2007
Mrs NA Haynes Natalie 2010
Mr C Haynes Charles 2010
Mr M Haynes Max 2010
Mr A Haynes Alex 2010
Mr PJ Headey Peter 2004
Mrs P Headey Pauline 2009
Mr TM Hearley Timothy 1992
Ms C Hector Clair 2010
Mrs R Heller HM S 1979
Mr GD Hemley Giles 2010
Mrs LA Hemley Linda 2010
Mr ND Hemley Nick 2010
Mr AJ Hennings Alexander 2004
Miss LCB Hensman Lucinda 1996
Mr PRW Hensman Peter 1975
Mrs J Hermon-Taylor Jocelyn 2006
Mr P Hermon-Taylor Peter 2006
Miss SC Hermon-Taylor Sophie 2007
Mr J Hermon-Taylor John 2010
Mrs E Hermon-Taylor Ellie 2010
Mr CG Hermon-Taylor Christopher 1986
Mr OG Hermon-Taylor Oliver 2007
Mrs FM Hervey Fiona S 1962
Miss VJ Higgin Victoria 1997
Miss J Hill Jennifer 2008
Mr M Hill Matthew 2006
Mr PJ Hill Philip LS 2002
Mrs W Hill Wendy S 2009
Mrs S Hill Susan 2009
Mrs ASD Hilleary Sheena G GA 1952
Mr RM Hillman Richard 2008
Frau B Hirni Beatrice HM S 1982
Mr MJ Hirst Michael 1993
Mrs MC Hirst Mary 1993
Mrs SC Hirst-Malin Sarah 2008
Mr R Hocking Robbo 1988
Miss G Hodgson Georgia 2008
Mr G Hodgson Geoff 2008
Mrs JMW Hodgson Jill 1988
Mrs VM Hollington Paddy S 1957
Mr SA Hollington Simon S 1979
Mrs D Hollington  1988
Mr JR Holmes John 1982
Mr TC Holmes Tim 1982
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Mr CJ Holmes Christopher 1993
Miss LP Holmes Lauren 1993
Mr TJ Holmes Timothy 1968
Mr R Holt Richard 2003
Mr BGC Holt Benjamin 2009
Miss C Hoolahan Chrissie 2007
Mr MD Hopkins Michael 2007
Mr A Horcajo Alberto 2007
Mr A Horcajo Andres 2007
Miss J Horcajo Jane 2007
Miss A Horcajo Alicia 2007
Miss E Horcajo Elena 2007
Miss JA Hoskins Julie 1975
Mr CJ Houlbrooke Christopher 1984
Mr JP Howard Jeremy D 2000
Mr RVJ Howell Raymond 2007
Mr CJP Hoyle Christopher 1996
Miss EA Hoyle Elizabeth 1996
Miss ES Hoyle Emily 1996
Miss VJ Hoyle Victoria 1996
Mrs JS Hoyle Sarah S 1996
Mr RA Hoyle Roger 1996
Mr S Hrones L 1972
Mr PS Huggins Peter HM S 1946
Mr AS Humphryes Adam 1973
Mr GRA Hunter Gregor 2000
Mr R Huntford HM S 1968
Mrs L Huth Leila 2002
Mr C Huth Christopher 2002
Miss E Huth Elisabeth 2002
Mr N Huth Nikolas 2002
Mr JP Huth Johannes 2002
Mrs. VE Ieronimo  1972
Miss S Ingall S 1982
Mr R Ingall S 1982
Mrs. SW Ingram Sallie 1965
Mr RIA Ireland Robert SA 1965
Ms SJM Ireland Sally GA  L D 1963
Maj H  Irvine-Fortescue Henry HM GA  1990 S
Mrs SF Jacoby Susan 2006
Dr. RT Jaggar Rhys D         1990
Mr AR James Robin 1980
Mr VC Jamieson Victor 1975
Mrs V Jamieson Valerie 2004
Mrs. HM Jamieson Hilda S 1956
Mr J Janson Jonathan S 1949
Mr BH Jayes Brian 2004
Mrs CP Jayes Clare 2004
Mr OCP. Jeanneret L 1963
Mr A Jelicic Alexander 2008
Mr MJ Jessop Matthew 2008
Miss NA Job Natalie 2004
Mrs MJ Job Melinda 2004
Mr PD Job Peter 2004
Mr GS Jobling Guy 1996
Mrs G Johnson Gillian S 1989
Mr CM Johnson Christopher 2009
Mr GD Johnson Geoffrey 1995
Miss P Johnston Pamela 2007
Mr WS Johnston William 2008
Mr JM Johnstone James 2008
Mrs CE Johnstone Caroline 2008
Mrs FHR Jones Hilda 1997
Mrs J Jones Judith 2008
Mr IB Jones Iain 2008
Mr AB Jones Alexander 2008
Mr RB Jones Richard 2008
Mr J Jones Trystan 2006
Mrs K Jones Karen 2009
Mrs J Jones Jude 2006
Mr R Jones Richard 2006
Mr AR Jordan Alan 2010
Dr DV Joss Vanda D          1985
Miss AMS Kahve Anais 2010
Mr CP Kalbraier Christopher 1991
Mr P Kara Peter 1990
Miss V Kaufman Victoria L 1972
Mr TS Keeling Timothy 2010
Eur.Ing.  R Kellett Ronald 1970
Mr WB Kendall William 2006
Mr RI Kennedy Robert 1996
Mr NLA Kennett Nicholas 2010
Mrs C Keown (nee  Susan S 1955
  Procter)
Mr J Kerr John 2008

Mr RJ Kerry Roger 1956
Miss SM Killwick Sheridan S D 1991
Mr EGS Killwick Edward SA 1997
Mr CE Kilner Charles 1989
Miss S Kimmerling Sophie 2007
Mr DJ King David 2009
Miss I King Isabel 2010
Mrs J King Janey 1993
Mr C King Caradoc 1993
Mrs N King (nee  Natasha 1992
  Walduck)
Miss K Kirkpatrick Kerry-Lynne 2004
Mr PR Kirwan-Taylor Peter GA 1947
Mr PB Kite Peter 2007
Miss E Kite Ella 2007
Miss G Klein Georgina 2007
Dr R Klein Rebecca 2009
Dr M Klein Martin 2009
Mrs TE Kleiweg de  Eva 2010
  Zwaan
Mr HM Kleiweg de  Maarten 2010
  Zwaan
Mr T Knott Tony 1998
Mr T Knott Terry 2001
Mr AWH Knowles Andrew 2008
Mrs M Kopaci-Di Michele 2010
Mr T Kozlowski Tomasz 2002
Mrs D Lakin Daphne S 1967
Mr HR Lambert Hugh 2004
Mrs RP Lancaster Rosli S 1973
Mr RK Lancaster Robert 1998
Herr P Lanz Pierre S 1995
Dr DFP Larkin Frank 2003
Mr JM Latimer Jonathan GA 1963
Mrs R Latimer Rosemary 2005
Mrs A Laurie-Walker Anna G 1978
Mr A Laurie-Walker Alastair 1983
Mr DHO Lawrance David 2000
Mr RJ Lawrance Richard 1984
Miss RM Lawrance Rosie 2000
Mr PAR Lawrance Pete 2000
Dr TM Lawrance (nee  Tessa S D 1969
  Bevan Jones)
Mr DJF Lawrence David 1995
Mr DJ Lawson Douglas 2005
Mr JA Lawson James 2005
Mr RD Lawson Robert 2005
Mrs KJ Lawson Katharine 2005
Miss AK Lawson Anna 2005
Mrs SJ Le Coq Jilly 1949
Maj JAG Le Coq Jimmy S 1975
Mr IA Leach Ian 2005
Miss R Leach Rosie 2009
Mrs L Leach Louise 2009
Mr W Leach William 2009
Mrs FS Leach (nee  Fiona G GA 1969
  Easdale)
Mr J Lee John 1998
Mr T Lee Thomas 2007
Mrs AC Lee Anna 2004
Mr PA Lee Peter 1972
Mr CP Lees-Jones Christopher 2001
Mrs AM Lees-Jones Anne 2001
Mr AHE Lefort  1986
Mrs B Lehrell (nee Hargr   1991
  Belindaeave)
Mr SM Leniston Stephen 2010
Mr MPG Lewis Mark 2009
Mr RC Lewis Richard 1982
Mr F Lewis Freddie 2009
Mrs HN Lewis Heidi 2009
Miss R Lewis Rebecca 2009
Mr DI Lewis David 2009
Mr W Lewis William 2006
Mr NS Ley Nigel 2001
Mr A Ley Alfred 2010
Mrs R Ley Rebekah 2010
Miss B Ley Beatrice 2010
Mr AC Liddell Adrian 1975
Mr KA Liddell Kier 2004
Herr URS Liebethal Urs L 1969
Mr PM Lightfoot Peter S 1968
Mr JJL Lillingston- Jamie 1981
  Paterson
Dr AP Lipscomb Anthony S 1984
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Mrs PJB Lipscomb (nee  Pennie S 1963
  Myles)
Miss S Lismore Sophie 2009
Mr J Lismore Jake 2009
Mr K Lismore Kieran 2009
Mrs S Lismore Sally 2009
Mr C Lissner Craig 2009
Mr T Little Tom 2010
Mr I Little Iain 2010
Miss K Little Kate 2010
Miss R Little Rosie 2010
Mrs MA Little Mary Ann 2010
Mr JA Livingston  1988
Mr DR Lloyd David 2007
Dr. D Lobozzo David 1972
Miss H Lodge Helen 2010
Mr G Logut George 2009
Mr ED Lonie Duncan G L 1985
Mrs. JA Lonie Janet S       1985
Mr S Louis Stephan 1976
Mr JC Lovatt John 1990
Mrs UE Loveday Unni S 1973
Mr DF Lovegrove David 1988
Mr RDE Lovell Richard GA S 1962
Mr PAH Lukowski Peter S 1963 M
Mr PN Lunn Peter GL HM  1963 S
Mr FPJ Lyons Daniel 2007
Mr AD Lyons Alexander 2007
Miss FC Mabey Fiona 1981
Mrs I Mabey-Kite Isabel 2007
Mr CD Macdonald Christopher 2005
Mr D Mackay Donald 2010
Mr D Mackintosh Douglas GA L 1946
Mr CRD Mackintosh Charlach G GA 1953
Mrs P Mackintosh S 1951
Mrs E Macleod Elaine GS 1994
Sir N Macready Nevil 1981
Miss A Macready Anna 1981
Mr A Maienfisch Alex 2010
Miss L Malin Lara 2008
Mr G Malin Giles 2008
Mr RW Malin Richard 2008
Mr K Mallinson Keith 2010
Miss H Mallinson King Helen 2010
Mr T Mallinson King Thomas 2010
Mrs A Mallinson King Amanda 2010
Mr PT Manson Paul 1990
Mr JE Marie Julian L 1968
Mr RW Maris Robin 1960
Mr AG Marriott Alan 2001
Mrs. TR Marriott L 1967
Mr CS Marsh           Chris 2010
Mrs JA Marshall Joan 1977
Miss VL Marshall Vicky 1973
Mr CGB Marsham Cloudesley S 1967
Mrs. SK Marsham Suzanne S 1967
Mrs G Martel Gisela L G 1989
Herr R Martel Rudi L 1968
Mr EB Martin Eric 1972
Mrs CA Martin Ann 1972
Mr SB Martin Samuel 1997
Mrs EJ Martineau Jane 1984
Mrs M Marx Madeleine HM G 1949
Mr M Masaki Michihiro 1995
Miss L Maskey Lucy 1994
Mrs. R Maskey Rachel S 1988
Mr J Maskey James 2001
Mr MJ Maskey Michael L 1988
Mr PFE Masser Paul 2000
Dr. RM Matheson Roderick 1978
Mrs ME Mathews Betty 1976
Mr J Mathews John S 1976
Miss D Mathias Diana S 1973
Mrs F Matthews Fiona 2010
Mr P Matthews Paul 2009
Mr R Mauerhofer L S 1950
Mrs VL Maxey Viki L 1999
Mr P Maxey Philip 1999
Mr PC Maxlow-Tomlinson   Paul 1982
Mr D Maynard Daniel 2004
Mrs L Maynard Lauren 2004
Miss L Maynard Lucy 2004
Mr C Maynard Charlie 2004
Mr L Maynard Luke 2004
Mr AW McAlpine Andrew 2006

Mr FA McAlpine Fergus 2006
Mr F McAlpine Freddie 2005
Mrs S McArthur Susan 2003
Mr ARD McArthur Allan 2006
Mr JM McCann John-Michael 2000
Mr SJ McCarthy Sean 2010
Mrs M McCombie Martine 2006
Dr. IW McCormick Ian  G GA  L 1958
Miss MH McCutchan Mary 2001
Miss GM McCutchan Grace S 2001
Mr JDS McCutchan Donald 1991
Miss AE McCutchan Alice 2001
Mrs HE McCutchan Helen 2001
Mr R McDevitt Ralph 2010
Dr A McDonald Alastair 1996
Miss C McDonnell Catriona 2005
Mrs. C McEwan (nee  Caroline G GA 1954
  Sims)
Mr DR McGilvray Donald 1998
Ms M McGrade Michelle 2005
Mr PA McIntosh Patrick 1982
Mr AJ McIrvine Andrew 2005
Miss CCB McLucas Camilla 1995
Mr JTW McLucas James 1995
Mr WP McLucas William 1995
Mrs BA McLucas Blyth 1995
Mr R McMillan Rod 2007
Mrs JM Medves (nee  Jenny S 1984
  Ryan)
Mr M Mellor Max 2007
Mr T Mellor Toby 2007
Mr M Mellor Mark 2007
Mrs C Mellor Claire 2007
Mr J Mellor Jamie 1996
Mrs M Mellor Morag 1996
Mr H Mellor Hamish 1996
Miss C Mellor Charlotte 1996
Miss H Mellor Harriet 1996
Miss R Mellor Robyn 2007
Dr JRC Mew John 1969
Mr JH Mewburn  1982
Mr HW Meyer HM S 1963
Dr. DR Michell S 1959
Mrs V Miller Ginie 2002
Miss V Miller Vi BA 2002
Miss D Miller Daisy 2002
Miss ME Miller Maggie S HM 1957
Mrs C Mills Carol 1998
Miss AF Millward Abigail 2007
Mrs A Milne Alison 2008
Mr R Milne Ramsay 2010
Mr GHP Milner Giles 2010
Ms J Milner Percy Joanna 2000
Mrs S Milton-Yeates Sandra 2003
Mr A Mindenhall Andrew 2009
Mr AN Mitchell Neil RA 1959
Mr CAJ Mitchell Clive GA 1959
Herr K Molitor Karl HM GA  1946 S
Frau L Molitor Lillan HM S 1985
Herr R Molitor Rico HM S 1985
Mr ACV Montgomery Andrew S 1971
Mr P Mooney Pip 2010
Mr J Mooney John-Dean 2010
Mr H Mooney Hugo 2010
Mr SE Mooney Steven 2010
Mrs C Mooney Christel 2010
Mr ND Moore           Nigel S BA 1989
Mrs HEJ Moore Liz DS 2002
Miss A Moore Alexandra 2002
Mr MRH Moore Michael 2002
Mr J Moore Johnny D 2002
Mr M Morgan Matthew 2010
Mrs KJ Morgan Karen 1981
Mr J Mroz Jaroslav 2007
Mr D Mroz Dominik 2007
Mr SM Mucklow Steven 2008
Miss G Mucklow Georgina 1994
Mr R Muir Robbie 2009
Mr S Mullin Stephen 1997
Mr MPR Munt Marcus 1995
Miss P Murphy Patricia G GA L 1958
Mr AP Murray Angus 1999
Mr CD Murray-Brown Charles 2005
Mr W Myles William 2008
Mrs R Myles Rebecca 2008
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Miss O Nash Olivia 2005
Miss I Nash Imogen 2005
Miss V Nash Virginia 2005
Mr E Nash Edward 2005
Mr AJ Nash Andrew 2001
Mrs L Nash Linda 2005
Mrs D Nason Dana 2009
Mr S Neal Stephen 2009
Miss H Needham Holly 2008
Mrs. S Ness(Jamieson)   Sheila S 1956
Mr SAC Newbold Simon 2007
Mr R Newbold Ralph 2008
Miss K Newbold Kathryn 2008
Mrs E Newbold Elaine 2008
Miss A Newbold Anna 2008
Mr PJ Newbould Peter 2009
Mrs MEMNice Marguerite 2008
Mr RRV Nicholson Rodney 1956
Mr PJ Nicholson Peter 2009
Mr K Nisbet Kit 2008
Mr A Nisbet Angus 2008
Miss J Noble Joanna 2010
Mr M Nolan Andrew 2010
Mr AJ Norris Alan 2006
Mr S Nye Stephen 1992
Mr C Nye Cliff 2009
Miss A O’Brien Amy 2002
Mr A O’Brien Andrew 2002
Mr E O’Brien Evan 2002
Mrs S O’Gallagher Susan 2010
Mr MJ Oldham Michael 2004
Mr MJ Oliver Michael 2001
Mr R Olley Richard 2008
Mrs.  O’Meara L 1970
Mr J Ommanney James 1996
Miss C Ommanney Caroline 1996
Miss V Ommanney Victoria 1996
Mrs SJ Ommanney Sandra 1996
Mr MP Ommanney Martin 1996
Miss S Ommanney Sarah 1996
Mr E Omolu Edmond 2006
Mr DG Orf David 1998
Mr CE Orme Charles 1981
Mr P Orr Paddy 1996
Mrs C Orr Caroline 1996
Mr GW Orr  1967 M
Mr MJ Osborne Marcus 2008
Mrs EL Padania  Eloise 1991
  (neeWalduck)
Mr J Pailthorpe John 2008
Mr MJ Palmer Michael 1995
Mr LW Palmer Lawrence 1974
Mr D Panter David 1959
Mrs A Panter Anna 1973
Mr D Parker Dean 2008
Mrs RM Parker Ruth 1996
Ms M Parker Minette 2010
Mrs SJF Parker Sarah 2005
Mr PSJ Parker Paul 2005
Mr M Pascall Mike 2006
Mrs DM Paterson Diane SL 1972
Mr RA Paterson Robin S L 1968
Mrs JM Paxton Jane 1993
Mr JN Paxton John S 1950
Mr RA Pearce Gould Rupert 1996
Mr EG Pearce Gould Edward 2001
Mr SM Pearson Simon 2000
Miss CA Pelton Catherine BA 1999
Mr AM Pelton Andrew 1999
Mrs AM Pelton Anne 1999
Mr KO Pelton Kenneth 1999
Mr MD Pelton Michael BA 1999
Mr MK Penberthy Kevin 1988
Mrs RKE Penrose Kate 2006
Mr SNS Penrose Stephen 2006
Mr CAS Penrose Christopher 2006
Miss AEL Penrose Alexandra 2006
Mr JSD Penrose James 2006
Mr JC Percival Jonathan 2009
Mr A Peretz Adi 2010
Mr IS Perkins Ian 2008
Mr CJ Perkins Cynthia 2008
Mrs L Perrott Lesley 1994
Mr G Perrott Godfrey 2009
Mr W Perrott William 1994

Mr T Perrott Thomas 1994
Mr EFV Perrott Edward S D 1994
Miss G Perrott Georgina 1994
Mr MA Peters Michael 2007
Mr B Pette Brian 1987
Mr B Phillips Brian S 2000*
Mr SAS Phillips Samuel 1999
Mr S Phillips Simon 2000*
Mrs C Phillips Christina S 2000*
Mme. L Pier Louise 1982
M G Pier George 1982
Dr J Piers James 1993
Mrs. J Pinckney Belinda S 1950
Mr DC Pinckney David S 1960
Mr J Pincott John 2010
Mr AG Pink Alastair 2002
Mr A Pink Adrian 2006
Mr AG Pinkney Giles 2009
Mr NC Pitt Nigel L 2000
Mr C Plant Craig 1996
Mr EJ Pleasance Edward 1996
Mr JL Plesman Jan L 1964
Mr J Polatch John S 1999
Sir GF Pollock George GA  RA 1946
Mr ND Pope Nick 2002
Mrs AS Pope Ali 2002
Mr MP Pragnell Michael 1994
Mr NE Pratt Nelson 1991
Mr CN Pratt Christopher 1991
Mr NE Pratt Nigel 1985
Mrs EJ Pratt (nee  Edith RA 1965
  Sheering)
Mrs FA Preece Felicity 2005
Dr RJ Preece Richard 2005
Miss HK Prest Harriet 1991
Mr RJ Prest Richard S 1985
Mrs GI Prest Gilda 2000
Mr IA Preston Ian 2009
Mr BJ Preston Benjamin 2009
Mrs CJ Preston Carole 2009
Mr TW Preston Thomas 2009
Mr DT Price David G S 1971
Mr CSD Price Charles 2004 T
Miss CM Prichard Catarina 2006
Mrs SG Prichard Sara 2006
Miss MC Prichard Madalaine 2006
Mr AG Prichard Anthony 2006
Mr J Prince Jonathan 2010
Mr A Prince Andrew 2010
Mr S Prince Simon 2010
Mr M Prince Michael 2010
Mrs SJ Prince  Sally Jane 2010
  (nee Tate)
Mr HP Prinsen Paul L 1972
Mr D Prior Daniel 1997
Mr M Prior Michael 1997
Mr HJ Prior-Palmer Hugh 1977
Mr CA Pritchard Charles 2002
Mr JP Protheroe Smith   John 2005
Mr RE Quiney Robert 2002
Mr J Rabey Judson 2010
Mr J Ramsay James 1997
Mr M Ramsay Max 2000
Mr WA Ramsay William 1997
Mrs M Ramsay Martine 1997
Mrs V Randall Vanessa 1996
Mr JHD Rankin Jamie S 1968
Mrs AJ Rankin Alicia S 1946
Mrs ALR Rankin (nee  Anna S 1970
  Edmonds)
Mrs S Raw Sandra 2005
Mr J Reason Jeremy 2008
Miss R Redfern Rafaella 2005
Miss A Redfern Althea 2005
Mr B Redfern Boris 2005
Mr D Redfern Dominic 2005
Mrs JM Redman Jacqueline 2007
Mr C Redshaw Charles 2010
Dr SGO Rees Ted S 1985
Mr R Regez Ryan SA 2007
Miss C Regez Clare 2004
Miss N Regez Naomi 2007
Mr A Regez Andy 2007
Mr D Reicher David 2000
Ms I Reicher Isabel 2000
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Mr J Reicher John 2000
Ms A Reicher Alice 2000
Mrs H Reicher Hilary 2000
Mr A Reicher Andrew 2000
Flt.Lt. M Reid Mike 1986
Mrs VS Reid Sonia 1972
Mr SJF Reymond Samuel 1996
Mr MT Reynolds Marcus L 1969
Mr PCA Richardson Paul 2003
Mr J Richardson John 1991
Mr JH Richardson Julian 1981
Mrs. E Richardson  1991
Mrs. JMG Rigby Jeaninne 1991
Dr. AJ Rigby John G GA 1957
Sir J Ritblat John L 1999
Sir IA Roberts Ivor 1987
Lady EBB Roberts Elizabeth 1987
Mrs C Roberts Clare 2001
Mr C Roberts Charles 2008
Mr J Robertson Jamie 2001
Mr H Robertson Henry 2001
Mrs S Robertson Sarah 2001
Miss K Robertson Katie 2001
Mr H Robertson Harry 2001
Mr JM Robertson John 1986
Miss KE Robinson Kate 2002
Mr ERD Robinson Edward 2009
Mr AB Robinson Alexander 2010
Mr AD Robinson Andrew 2002
Mr MA Robinson Michael 1992
Mr S Robinson Simon 2010
Mrs HA Robinson Hilary 2002
Miss SA Robinson Sophie 2002
Mrs CS Robinson Carolyn 1992
Mr G Robinson Guy 2010
Mr ER Robinson Edward 2010
Miss P Robinson Pauline 2006
Mrs SLB Robinson Sarah G 1965
                  (nee Myles)
Mr KG Robinson Kenneth 1981
Mr MC Robinson Matthew 2000
Mr PN Robinson Peter 1980
Mrs NJ Robinson Nicola 2010
Mrs RE Robinson Ruth 1980
Mr C Roebuck Christopher 2002
Mr TS Rogers Tony S 1949
Mr G Rogerson Grant 2009
Mr JE Romer           John HM S 1976
Mrs GEJ Rose Sandria S 1997
Mr AA Ross Ali HM S 1974
Mr JJ Ross- Munro Jan 2006
Mr J Roth Jacob 2008
Miss P Roth Phoebe 2007
Mrs VH Rowe Val 1998
Mr C Rowe Colin 1988
Mr N Rowley Nathan 1997
Ms A Rubi Alicia 2007
Mrs ID Rushmore Isabel 1992
Mr JR Russell Ian 1981
Ms RM Ryan Rosemary 2010
Mrs SA Ryan Susan HM 1970
Mrs. RC Ryan Rosanne 1991
Mr CJ Ryan Charles 1980
Mrs JAY Rylands Judy 1983
Mr S Saint-Leger Sacha 2007
Mr JW Sallis Jeremy 2007
Mr RP Salm Richard RA 1994
Mr O Sami Omer 2007
Mr GC Samuels Gregory GA 2000
Miss HV Samuels Harriet 2005
Mrs I Sandison Isabel 2005
Mr O Sandison Oliver 2004
Miss J Sandison Jemima 2004
Miss H Sandison Henrietta 2004
Mrs S Sandison Sophie 2004
Mr D Sandison David 2004
Mr  IMT Sandison Ian 2005
Mr JD Saunders James 2008
Mrs R Saunders Rita 2008
Mr TJ Saunders Timothy 2008
Miss CR Saunders Catherine 2008
Mr H Savage Jones Howard 2009
Mrs L Savage Jones Lynne 2009
Mr JA Sawkill John 1998
Mr MF Schaapman Michel 2002

Mr W Schletti S 1968
Herr A Schlunegger Adolf S L 1988
Mr MH Schoch S 1970
Mr TC Scholer Terry 2009
Mr JF Schrader John 2002
Mrs CM Schuberth Christine 1996
Rev. RP Scoones Roger S 1978
Mr JR Scott S 1982
Mrs P Scott Penni 2007
Mr MJ Scott Michael 1992
Mr PJ Scott-Graham  1975
Mr NK Scroggs Nick 2005
Mr A Seaman Andrew 2007
Mr M Seeley Michael 2007
Miss G Seeley Grace 2007
Miss P Seeley Poppy 2007
Miss O Seeley Olivia 2007
Mrs C Seeley Claire 2007
Herr R Seiler Rene S 1968
Mrs. V Seiler Vivienne L 1975
Mr MM Severne Michael HM S 1937 W
Miss R Shaw Rhianna 2000
Miss T Shaw Tara 2000
Mr M Shaw Matthew 2009
Mr Shaw   2000
Mrs. JR Shaw (nee Graves) Julia 1979 
Mrs DF Sherman Diane 1992
Mr R Sherras Richard 2008
Miss E Sherras Emily 2008
Mr A Sherras Andrew 2008
Mrs K Sherras Katherine 2008
Mr BR Sherras Brian 2008
Miss V Sherras Victoria 2008
Mr JB Shewring John 2009
Mr M Shnaps Michael 1994
Mr D Shnaps David 1994
Mr S Shnaps Samuel 1994
Mrs B Shnaps Beverley 1994
Mr M Shnaps Maurice 1994
Herr CU Sieber Chris L 1970
Frau U Sieber-Fehr Ursula S L 1952
Mr WI Simpson Ian 2007
Mrs E Sims-Hilditch Emma 2007
Miss D Sims-Hilditch Daisy 2007
Miss B Sims-Hilditch Betty 2007
Mr JR Sims-Hilditch John 2007
Mr W Sims-Hilditch William 2007
Mr T Skinner Tim 2002
Mr CJ Slaski Christopher 2009
Mr JA Smale Jake 2009
Miss G Smith Frances 2007
Mr M Smith Michael 2003
Mr R Smith Robert 2007
Mr G Smith George 2007
Mr EC Smith Eric 2004
Mr T Smith Toby 2007
Mrs G Smith Geraldine 2007
Mr R Smith Roger 2007
Mr K Smith Keith 2007
Miss F Smith Fleur 2005
Dr LDR Smith David 1998
Mr S Smith Stephen 2005
Mr S Smith Shaun 2005
Mrs J Smith Judith 2005
Miss S Smith Stephanie 2005
Mr O Smith Oskar 2005
Mr AMH Smith Adrian S BA 1983
Miss H Smith Harriet 2005
Mrs MC Smyth Clare 1991
Dr M Soljak Michael 2010
Mr H Soljak Harry 2010
Mr J Southwell-Fitzgerald John 1989
Mr NJG Spence Nicholas 2008
Dr CJ Spicer Colin 2004
Mrs D Spitzley Diana RA 1963
Miss VMA Spitzley Victoria 1989
Mr J Squier James 2006
Mrs T Staeger-Follet Teresa S 1958
Miss S Stammers Sophie 2005
Mr B Stammers Benjamin 2005
Mrs KM Stammers Karen 2005
Mr NL Stammers Nick 2005
Mrs JEO Stanford Jean SA 1956
Mrs SE Stanley Sophie 2009
Mr OH Stanley Oliver 2009
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Mr A Stanley Anthony 2009
Mr P Stannah Patrick 2007
Mr ANR Stannah Alan 1989
Mr J Stannah Jon G L 2002
Mr KL Steel Keith 1987
Prof. JA Stephens John 1988
Frau M Steuri Margrit HM S 1994
Herr W Steuri Walter HM S 1994
Mr KB Stevens Kieran GS 1992
Mrs BJ Stevens (nee Gibson) Brenda         1992
Miss I Stevenson Isabel 2008
Mr JR Stevenson James 1979
Mrs C Stevenson Clare 2008
Mr HDH Stewart Henry 2009
Mr AJH Stewart Angus 2008
Mr GG Stewart George HM S 1974
Mr HL Stewart Hugh 1989
Mrs. P Stirling Trish S 1958
Mr EM Stock Edward 1989
Mrs N Stock Nicola 2010
Mr AMN Stodart Anthony 2008
Miss MF Strage Misha 2004
Miss KE Strage Katya 2004
Mrs A Strage Alberta 2004
Miss SP Strage Sonya 2004
Mr H Strage Henry 2004
Mr GHA Street Graeme 2005
Prof W Stroebe Wolfgang 2001
Miss K Stroebe Kathenne 2001
Dr M Stroebe Margaret 2001
Mr CWD Sutcliffe David 2001
Mrs S Sutcliffe Sally 2007
Mr WH Suter Hugh 2008
Miss CW Sutherland Catriona 1988
Mr BW Sutherland Bruce L 1972
Mrs H Sutherland Heather 1972
Miss AW Sutherland Alison 1981
Mrs RM Swindells Rita 2007
Mr DJ Swindells David 2007
Mrs B Syme Barbara 1970
Mr TT Tait Thomas 1985
Mr AP Talalla Piers 2005
Mr DA Tanton                       1973
Mr  Tautz James 2006
Mr S Tautz Steven 2006
Mr TC Tayler Timothy 2010
Mrs MM Tayler Michele 2010
Mr HMGTayler Hugh 2009
Miss S Taylor Sally 2009
Mr PK Taylor Philip L G 1985
Mr JJK Taylor Jonathan G GA 1960
Mr MJ Taylor Michael 2009
Miss K Taylor Kate 2009
Mr NCD Taylor Nicholas 1991
Mrs C Taylor Christina 1991
Mr JSJH Tedbury Stephen S 1971
Mrs. L Tedbury Loveday 1975
Mr JL Temple Jeff 2010
Mrs GR Temple Gill 2010
Mrs J Thomas Jane 2007
Mr PC Thomas Paul 2007
Mrs WS Thorp Wendy 2007
Mr NH Thorp Nigel 2007
Mr CR Thorpe Clive S 1974
Mr RJ Thurman Roderick 1997
Mrs JE Thurman Jaqueline 1997
Mr H Thurman Harry 1997
Miss G Thurman Georgina 1997
Mr A Thurman Alexander 1997
Mr J Thurman John 1997
Mr JH Thursfield John 1995
Mr TH Thursfield Timothy 1995
Mr BJ Tiernan Stephen 2004
Mr M Till Till 2006
Mr A Till Arthur 2006
Mrs A Till Annabell 2006
Mr MB Tillett Michael 1967
Mr WN Timmis Bill 1992
Mrs NJ Todd Nichola 2006
Mr TR Todd Thomas 2006
Mr ST Todd-Saunders Samuel 2006
Miss HE Todd-Saunders Helen 2006
Mr EO Toke-Bjolgerud Edward 2005
Mrs R Topham (nee Lovell) Rosalind S 1962
 

Mr N Tracey Nick 2002
Mr TJ Tripp-Sharman Terence 2005
Mrs E Tripp-Sharman Emma 2005
Miss A Tripp-Sharman Alexandra 2005
Mr C Tritton Charles 2009
Mrs S Troughton nee  Sarah GA   L 1967
  Campbell-Preston)
Mrs S Tucker RA L 1955
Dr S Turk Suzannah 2007
Mr T Turner Terry D 2000
Mr GJ Turner Geoff 1984
Mr G Turpin Glenn 2007
Mr AM Ugland Andreas 2000
Mr P Unger Paul 2006
Mr Z Unger Zak 2006
Miss L Unger Liese 2006
Mr K Unger Karl 2006
Mrs A Unger Anna 2008
Mrs A Unger Amanda 2006
Mr MJ Upton Michael 1956
Mr E Utting Edward 2003
Miss K Utting Kristina 2003
Mrs T Utting Tuula 2003
Mr A Utting Alex BA 2003
Mr M Utting Mike 2003
Frau J van Eeghen-Fischer Jutta 2009
Mrs D Van Zalinge Dawn 1968
Mrs C Veall Caroline 2002
Mr MS Venn Michael 2007
Miss MA Venn Molly 2007
Miss EL Venn Emmeline 2007
Mr AD Venn Adrian 2007
Mrs SFH Venn Susan 2007
Mr EDH Verden-Anderson David S D 1973
Mr GD Verden-Anderson Gavin 2001
Mrs EA Verden-Anderson Elizabeth 1999
Mr W Verdon-Smith William 2009
Mr T Vollebregt Twan 2010
Herr P von Allmen Paul HM S 1982
Frau MM von Allmen Margaret HM 1982
Frau S von Almen Silvia 2003
Frau K von Almen HM S 1979
Herr A von Almen Andreas 1982
Herr UK von Almen Urs 1988
Herr C von Almen S 1982
Mr PN Voss Peter 2009
Mrs AJ Voss Antoinette 2009
Mrs A Wade Angela 1953
Mr W Waghorn William 1983
Mrs AL Waghorn Linnet S HM 1960
Herr P Wagner Peter L 1967
Mrs A Waind Amanda 2007
Mr S Wainman Simon 1998
Mrs D Wainman Diana 1998
Mrs AJ Walduck Amanda 1998
Mr HR Walduck Richard S L 1958
Mrs S Walduck Susan L 1992
Mrs SL Walduck Sara S L 1991
Mr JAG Walduck Jason 1991
Mr NSR Walduck Nicholas 1985 D
Mr AHE Walduck Alexander 1985 P
Mr TH Walduck Tom P G L 1958
Mr RN Walduck Robert S 1961
Mr SH Walduck Stephen S L 1965
Mrs. V Walduck Vanessa L 1986
Mr DCT Walduck Daniel 1991
Mrs PJ Waley Penelop S 1963
Mr SAM Walker Sebastian BA 1995
Mrs R Walker Rachel 2006
Mr CWM  Walker Christopher 1995
Mr JG Walker Jonathan 2004
Mrs GS Walker Gill 2004
Mr G Walker Giles 2004
Mrs MPK Walker Miikka 1995
Miss JKM Walker Johanna 1995
Mrs DM Walker Deborah 2002
Mr E Walker Edward 2004
Miss CM Walker (nee Macleod) Catriona 1994
Mrs KT Waller (nee Walduck) Katharine 1992
Miss TA Wallis      Theresa Anne RA 1971
Dr BH Walpoth Beat L 1968
Mrs CO Walton(nee Walduck) Candida 1992
Mr RS Ward Richard 2009
Mrs SM Waring-Smith Susan 1998
Mr JAG Waring-Smith James 1998
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Mr CNE Wasdell Charles 1986
Mr DC Wasdell Donald 1986
Mr EJT Wasdell Edward 2006
Mr TH Waterhouse Thomas 1995
Miss SA Waterhouse Sarah 1995
Mr DH Waterhouse David 1986
Mr JM Watherston Michael 1974
Mr GE Watson George 2000
Mr CD Watson Charlie 2000
Mr DR Watson David 2000
Rev RB Watson Robert 1992
Mr WR Watson William 2000
Mrs KM Watson Kate 2000
Miss J Watts Jemma 2009
Mr DSS Watts David 2009
Mr JC Watts Jeremy 2009
Mr R Watts Raef 2009
Miss T Watts Thea 2009
Mrs C Watts Clare 2009
Mr O Watts Oliver 2009
Miss A-R Watts Amelie-Rose 2009
Mr MH Weale Michael 2000
Mr J Webb Joseph SA 2004
Mr L Webb Luke 2004
Mr N Webb Nigel 2004
Mrs AV Webster Anne HM 1963
Mrs. C Webster L 1974
Mr ECJ Wells Christian L S 1998
Mrs GMK Wells Katherine 1998
Mrs M Wells Michele 2007
Mr WJM Wells William 1998
Mr T Wells Thomas 2010
Miss HAK Wells Henrietta 1998
Mr DPA Wells David 2007
Mr MG West Martin SD 1993
Miss C West Carol 1987
Mr GHS West Gordon 1987
Mr MJD Wheeler Michael 1994
Mr W Wheeler William 2009
Mr MJ Wheeler Michael S 1998
Mrs J Wheway Judith 1987
Mr RC Wheway Richard S 1966
Miss E White Erica SA 1997
Mrs MMDWhite Dolores 1998
Mr DJ White Derek 2008
Mr D White Duncan 1996
Mr P White Peter 2010
Mr RW White Ronald 2003
Mr PG White Peter 1998
Miss J White Jean SA 1997
Mr FWD Whitelaw Freddie S D 1972
Mr J Whitley James 2006
Mr JE Whittaker John 2000
Mrs HF Whittet Helen 1998
Mr NT Whittet Neil 2003
Mr J Whittet Jeremy 2007
Mr MJ Wigmore Mike 2004
Mr NBS Wilder Nigel S 1966
Mrs SH Wilkinson Hetta 1998
Sir G Wilkinson Graham GA G 1959
Mrs HM Wilkinson-Bride Heather 2010
Miss E Willan Emma 2005
Mr P Willan Paul 2005
Mrs J Willan Jeannie 2005
Mrs R Williams Renate 2008
Mr MSD Williams Marcus 1987
Mr AO Williams Anthony 2003
Mrs S Williams Sian 2005
Mr L Williams Lawrence 1991
Mrs R Williams Rachel 2003
Mr SP Williamson Simon 2002
Mr JP Williamson Joseph S 2002
Mr AM Willis Andrew 2002
Mr C Willmott Colin 2009
Miss H Willmott Hannah 2009
Mrs T Willmott Tracy 2009
Mr O Willmott Oliver 2009
Mr HEN Wilsher Henry 1992
Mr A Wilson Alan 1997
Mrs. ME Wilson Minnie 1972
Mr J Wilson Jamie 1997
Mr DA Wilson David 1964
Mrs GM Wise Gilliam 1998
Mr JP Withinshaw John 1994
Mrs GJ Withinshaw Georgina 1994

Mr JA Wood James 2002
Mr DN Wood Daniel 2005
Mr T Wood Trevor 1999
Miss HV Wood Helena 2002
Mr SJ Woodhall Simon 2007
Mr MJ Woodhall Mike SL 1978
Capt N Woolgar Nick 1997
Mr JGL Wright John 2002
Mr G Wylde George 2001
Mr J Wylde John 2001
Mr R Wylde  1970
Mrs L Wylde Lucy 2001
Herr S Wyss L 1983
Frau T Wyss L 1983
Mrs M Yates Michaela 2001
Mr MKR Yates Martin 2007
Miss E Yates Evangeline 2001
Mr C Yates Cameron 2001
Mr J Yates Joshua 2001
Mr MSD Yates Marc 2001
Mr A Yates Alec 2001
Miss E Yeates Eleanor 2003
Miss A Yeates Alice 2003
Mr M Yeates Matthew 2003
Mr T Yeates Thomas 2003
Mr J Younger Jamie 2009
Mr NV Zotov Nikolai 2009
Mrs RM Zvegintzov Maree G D HM 1986
Capt PD Zvegintzov Paul G D HM 1972
Mr NI Zvegintzov Nicholas S 1986
Maj S Zvegintsov Sacha SA 1984






